It is better to light just one little candle and, if everyone lit just ONE little candle—what a bright world this would be! Light represents "Truth" and in Truth all other things can be added unto you. Secrets scattered in the Light are no longer secrets and no longer can they be weapons. The PATH to God only SEEMS narrow for you have left so little room for God—the wide boulevard heads in the other direction!
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COPYRIGHT POSITION STATEMENT AND DISCLAIMER

The Phoenix Journals are intended as a “real time” commentary on current events, how current events relate to past events and the relationships of both to the physical and spiritual destinies of mankind.

All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted and tweaked by selfishly motivated men to achieve and maintain control over other men. When one can understand that everything is comprised of “energy” and that even physical matter is “coalesced” energy, and that all energy emanates from God’s thought, one can accept the idea that the successful focusing of millions of minds on one expected happening will cause it to happen.

If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these are the “end times” (specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, etc.). That would put us in the “sorting” period and only a few short years from the finish line. God has said that in the end-times would come the WORD--to the four corners of the world--so that each could decide his/her own course toward, or away from, divinity--based upon TRUTH.

So, God sends His Hosts--Messengers--to present that TRUTH. This is the way in which He chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. Thus, these journals are Truth, which cannot be copyrighted; they are compilations of information already available on Earth, researched and compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this purpose) which should not be copyrighted. Therefore, these journals are not copyrighted (except SIPAPU ODYSSEY which is “fiction”).

The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing which elected to indicate that a copyright had been applied for on the theory that the ISBN number (so necessary for booksellers) was dependent upon the copyright. Commander Hatonn, the primary author and compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for and, to our knowledge, none were.

If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely passed on. It is hoped that each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it in context, of course.
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I come this time, not to "dedicate" but to petition. Please, pray for your brother that he might find his truth--in that which is not hidden and secret. Attend within, your brother in his prison--be it bars, reservations, ignorance, illness or whatever seems to befall ones on this journey. What you offer unto your brother--is that which shall come again unto self. So, please, make the prayers and petitions for your brother--great, that you too, might have abundance in all things. AHO!
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SAT., JULY 10,  1993

CANDLELIGHT

"It's better to light just one little candle than to stumble about in the dark--better to light just one little candle…. If everyone lit just one little candle--what a bright world this would be!"

If there is even a flicker of LIGHT--there is no darkness! Moreover, the darker the stage the more brilliant appears the flame. Further, to the tiny flame will fly all the moths seeking light. May we be given into candle lighting!

As we sit to close this volume my heart is pulled into the myriad directions as the wind which flows across the lands--I can rejoice at glad tidings and I weep as my heart goes out to the oppressed. There is always the oppression which is visible and we can uncover to place in your hands to gain lessons and wisdom--but what of those things we can only share and hold as pain within our breasts for we have so little influence over these powers which have stolen so much from so many--FOR so few?

THE NAVAJO

YOU are not of the native tribes (you think), most of you. You may be a tad this or a tad that--whatever is popular at the moment to relate to the social focus of brotherhood. But most of you are foreigners in a "natives" land. YOU did not come and conquer, murder your relations, and sink them into despair--but you are nonetheless RESPONSIBLE.

This very day, a quarrel goes on in the LAND OF THE NAVAJO. For 27 long years, these people wait to be removed from their heritage lands. They cannot build--even a hovel lean-to. They cannot even repair the falling-in roofs or paint the window frames. They have no electricity, no running water--they lived grouped in unfit falling-down hovels--WAITING! TWENTY-SEVEN years, already, they have waited in this miserable circumstance. Lands whereupon they grew gardens are now being taken for building by developers. The lands were simply "there" for the use of any--and now, the lands are being closed and, even if vacant, the "natives" can no longer use the plots to feed their stock or grow their corn.

THIS LAND! THIS LAND IS (WAS) THEIR LAND. How come you foreigners come and steal their lands? Worse, you take it and destroy it with your buildings and your THINGS. I warn you, readers and all citizens, you will rue the day you came upon these RED BROTHERS and discarded goodness and balance and wreaked havoc and chaos upon THEIR lands, their "MOTHER".

Ah but you may say--but "If they be of God and yet so helpless--what can they do about it"? Ah, I thought you would NEVER ASK? THEY DO "BE" OF GOD--AND THEREFORE, LITTLE

IT IS NOW OBVIOUS--the days of the white-man, black-man, yellow and pale--are numbered as upon this land called America. In your own foolishness you have forgotten everything you NEEDED TO KNOW. When people have to survive--THEY KNOW HOW TO SURVIVE and you who stole it all--CANNOT for you are soft and weak and without ability if you lose your electricity, your "things" and your gold. Will THEY sell you what you need for your "gold"? Some of them--but not the ones who KNOW. They will WAIT upon the Lord to attend their enemies--YOU.

You can learn all there is to know about politics, secret organizations, and all the trappings of "society", good and bad--AND STILL KNOW NOTHING about "living" and GOD!

Does ANYONE actually wonder WHERE "WE" WILL GO FIRST TO TAKE UP GOD'S PEOPLE? YOU HAD BETTER LOOK CAREFULLY FOR WHAT YOU ALLOW TO BE DONE, AND HELP DO, UNTO OUR PEOPLE--YOU SHALL REAP THE BITTER HARVEST FROM THOSE ACTIONS. GOD KNOWS NO COLORS, CREED OR RACES--HE ONLY RECOGNIZES HIS PEOPLE AND THEY ARE THOSE ONES WHO RECOGNIZE HIM. Pagans? You are children of the LIE! You hold glory in your hands and you dump it in the dregs of the badlands and hide the Truth from the eyes of the world. GOD ANGRY? ABOUT AS ANGRY AS HE CAN GET WITHOUT VAPORIZING YOU ALL IN YOUR NARROW LITTLE MINDS AND WORLD.

To witness an octogenarian grandfather lying on rags OUTSIDE a hovel--waiting his own passing, for there is no room inside the shelter--tells it all, little children of the LIE. Shame is upon your nations this day--and one such as America is as shamed as any upon the face of the earth--FOR YOU DID IT UNTO THE LEAST OF GOD'S CHILDREN--AND THUS--YOU DID IT UNTO HIM!

And what would the "Wisdomkeepers" say to you who have entered upon His sacred places?

They will say that it is now time to tell the world what they know...about nature and about God. So, if you will listen they will tell you--if you do not they will pray for you. My, you ones have a lot to learn and you better start listening for they will soon stop talking and wait--and you will perish! He will tell you that the "white man came to this country and forgot his original Instructions"--"We have never forgotten our Instructions". Some have, just as some of you who "came" will remember yours. I can only suggest you get on with lighting candles and remembering your Instructions.

They will tell you in their traditional truth: "God made everything so simple. Our lives are very simple. We do what we please. The only law we obey is the natural law, God's law. We don't need your churches and "things" for we have the wonders of the mountains and the valleys and our blood is as the rivers across the lands. Our WORLD IS our bible and we don't need your books and rules--or your approval. We have the wind and the rain and the stars and we have studied it for millions and millions of years.

"We've learned that God rules the universe and that everything God made is living. Even the rocks are alive. When we use them in our ceremonies we talk to them and they talk back to us. We honor that which God has given unto us and hold it sacred except that in despair and in the integration
with you who corrupt--our own are corrupted.

"When we want wisdom we go up on the hill and talk to God. It is tradition--four days and four nights, without food and water. Yes, you can talk to God up on a hill by yourself. You can say anything you want. Nobody is there to listen--except GOD".

By the way, readers, after a while on that mountain--you begin to think a lot better and your thoughts get a lot more "clean" and in perspective. You might try it, brothers and sisters--go within for four days and four nights--fasting and thinking. It might just change your perspective.

These things ARE the principles of CHRIST--and it has nothing whatsoever to do with "religion" or a man by any NAME. When you have reached the place where your prayers and focus are on Grandfather on the rag pile outside the hovel and your prayers are for his restoration--THEN, and only then, will you have risen to the point of possibility of change. It can be ANY "grandfather" outside any hogan or cardboard box. Until you are willing to KNOW, become informed and ultimately--GIVE, you cannot claim your place awaiting you in the wondrous kingdom of the Great Spirit.

"But I can't do it ALL," you say. You don't have to DO ANYTHING because you can't SAVE ANYBODY. You get it right within and in intent and SAVE yourself and the rest will follow in proper perfection. Get your own remembering in order and bring again to the world the principles of God/Creator/Creation and it WILL CHANGE THE FACE OF THE WORLD!

I do not come, nor are we "sent" to tell you about the CIA and the political secrets of the Bush twigs and twists. I am come to TELL YOU THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR SOUL IN BALANCE AND HARMONY WITHIN THE UNIVERSE. The rest of the lessons is to give you opportunity to REMEMBER--nobody is going to SAVE you from anything--much less yourself. BUT, you are not going to be ABLE TO SAVE YOURSELF if you don’t remember who and what you are.

Whether your candle be from the tallow of the buffalo or the scented wax of the king's larder--YOU HAD BETTER GET ON WITH LIGHTING IT.

You have two ways to go--in direct opposition to each other. You can move to that light of remembering or go right on into the pit of dark forgetting. YOU CAN HIDE THE TRUTH FROM YOURSELF IN MANY WAYS--BUT YOU CANNOT ESCAPE IT.

Oh, I like this: "You sound like Little Crow!" Well, I am honored--but perhaps it is that Little Crow sounds like "me"! Or, is it possible that WISDOM is always sounding the same and you cannot tell by the color of my skin against his. You want to know something--Little Crow is beyond "white" as in the "light" for, where we abide--there is only LIGHT. We manifest in that place where we are sent to guide, teach, lead--or follow. But, brothers, we look EXACTLY THE SAME. Truth is Truth--and there are myriads of ways to express TRUTH--many ways to reach it--but after all is said and all is "done"--there is only ONE.

But, indeed, Little Crow shares for he continues his journey just as do you--only "I" of the two spend ALL of my time at present on this side of the illusion. It is a time of needing to do so--when it is time to do otherwise--so shall it be.

"We are all sacred and in that sacredness we have an obligation and responsibility to all things to
which we are connected.

"You are the messengers of time. You are the prophets of the time. You carry forth the word through your own behavior. If you are into the world of materialism and that is your message, then that is the world you portray....

"Within us lives what it is we seek. If it is peace and harmony and balance among yourselves, with yourself, then accept that it's there. Accept the possibility that it dwells with you, because there isn't anybody on earth who can give it to you. You have to take that responsibility for yourself".

If you want to share more of such wisdom--get the sayings of wisdom (only a tiny few)--but enough to fill your cup and show you the way to get to God! (One World Publishing, P.O. Box 9148, Fountain Valley, CA 92708). If you wish, you can go forth and witness WITH him at his gatherings--for they are not reserved for his red brother--YOU NEED THE WISDOM FAR MORE THAN DO THE REDMEN. But I suggest you go "clean" and "open" for he "do not" play games with you--he tells it EXACTLY like it is. He won't play at sweat lodges, or naming ceremonies, and he won't pass around the sacred pipe for all to puff on--it is time you go beyond the games and scripts and get with the program. You can do IT exactly the same way Little Crow did (does) it and Dharma does it and anyone else does IT: "As absurd as it might sound, finding my identity is to remember who I was. Remembering who I was simply means taking responsibility for who I am".

The lessons and information in the volume here offered are to enlighten you to what IS about you--this lesson in truth of "life" reality--is LIFE. Ponder it.
CHAPTER 1
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THE AMERICAN’S CREED

I BELIEVE in the United States of America as a Government of the people, by the people, for the people; whose just powers are derived from the consent of the governed; a democracy in a republic; a sovereign nation of many sovereign states; a perfect union, one and inseparable; established upon those principles of freedom, equality, justice, and humanity for which American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.

I therefore believe it is my duty to my country to love it; to support its Constitution; to obey its laws; to respect its flag; and to defend it against all enemies.

William Tyler Page

* * *

A CALL TO ARMS

PATRICK HENRY,, 1775.

Mr. President, it is natural to man to indulge in the illusions of hope. We are apt to shut our eyes against a painful truth. Is this the part of wise men, engaged in a great and arduous struggle for liberty? Are we disposed to be of the number of those, who, having eyes, see not, and having ears, hear not, the things which so nearly concern their temporal salvation? For my part, whatever anguish of spirit it may cost, I am willing to know the whole truth; to know the worst, and to provide for it.

I have but one lamp by which my feet are guided; and that is the lamp of experience. I know of no way of judging of the future but by the past. Let us not, I beseech you, sir, deceive ourselves longer. Sir, we have done everything that could be done to avert the storm which is now coming on. We have petitioned; we have remonstrated; we have supplicated; we have prostrated ourselves before the throne, and have implored its interposition to arrest the tyrannical hands of the ministry and Parliament. Our petitions have been slighted; our remonstrances have produced additional violence and insult; our supplications have been disregarded; and we have been spurned, with contempt, from the foot of the throne! In vain, after these things, may we indulge the fond hope of peace and reconciliation. There is no longer any room for hope. If we wish to be free—if we mean to preserve inviolate those inestimable privileges for which we have been so long contending—if we mean not basely to abandon the noble struggle in which we have been so long engaged, and which we have pledged ourselves never to abandon, until the glorious object of our contest shall be obtained—we must fight! I repeat it, sir, we must fight! An appeal to arms and to the God of Hosts is
all that is left us!

They tell us, sir, that we are weak--unable to cope with so formidable an adversary. But when shall we be stronger! Will it be the next week, or the next year? Will it be when we are totally disarmed? Shall we acquire the means of effectual resistance by lying supinely on our backs and hugging the delusive phantom of hope, until our enemies shall have bound us hand and foot?

Sir, we are not weak if we make a proper use of those means which the God of nature has placed in our power. Three millions of people armed in the holy cause of liberty, and in such a country as this that we possess, are invincible by any force which our enemy can send against us. Besides, sir, we shall not fight our battles alone. There is JUST God who presides over the destinies of nations, and who will raise up friends to fight our battles for us. The battle, sir, is not to the strong alone; it is to the vigilant, the active, the brave.

It is in vain, sir, to extenuate the matter. Gentlemen may cry "Peace, peace"--But there is no peace. The war is actually begun! Our brethren are already in the field! Why stand we here idle? What is it that gentlemen wish? What would they have? Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give me death!

PATRICK HENRY, 1736-1799

***

*Every tomorrow has two handles. You can take hold of tomorrow with the handle of anxiety or you can take hold of it with the handle of faith.* (Henry Ward Beecher)

***

And what of you, citizens? Where are you? Will you be stronger, somehow, tomorrow? Have you "peace" anywhere? Can you not see the media brainwashers setting you up with fear and trembling as well as guilt at the slaughter in "set-up" places to confuse you into inaction? You are NOW IN the phase of CONFUSION so that you don't have any idea what YOU THINK about almost anything. Is there intelligent life out there somewhere in the universe? What about on Earth--**IS THERE ANY INTELLIGENT LIFE LEFT ON EARTH?**

Just ponder what the alien brothers visiting your place think of you in witness: You rape, ravage, pillage and plunder. You set your minds and dwell on the ugly, the carnal, the painful and the degrading. You train your children in the way of violence and lawlessness and make it glamorous and challenging from a world of total boredom and despair. You move about as swarms, not individual creations of wonder. You clog the very passages with your hordes and gaggles, protestors and anti-everythings. Pro-life? You are not pro-life, you are destroyers. Even if you allow your babes to be birthed you immediately set forth to destroy them in every cruel way possible. Perhaps the worst of all--the very dehydration of soul--nowhere to be, nowhere to go, nothing for which to aspire, wait out the lifespan in total zombiism--a brew, a broad and you know the rest.

You are come to the celebration, again, of your Independence in the U.S. But are you independent? Are you less "handled" by England than in 1776? No, you are MORE controlled by Great Britain than in the history of your globe--The British Israelis which includes the Monarchy and all the King's men.
Give me liberty or give me death? You already have death! You remain "flatlanders" in a flat land of ignorance. Your enemies have gleaned enough technology to blow away your planet and most of you will pass sleepingly on without ever knowing what hit you--again, and again and again.

What is Flatland? Imagine a vast sheet of paper on which straight Lines, Triangles, Squares, Pentagons, Hexagons, and other figures, instead of remaining fixed in their places, move freely about, on or IN the surface, but without the power of rising above or sinking below it, very much like shadows--only hard and with luminous edges--and you will then have a pretty correct notion of your country and countrymen.

In such a country, you will perceive at once that it is impossible that there should be anything of what you call a "solid" kind; but you will suppose that you could at least distinguish by sight the various beforementioned geometric designs moving about as described. On the contrary, you could see NOTHING of the kind, not at least so as to distinguish one figure from another. Nothing was visible, nor could be visible, to you, except Straight Lines; and the necessity of this can be demonstrated.

Place a penny on the middle of one of your tables in one of your "spaces". Lean over it and look directly down upon it. Does it not appear to be as a circle--a round circle?

Now, draw back to the edge of the table, gradually lower your eye, thus bringing yourself more and more into the condition of the inhabitants of Earth (Flatland), and you will find the penny becoming more and more oval to your view; and at last when you have placed your eye exactly on the edge of the table the penny will then have ceased to appear oval at all, and will have become, so far as you can see, a straight line.

Well, chelas, I am not going to go further with this subject--get a little book by Edwin A. Abbott called FLATLAND and read it. If you do not move out of Flatland and out of ME-VILLE and MY-NESS you are never going to do anything except live in-on the surface of Flatland tablecloths. You think you live in a three-dimensional world? No--most all of you are very definitely lost in the surface of the tablecloth in a two-dimensional trap.

Liberty? What is Liberty? You have so long since lost liberty that you peer at it as if it were one of those straight lines within the tablecloth itself. Freedom? Freedom to do and be WHAT? If you do not know what it is YOU WANT to be--how can you come to be it? The "Beginning" should be revisited often if you are to know the ending. Instead of fixing that which is broken and sick--you grasp at a final rapture of some kind--again escaping responsibility for self and self-growth. You want to "just ascend", then let's learn how. First you take a giant missile with a nuclear warhead attached--you fire it at a group of people and things; you fire the missile, detonate the warhead and whoosh, in the blink of eye--all ascended! Except, of course, those who didn't get in the close-knit circle of ascenders--these others will ascend more slowly as they radiate away. Wouldn't it somehow seem better to "become" than to "ascend"?

We may as well get on with the "curse" of the ages. We will offer a document for your study and we are in great appreciation for the messages herein.

As you read the following I want you keep uppermost in your minds that I am dictating as written and there will be the use of the name "Jesus" a LOT. I can, however, guarantee you each and every
one—that HE WILL NOT BE CALLED "JESUS". YOU may call HIM Jesus but others may well call him a whole lot of different labels—just remember, good buddies, IT MEANS THE SAME THING--THERE IS ONLY ONE! I get totally careless about "names" even though they be sweet and wondrously melodious--however, they don't mean anything in reality—call a rose a crocus and you still have a rose by any name. Keep your balance about these things or you will become distracted and miss the whole point of the lesson.

PROPHECY:

**NO RAPTURE FROM COMING NUCLEAR WORLD WAR III**

Most Christian denominations have a belief in what is called "the rapture". But the word "rapture" is not even found in the Bible. [H: Any bible.] Just like the words "division of church and state", are NOT found in the United States Constitution. People believe things by tradition, not what God has said. The doctrine of a blissful rapture, or escape from the final period of great tribulation began in Scotland in 1830 with a prophecy by a girl, Margaret MacDonald. But as you will see from the words of God, WHEN Jesus does come to rule the world with an "iron rod", it will be AFTER the great tribulation of World War III.

Revelation 19:15-16 "And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: (World War III) and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: AND he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness AND wrath of Almighty God. AND he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS".

The tongue of Jesus is not a sword. But his words DO cut, and divide people into groups. Revelation 1:16 says: "And out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword... Fear not I am the first and the last: I am He that liveth, and was dead".

Alexis de Toqueville said: "Men will NOT receive the truth from their enemies AND it is very seldom offered to them by their friends". So, as a friend or enemy I'll show you what God has said with his "rod of iron".

Timothy 2:15-16 "STUDY to shew thyself approved of God, a workman that need not be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. BUT shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase unto more ungodliness".

Matthew 24:3 "And as he sat upon the Mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, tell us, WHEN shall these things be? and WHAT shall the sign of thy coming AND of the end of the world"?

Jesus then lists the signs of the end, famines, pestilences, earthquakes, MANY false prophets, love waxes cold. Matthew 24:15 "WHEN ye therefore SHALL SEE the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand)". Friend, it is our enemy who will "A"-Bomb-A-Nation, and make it desolate and MORE than 100 million will die probably this next winter of 93, though I have NOT been told yet a date.

Matthew 24:21-22 For THEN shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the
beginning of the world to this time, no, **nor ever shall be.** AND except those days should be shortened, there should **NO** flesh be saved: **BUT** for the elects' sake those days shall be shortened".

Reader, **are** you going to be one of the elect?

Matthew 24:29 "Immediately **AFTER** the tribulation **OF THOSE DAYS** shall the sun be darkened, (because of all the fallout) and the moon shall not give her light (fallout night and day)".

Matthew 24:30 "And **THEN** shall appear the "sign" of the Son of Man in heaven: And **then** shall **ALL** the tribes of the earth mourn".

Matthew 24:27 "For as the lightning (SUN) cometh out of the east, **AND** shineth even unto the west; **SO** shall also the coming of the Son of man be".

Ezekiel 43:2 "And behold, the glory of the god of Israel came from the way of the east: and his voice was like a noise of many waters: and the Earth shined with his glory".

Matthew 24:33-34 "So likewise ye, **WHEN** ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, even at the doors. **THIS generation** shall not pass, **till all** these things be fulfilled".

You have **NOT** seen the "Sign", because the sun and moon have not been yet darkened. We'll keep reading as there is no rapture yet. Luke 21:22 "And **THEN** shall they see the Son of man **coming in a cloud with power and great glory.** And **WHEN** these things **BEGIN** to come to pass, **then** look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh. So likewise ye, **WHEN** ye see these things come to pass, know ye that the **kingdom of God is nigh** at hand. This generation shall not pass away till all be fulfilled".

Luke 21:36 "**WATCH** ye therefore, and pray always, **THAT** ye may be accounted worthy to **escape all** these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man".

Jesus said: "**I am come to send** 'FIRE' on the earth; and what will I, **IF IT BE ALREADY KINDLED.** (By Nuclear War) Suppose ye that I come to give peace on Earth? I tell you **NAY**; but rather division." **LUKE 12:49,51**

Nuclear fireballs of 11 million degrees cause a lot of FIRE.

So the war comes, **THEN** the "sign" of Jesus **coming, in fire** to bring judgment on the Earth. **But** nuclear fire is "already" here. We have to watch, pray, **and escape destruction of war to stand** before the Son of man, when he does come.

Matthew 25:31-32 "**WHEN** the Son of man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with him, **THEN** shall he sit upon the throne of his glory. And before him shall be gathered all **nations:** (ALL KINDS AND CLASSES OF MEN, ALL DIFFERENT RACES, ORIENTALS, BLACKS, WHITES, ETC.) **AND HE shall SEPARATE THEM** one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats." So separation is **a true doctrine.**

1 Thessalonians 1:7-9 "And to you who are troubled, rest with us, **WHEN** the Lord shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, **IN FLAMING FIRE** taking vengeance on them that know **NOT** God, and that **OBEY NOT** the gospel of our Lord Christ **WHO** shall be punished with
everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory of his power".

**WHEN** Jesus comes **after** his sign is given **AFTER** the great tribulation of 2 billion people dying (1/3 of mankind--see Revelation 9:15)

**THEN** Revelation 6:15-16 "And the kings of the earth and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every freeman, **HID** themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains; **AND SAID** to the mountains and rocks, **FALL ON US**, and hide us **FROM** the face of HIM that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb".

Now if you think nuclear war is bad, you can't even imagine how terrible His second coming will be to unrepentant sinners.

1 Thessalonians 4:16-17 "For the Lord **HIMSELF** shall descend from heaven with a shout, and the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: **AND THE DEAD IN CHRIST** shall rise **FIRST**. **THEN** we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: And so shall we ever be with the Lord".

So War comes, **THEN** the sign, 1/3 of mankind has been destroyed. **THEN** we who are alive and remain shall be caught up.

That is far from a blissful rapture "after" having survived World War III.

1 Corinthians 15:51 "Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, **BUT** we shall all be changed".

1 Corinthians 15:55-57 "0 death, where is thy sting? 0 grave, where is thy victory? The sting of death is SIN; and the **strength of sin is the law**: But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ".

Luke 21:34-36 "And **TAKE HEED** to your selves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting (headaches of life) and drunkenness, **AND CARES OF THIS LIFE**, and **SO** that day come upon you unawares. **FOR** as a snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the face of the **whole** earth. (World War III) **WATCH** ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to **Escape** all these things that shall come to pass, **AND** to stand before the Son of man". So how should each of us be?

**Titus 2:13** "Looking for that blessed hope, **AND** glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ".

Jesus was perfect and never lied to us, did he? He said: "**BE YE** therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect". Matthew 5:48. Can you **become** "perfect"? Did Jesus?

Hebrews 5:8-9 "**Though he were a Son**, **YET** learned he obedience by the things **WHICH HE SUFFERED**; and being **MADE** perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all **THEM THAT OBEY** him".

So! do you think you're going to sneak into heaven without paying the price of a ticket? If
Jesus suffered to be made perfect are you any better to go without suffering? You will suffer more or less, depending upon your obedience to Him.

Matthew 10:24 "The disciple is not above his master, nor the servant above his lord". Read, STUDY Matthew 10:24-42.

Matthew 5:11 "Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake". So are you a social church member? What should a disciple of Christ expect?

John 16:2 "They shall put you out of the synagogues: (church) yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think that he doeth God service".

People honor and revere those early Christians who gave their lives and were eaten by lions rather than deny the gospel. People today who won't accept all the truth because it would interfere with their lifestyle or they would lose some friends are not valiant people. The gospel of the 20th Century has been so watered down and is so apostate that nobody is even willing to die for it-- [much less live for it].

2 Thessalonians 2:11-12 "And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion that they should believe a lie. That they all might be damned who believe not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness".

Revelation 3:15-17 "I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wast cold or hot. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee out of my mouth. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked".

Reader, do you have the holy spirit to tell you what is true? Don't you have the ability to read the scriptures yourself and see what God has commanded? You should know what God has said about the last days and the events ahead. Everyone is quick to point out there will be many false prophets. But Acts 2:17 says in the Last Days there will be "dreams and visions" on my servants and blood, fire and smoke. [H: Wait now, you are not going to get away with "...but Hatonn said the Bible is tampered and changed and this and that..." Good grief, isn't everything? The point is to get your self into oneness with God and you will know exactly which parts are tampered with and which is truth in guidance and signs with instructions.]

Revelation 21:7-8 "He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my son. But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone; which is the second death".

Apostle Paul said: "Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own selves. Know ye not your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates?" (2 Corinthians 13:5) "If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, He cannot be my disciple. [H: Here you have a "true" meaning of the word "hate". It simply means "without ability to release".] And whosoever doth not bear his cross, AND come after me, CANNOT be my disciple." Luke 14:26-27.
That is pretty tough doctrine--But Jesus said it. Reader, do you bear a cross? Peter said to us: "Beloved, think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which is to try you, as though some strange thing happened unto you: BUT REJOICE, inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that WHEN his glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with exceeding joy. If ye be reproached for the name of Christ, happy are ye". I Peter 4:12-14. [H: Again let us clear up a bit of English "meaning": Suffer does not necessarily mean to have bad happenings, pain and agony--remember "Suffer the little children..."] You have to get with this program, readers, and stop the spoonfeedings. It is difficult to translate from Arabic and Hebrew into U.S. far-out cool grammar. You KNOW what is intended in meaning--STOP the games.]

"For this is thankworthy, IF a man for conscience toward God endure grief, suffering wrongfully. For what glory is it...when ye do well, and suffer for it, ye take it patiently, this is acceptable with God". I Peter 2:19-20. [H: So, again, what is "suffering"--well, you modern sufferers seem to think it is moan, bitch, groan and agony on me as some badge of courage or fulfillment--STOP IT! THERE IS ONLY TOTAL GLORY AND JOY IN SERVING WITH THE CRUSTED BROTHER OF CREATION/CREATOR AND YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT REAL "SUFFERING" IS, MUCH LESS EXPERIENCE IT. Mostly you go about in your moaning to gain attention to support your fits of self-pity and "look at me" ego trips.]

"As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him. Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, AFTER the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ". Colossians 2:6,8.

"Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, (convert) AND when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves. [H: Back to "Pleiadian Collective"--is it not just about this way. You think you have a right to go and proselyte the sectors of the world who probably already have THE Truth of goodness and corrupt it with your almighty need to put YOUR doctrines off on others. Good grief, is it not enough to despoil yourself and your close relations who can't get away from you?] Woe unto you, YE BLIND GUIDES, which say, Whosoever shall swear by the temple, it is nothing; but whosoever shall swear by the gold of the temple, he is a debtor"! Matthew 23:15-16 Read all of Matthew 23 and Luke 11 about church leaders and lawyers--[H: AND THEN go as fast as you can and read AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME EMMANUEL and find out how it really was and IS.]

***

Enough. We are in great appreciation for the sharing and all of the research done FOR us. You need guidelines in this time of awakening and you must know what to expect as the prophets have predicted and shared with you--BUT IT IS YOU AND YOU ALONE WHO WILL DECIDE HOW YOU SHALL GO AND BE. You can quote from Genesis 1 to the end of Revelation and it will mean NOTHING if you twiddle over every word and phrase--for at best the translations have been touched by hundreds and thousands of MEN. You can ONLY FIND THE KNOWING within in the silent stillness of your soul within. And, IT will be EXACTLY AS YOU MAKE IT TO BE!

May you come to KNOW that you are secure in the hollow of my hand wherein no harm can reach through unto you--for all these things upon the stage of physical expression are but the classroom
instruction--the TRUTH OF INFINITY RESTS WITHIN MY DIMENSIONS WHEREIN THE SPIRIT SOARS ON WINGS AS EAGLES. MAY YOUR FLIGHTPATH BE SMOOTH AND YOUR LANDING EASY.

GOD BLESS!
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NUCLEAR HIGH RISK

I have to write here as if you each and ALL have read every word we have priorly offered. There is no longer time to "catch up" nations full of sleeping people. We have worked around the clock for five years to pour all the information possible into your "truth" machine. We cannot now hold back, from diligent students, the very survival we have come to attend. IT IS TIME TO GET SCARED, LITTLE FRIENDS--REAL SCARED. I don't even want to see or hear that "Hatonn dishes out nothing but FEAR"! YOUR WORLD IS AT WAR; THE U.S. DID IT AND YOU CAN EXPECT THE FULL-BORE RETALIATION. BY STARTING THE WAR AGAIN IN BAGHDAD CLINTON DEMONSTRATED THAT YOU IN THE U.S. ARE UNDER FULL MARTIAL LAW AND EXECUTIVE ORDER--AGAIN, YOU WENT TO WAR ON AN INTERNATIONAL LEVEL, IN SECRET, WITH ONLY YOUR ELITE ALLIES IN KNOWING (NOT YOUR CONGRESS NOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE)--YOU-THE-PEOPLE WERE GIVEN NOTHING. THIS MEANS THAT ALL IS IN PLACE FOR FULL-OUT UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL WORLD WAR III! This war, before it ends, will be the NUCLEAR WAR (SUICIDE) of your planet if it works the way of the prophecies. You are headed directly, full-steam ahead for "THE WINTER OF '93". Further, I am not going to place my people in further danger by giving you "fortune-tellings", etc. YOU get busy and pick up the back information--MY PEOPLE HAVE DONE ENOUGH!

There aren't any BLOODSUCKERS out "here" gonna "getcha"! Those are the most evil of all projections upon your place and it will get far worse before it gets better, friends. I and "mine" have a massive mission--but it is not to "save your assets" or your "astral" bodies. You believe the lies, deny the Truth and then kick and kill my speakers and messengers--it does NOT make me happy! Is it bad to have ME angry and unhappy? YES IT IS VERY BAD! You sleepy-heads in your wondrous worldly visions of sugar-plums and an orgy in every bed--with a pot of gold under it--have about played out your final cards--and lost the game. When this world erupts there will be death of the human physical to well over two-thirds of the population of the planet--and frankly--THAT IS "SCHEDULED" BY YOUR ELITE HUMANISTS FOR 19 HUNDRED AND 93! This must be done in order to have the full PLAN 2000 operational and in place by 2000! Sleep on, little blind kittens, and hopefully you won't know what hit you. However, nuclear war is a bit different--you WILL know what hit you and it will be TOO LATE! Does it HAVE TO BE this way? NO--BUT I SEE NO SIGNS OF YOU STOPPING IT!

In the instance of what just happened in Iraq--do you ACTUALLY THINK STUPID LITTLE CLINTON ORDERED THE MASSACRE? FORGET IT, SLEEPING CHILDREN--BUSH, SCOWCROFT, ETC., ARE STILL IN FULL COMMAND FROM "THIS SIDE" AND ARE WORKING DIRECTLY WITH THE ELITE BANKERS, OIL BARONS AND ZIONISTS. THIS IS GOING TO END IN A MASSIVE BLOODBATH; IT IS ONLY THE "WHEN" THAT IS IN QUESTION.


**EVERYWHERE THE BRIDGE IS "FALLING DOWN" ON YOU**

OK, we are going to offer you some information that has been given to you at least three times prior to this writing--DIRECTLY! THIS WILL COME--AGAIN--THROUGH THE PEN OF ONE L.F. WHO IS LOVINGLY LABELED THE "PAROWAN PROPHET". Why would he have knowledge that the rest of you do not have? Because he spent time on this side of the curtain in a "death" experience and he WAS SHOWN EXACTLY WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. He tries to reach through to you-the-people and you ridicule, assault, and insult him just as you do me and my scribe--so be it, for in the foxhole there are few unbelievers! But, in the foxhole, safety is often TOO LATE TO SAVE THE BODY AND, OFTEN, THE SOUL.

You readers are right up against it now; the warning clues have been played out--and surely enough the Bastards did it again--set up THE stage for the final encounters in the MIDDLE EAST from whence would come arising your FINAL WAR OF YOUR GENERATIONS! From this war will come the Dark Ages whilst a planet heals--if it is not vaporized by the insanity. YOU ARE NOT DEALING WITH REASONING MINDS, CHELAS, YOU ARE DEALING WITH MADMEN!

**DIRECT INFORMATION ABOUT NUCLEAR ACTION**

I thank Leland for allowing us the reprinting of this information for his mission, like ours, is to inform to the limits of his capabilities--in the face of your scorn and ridicule. I wonder how many still laughed as the water rose in Noah's marina?

I suggest you get very somber and reread this information until you can recite it under pressure!

SOME PEOPLE DON'T WANT TO KNOW THE FUTURE THAT PROPHETS HAVE FORETOLD ABOUT WORLD WAR III STARTING IN IRAQ.

[H: As we go along with these writings there will be many quotes from those books called "bibles"--BECAUSE that is what you run to to prove your own dreary points of view--not the truth of TRUTH. However, therein, obviously by the effort to tamper and destroy it, LIE THE CLUES AND THE ANSWERS JUST AS TRUTH LIES IN THE ORAL TEACHINGS OF THE GENERATIONS OF THE NATIVE HUMAN PEOPLE. Don't, please, bother our people with your objections--object all you wish, throw this away, stomp on it, shoot the scribe--do with it what ye will--I DO NOT CARE WHAT YOU DO WITH IT! DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME? I DO NOT CARE WHAT YOU DO WITH THIS INFORMATION!!! Further, if you are able to not have it happen this year--wait until next for the buggers in the woodwork fully intend that it WORK and on their time schedule! Neither am I going to go on the airwaves, or on the phones and tell you "exactly WHEN". Take your care and do your job and it won't matter WHEN!]

Congratulations, you "may" live through it all. By expressing your interest in survival, your chances have improved 100%. I realize that there are as many opinions as there are people. But most people will die because of their own ignorance of survival techniques. A prophet is a "Scout" for mankind. He is to tell what is ahead. Don't quit now! *The New Testament (Acts. 2:17-19)* speaks of the LAST DAYS, dreams, and vision of MY SERVANTS, blood, fire, and smoke (H-
Bombs). Peter 3:3-5 speaks of the LAST DAYS, scoffers, who are "willingly ignorant". Those hypocrites are as Jude 18 tells us: "There should be mockers in the last time".

WHEN the surprise attack comes upon the United States you can be prepared. Millions will die because they don't know what to do. They will say, "Oh, I wish I had listened and prepared". You would not want to be on the Titanic about to hit an iceberg without a life jacket. The cost of one funeral is more than the cost to protect a large family. Some targets are "hard" targets where the bomb must hit the surface to crater a hole in the earth. Such targets are missile silos, airport runways, industrial areas, hydroelectric dams, power plants, military command and control centers. Many other targets are "Soft" targets such as our cities, where the bombs will be exploded high in the sky like Hiroshima, to create damage over a much larger area. Get yourself at least 10 miles from any target. Say a missile is launched from a submarine in the Atlantic or the Pacific Oceans. Russia does have SS-20 missiles that can fly 3,000 miles across the U.S.A. to targets. Suppose an SS-20 comes from 1,000 miles away, you only have about "six minutes" to get protected. So prepare now! A missile from the Soviet Union that comes over the North Pole in one half hour puts us on the front lines of battle. With a one megaton "Soft" target warhead the bomb will explode from 6,000 to 10,000 feet high for maximum damage. The blast wave and overpressure will crush all buildings, even skyscrapers, for 5 miles out like a giant foot stepped on them. "Ten seconds" after the blast the fireball will be 1 mile across and 11 million degrees. Four miles away the wind will be 180 mph. The flash (50 times brighter than the sun) will last 22 seconds and start fires 20 miles away. People within 7 miles will begin to burn unless they duck for cover quickly. [H: This is NOT a careless statement--bodies WILL ignite and burn--literally.]

The blast wave moves out at 1,100 feet per second. Or 1 mile every 5 seconds. If you are 10 miles away you only have 50 seconds until it hits you. A house will stand at 12 miles, but glass windows will "implode" into the house with enough force for the glass to cut you up and kill you. Nuclear Fire is unquenchable. In fact, some bombs are "hydrogen" bombs like hydrogen that is in water H2O.

Matthew 3:12 says: "He will gather his wheat, but he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire" (11 million degrees).

Don't (DO NOT) look at the fireball, people 30 miles away can be blinded. The mushroom cloud (Gourd of Ashes) will rise to 80,000 feet (16 miles) and be 25 to 30 miles round in ten (10) minutes. Fallout begins in 15 minutes very, very deadly so you have little time to prepare. When the flash of light begins, "fall" flat, the human body can stand 8 times more force laying flat than standing. While laying flat count out loud to 200 before you get up. If the blast wave does not hit you by "200", then get up and look for shelter QUICK, with water for a week's stay.

If the bomb was a "surface" hit then the dirt, steel, concrete, etc., will be vaporized into about 300 radioactive elements all very, very deadly, to begin to fall out of the sky when they cool. The hole will be 1/3 mile across and as deep as a 10 story building. About 40+ acres. About 80% of the stuff from that hole will fall out of the sky within 24 hours within hundreds of miles away. Remember we are only talking about a 1 megaton bomb. Bomb blast overpressure of 2 pounds per square inch (psi) WILL CRUSH A HOUSE.
SPEEDS
at 1.5 miles       24 psi       600 mph
at 3 miles         9 psi        250 mph
at 6 miles         3.2 psi      100 mph
at 10 miles        1.5 psi      50 mph
at 12 miles        1.0 psi      40 mph

5 psi will break eardrums of people. You can see that people within a few miles of the hit are dead, or have only a short while to suffer. But, you CAN protect yourself from fallout and radiation.

FALLOUT

Fallout is very dangerous for the first few days. Radiation is measured in "R" and 450 "R" will kill 1/2 of the people. The other one half will be very sick, but MAY survive. I say "may" survive. Downwind of a "Surface" hit the "R" levels will be 18,000 "R" for 20 miles, 40 miles 1,300 "R", 60 miles 400 "R", 80 miles 130 "R", 140 miles 40 "R". The truth is that more people will die a long, slow, painful, death from the fallout. Some people say, "I want to die at the beginning". B-S! They will be hiding just like everyone else, those rotten hypocrites. Survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki are some of the best studied people in medical history. We now know what to prepare for good survival. The human body can take "some" radiation "R". Less is better! A one mega hit produces 1,000 "R" per hour at 1 hour after the hit. Seven hours later it has decayed to 100 "R" per hour. Seven times that or 49 hours (2 days) it has decayed to 10 "R" per hour. Seven times that or 49 hours (2 days) it has decayed to 10 "R" per hour. Seven times that or 49 hours (2 days) it has decayed to 1 "R" per hour. That is called the 7/10 Rule (remember the clue 7-11 stores). Cumulative doses add up in your body. Don't get more than 25 "R" in one day, 125 "R" in one week, 300 "R" in three months, stay sheltered until it drops to 1/2 "R" per hour. You can see that if you are out in "early fallout" just a short time you can get a deadly dose. Find and fix a shelter now or be sick until you and your loved ones die a horrible death.

You can estimate bomb size from the flashtime.

1/2 megaton flash  15 seconds
1 megaton flash    22 seconds
2 megaton flash    28 seconds
5 megaton flash    40 seconds
10 megaton flash   55 seconds
20 megaton flash   70 seconds

As a bomb increases "ten fold" the damage doubles. A ten mega only doubles the damage of "one" mega so you can see there will be a lot of 1 mega hits. A 10 mega hole is 1 mile across and 20 stories deep. That is a big radioactive hole.

Here I suggest you send for the "survival information" that I publish. Send a $6.00 donation to the Parowan Prophet 84761 for a lot of good ideas that can save your life and people you care about. Be prepared like the Boy Scouts.
Shelter is your ticket to the future. Just think where you can get so that someone cannot shoot you with a deer rifle. Radiation "R" is just like deer rifle bullets. The only thing that will stop them is "mass". You need 150 pounds of "mass per" square foot between you and the "R".

Examples: 1 foot thick concrete--even overhead, or two feet of packed earth. You need to unlearn all the foolish stories you have heard over the past years. I'm telling you simple truth: you CAN survive "IF" YOU PREPARE. Air is not poisoned; just do not breathe fallout dust. A 50-cent dust mask from a paint or hardware store does the job just fine. Don't let anyone track fallout dust into your shelter on their shoes or clothes; sweep them clean. [H: Better yet, if you can have enough "house-shoes" or "socks" within the shelter to simply pull off all clothing in a changing room which is isolated from you. All of ones using a common shelter should have at least one CLEAN set of clothes on stand-by so any possible contamination can be minimized.]

The human body puts off as much heat as a 100 watt light bulb. Really! So, in crowded conditions, heat will build up in a few hours. You need air circulation of 10 cubic feet per person per minute to carry off carbon dioxide from breathing and body heat. In a sealed shelter, one "cubic" yard of air is enough for "one" hour for "one" person. Blue lips and headache show a lack of oxygen.

**AIR**

Carbon Dioxide build-up will be a problem before the oxygen is gone. Normal air is 20% Oxygen and 0.03% Carbon dioxide. At 2% carbon dioxide, breathing is deeper. At 4% carbon dioxide, deeper, quicker, some discomfort. At 5% headache, nausea, labored breathing. 7% to 9% limit of tolerance. People should "lay" still as possible. Take turns "fanning" air into the shelter. Use a TV tray, cardboard, or two people with a bedsheet to scoop air like a sail into the shelter.

**WATER**

One of the first effects of radiation sickness is nausea, vomiting AND diarrhea. That produces loss of body fluids at both ends. Body electrolytes and fluid CAN be replaced by mixing 4 TEASPOONS OF SALT PLUS 2 TEASPOONS OF BAKING SODA (PLAIN OLD ARM & HAMMER TYPE) WITH 1 SMALL PACKAGE OF JELLO-O IN ONE GALLON OF WATER. Just a lot of water, juice, soda pop, or beer, will NOT help. You must replace the body electrolytes, too! [H: Now right here I am going to suggest to all of you who have Gaiandriana-have a "lot" handy and take an ounce at least three times the first "exposed" day and a tablespoonful 4 times daily thereafter--you need all the healing system at full recovery. You can even take more but "dead" drianas won't help much--just keep some extra for this purpose and keep rotating it as much as possible. Also, mixing it with half aloe vera will quadruple the positive good.] Millions will die NOT KNOWING WHAT YOU HAVE READ HERE. Save those plastic milk jugs to carry to a hole somewhere. One gallon of water "per" day for a week's stay. Seven gallons per person! DO IT NOW! Drink a lot, that helps flush radiation effects out of your body in urine. When vomiting, just sip fluids at room temperature. Use empty milk jugs to hold urine in a shelter. Men pee in a jug. Women work a similar arrangement (cut the bottom out of one jug and use as a funnel arrangement). Have a 5 gallon can or trash pail lined with garbage bags. Crumple some newspaper in the bottom. Dung into the can (each person) crumple.
newspaper over their own business, and have two rolls of toilet paper each. (It can get very bad when diarrhea sets in if you are not well prepared). When the can is about full, tie off the bag and replace it. Set it carefully aside after punching a couple of pin holes in the TOP OF THE BAG to keep it from exploding from gasses from decay. When you can, take the bags away outside—but not in the first few days of deadly fallout--conservce your "R" buildup levels. Don't take aspirin for headache at this time because it can and probably will make your stomach bleed when exposed to radiation. Use an acetaminophen base like Tylenol or Excedrin aspirin free product during this critical time--for pain.

A box of 80 baby wipes cost about $2.50 to wash faces, hands, underarms, groin, feet, DAILY while in your shelter and you might well enjoy a bit of cologne if everyone is very careful with its use. [H: Cologne is a high percentage alcohol and is both refreshing and antiseptic in nature. It is a time when utmost care should be given to cleanliness to prevent infections--baby wipes are especially good and often have a soothing aloe vera or lanolin base. Hygiene is perhaps the most singularly important item next to water supply. You will have to "measure" use of all substances exuding odors, however, as some people will be highly sensitive to "smells".]

Each person must have their OWN cup (preferably plastic if breakage is a problem in overcrowded circumstances), also a bowl, spoon and a little dish soap. Diseases spread quickly in crowded conditions. Buy 100 hour candles for light. A few changes of socks and underwear really make it better. A few good books should also be available and a Bible will have some "interesting" clues and help. AND, our survival information about the famine to come, foods to keep you healthy, and how to make a water filter to eliminate radiation in water.

**ONE MEDICINE**

ALL fallout has "radioactive iodine" which is attracted to your thyroid in your neck like steel to a magnet. Protect yourself now. **Get (KI)** Potassium iodide, "Lugols" solution, 1 ounce with an eyedropper now. **PER PERSON.** Keep it in a cool, dark place. WHEN the attack begins and you know fallout is coming, THEN 5 DROPS FOR ADULTS, 4 DROPS FOR PRE-TEENS, 3 DROPS FOR CHILDREN, INFANTS (LESS THAN 1 YEAR) 2 DROPS DAILY--FOR 100 DAYS! Twice the dosage DOES NOT HELP. Put the drops on a cracker or piece of bread. Try not to chew too much. The stuff tastes terrible, BUT it sure will help protect you! When Chernobyl happened in Russia in 1986 the world flew in 1/3 of a million doses. But nobody ELSE will be helping us when the attack comes here. If you are not protected, you'll probably get cancer of the throat in 10 or 15 years. That is terrible to think of for the youth of today. Kids who are not protected with "KI" and get some "radioactive iodine" will be stunted in their growth because the thyroid gland controls growth. There are other medicines listed in our survival information as well. If you can get KI tablets, a person needs 130 milligrams (mg) DAILY, for the 100 days after fallout begins.

People realize that some cancer patients get small doses of radiation that makes their hair fall out. Two weeks after fallout begins people will start to go bald. Hair will grow back "if" you survive. If you don't survive, who is going to bury you? People you love or some stranger who will push you into an unmarked grave?
**PLAN TO LIVE--DON'T DIE**

The Lord tells us: "The sword is without, and the pestilence AND TILE FAMINE within; he that is in the field (without a fallout shelter) shall die with the sword; (of war) AND he that is in the city, FAMINE and pestilence (radiation sickness and disease) shall devour him". AND shame shall be upon all faces (because they didn't listen or prepare) AND BALDNESS UPON ALL THEIR HEADS ("radiation" doses of 300 R makes your hair fall out and kills about 20 percent of the people within 6 weeks--see Prophecy Today Book and Sheet 1982G). They shall cast their silver in the streets and their gold shall be removed (from backing the USA currency in 1971). THEIR SILVER AND THEIR GOLD SHALL NOT BE ABLE TO DELIVER THEM IN THE DAY OF THE WRATH OF THE LORD: they shall NOT satisfy their souls NEITHER FILL THEIR BOWELS (not enough to eat)." [Bible: Ezekiel 7:15, 18, 19]

Place smokers and sick, vomiting people NEAR the air exhaust. If flush toilets available everyone SIT to do ALL waste business. You can live days without food, but you MUST have water. A pillow, blanket, toothbrush, comb, some food and just SIT and wait. Learn the patience of Job in the Bible. With a candle and food and water you'll have it made while millions of smart, intelligent, talented, wealthy people are dying. Just be patient and wait. Some people can go outside for supplies in shifts. Keep track of each person's total radiation doses added up.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

Send a Self-addressed "STAMPED" business letter envelope and $1 donation OR MORE -- and $6.00 DONATION FOR SURVIVAL INFORMATION, $12 donation for book PROPHECY TODAY which includes fallout maps and the survival information. [This is your best buy I would guess since we may not reprint all you need. I do ask that Editors isolate our "survival" writings and JOURNALS for your help. [Journal #6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM HELL AND #52 TANGLED WEBS VOLUME 8] Send request for the former to: The Parowan Prophet, Utah--84761 (After the war starts--Cash ONLY!)

* * *

We can nag, push, shove and plead with you to take action--and all we shall do is make ourselves worn to fiddle-strings. We have no intention of doing such--your survival, of all things, is up to you-- AND IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN, HEAVEN HELP YOU IF YOU IGNORE THEIR RIGHTS TO SURVIVAL BECAUSE OF YOUR GREEDY, CARELESS ATTENTION TO THEIR NEEDS. I suggest you get your own asses in gear and quit waiting until "mother" or "dad" or someone else uses their funds for your needs. If most of you simply gave up the beer swigging you could afford everything necessary. We are meeting God's responsibility TO YOU--BY LETTING YOU KNOW HOW IT IS AND WILL BE--YOUR FANNY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY!

So be it, let us close this portion please.
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PRIME BEEF ON THE HOOF--CLONED

How many of you watched the "short subject" on cloning on CNN yesterday?? Did you get indigestion? Did you also note that the process is perfected and you had a row of full-grown bovine with identical appearance, not only cloned but genetically altered to produce ONLY prime beef for your tables? You have to stop overlooking such news items lest you stay uninformed!

MORATORIUM ON NUCLEAR TESTING

This morning a big thing was made, by Clinton, on extending the moratorium on nuclear testing. What in the name of common sense could he mean? There has never been even a slow-up in testing--just in Nevada. Who does he think he is fooling? THE PEOPLE PERHAPS? It can't be the Russians for the Russians are everywhere in the U.S. that the testing is done--WITH JOINT INPUT. I just wonder if IT COULD BE that the launching of that manned rocket from Kazakhstan could have anything to do with such a "sudden" decision in the matter of nuclear blasts? It could be worth a thought, perhaps?

WATCH THE G-7

Boy, THIS IS THE ONE TO WATCH. The G-7 conference IS the International Banker's big league gang. This is also the BOSS and paymaster to ones like Reno, Bentsen and thus and so. They control the Federal Reserve, the Postal Service, the Internal Revenue Service, etc., OF THE U.S. of A. In Japan? Good grief! You are dead and don't know it, citizens. You are existing in that lower Astral Plane of not yet realizing you are dead and yet can't find a way to participate in the game going on around you.

HOW DOES IT ADD UP?

The numbers, in simple arithmetic, are interesting as presented by "counters". They go a bit like the following. These ARE the numbers given but as with any "poll" they are off by "1-3% in either direction" (I believe is the cover-inclusion).

How are you going to escape what is coming according to the "prophets"? If there is no "rapture until after the tribulation"--what is going to happen to you? If you are among the "antiGod/Christ" it doesn't look good, does it? If you are among the Christians and other religions who DO trust in and believe in God, you are already hostage.

Quoting: Almost 1 billion Moslems on earth are looking for their twelfth Imam (Paradise on Earth
About 18 million Jews are looking to the fulfillment of Zechariah 12-14 and Zionism worldwide.

More than 1 billion, 700 million Christians (most of whom are asleep) await the second coming of Jesus Christ and the millennium. END Quoting.

The best and highest way to count this does not account for even HALF of the population of Earth Planet. By the way, almost all of the above counted--are looking forward to the WRONG thing and in the WRONG way. Makes you think, doesn't it? And, further, who is going to blow up whom and when? So be it, friends. We would like to help you but it surely looks quite gloomy to me from time to time--like second to second.

***I ask that the "nuclear related" maps be placed in this paper as close to these prophecies and "attack" articles as possible [See next 2 pages.] so you can look at a picture and see the possibilities OF JUST THIS ONE PROBABLE EVENT. We won't even go into secondary targets of cities and installations utilizing neutron bombs to preserve structures or other warfare OR "unnatural" and natural changes.
Since Dharma is accused of being so good at plagiarism and I am noted for pushing her into such evil behavior--I am going to give you some more of "other's" worthy work!
ATOMIC SUICIDE - BY WALTER RUSSELL

*** GET THIS BOOK!! IF YOU BUY NO OTHER BOOK THE REST OF YOUR LIFE--BUY ATOMIC SUICIDE. Please, however, I ASK YOU HUMBLY--GET IT FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY! Please do not just go get it "somewhere" as it is hard to find, costly and I WANT return to authors and institutions who produce the volumes. There is NO ROOM IN YOUR LIVES, CHELAS, FOR VENDETTAS AND HARANGUES--YOU ARE ABOUT TO BE NUCLEAR "SUICIDED".

I would appreciate your mentioning CONTACT and "Ekkers" when you order the book and again, please get it from THEM--not from America West. I also ask Ed if he will please run an ad in this next CONTACT edition. I apologize to you staff, however, and to you readers. We are accused of plagiarizing the book--BUT WE DO NOT EVEN HAVE A COPY TO REPRINT THE COVER. Since America West was, however, so nice as to send CONTACT copies of their most recent catalogue perhaps you can plagiarize their picture of the book in point. May "justice" someday again be your foundation.

It appears to me, however, that Mr. Green has just overstepped his good luck--he has finally pushed the WRONG people TOO FAR. No, that is NOT "US". It appears he has presented LIES to the WRONG JUDGE, PERHAPS. We won't waste time on the matter.

For ordering The University of Science and Philosophy, P.O. Box 520, Waynesboro, VA 22980. Book orders only: 1-800882-5683 other calls: 1-703-942-5161. Atomic Suicide: $20.00, postage : $3.00 first book, $2.00 each additional book.
From the ECONOMIST (London), June 5, 1993:

HOW TO STEAL AN ATOM BOMB

Did you stop worrying about nuclear obliteration when the cold war ended? Start again. To make an atomic bomb, a terrorist or a would-be proliferator would need to get hold of only 5 kg of weapon-grade plutonium or 15 kg of weapon-grade uranium, less than you would need to fill a fruitbowl. At present the world probably contains about 250 tonnes of this sort of plutonium and 1,500 tonnes of the uranium. To lose a bomb's-worth from the stock is the equivalent of losing a single word from one of three copies of The Economist. But the loss would be harder to detect. The world's stock of nuclear-explosive material is dispersed and hoarded. Almost none of this material is covered by international nuclear-accounting rules. And more than half of it is inside the chaotic relic of the former Soviet Union.

For four decades, countries with nuclear weapons have tried to keep weapon-grade material safe from terrorists and foreign powers. They know that there is no room for error. Despite occasional lapses (like the 100 kg of highly enriched uranium that went missing in the early 1960s from a factory in Pennsylvania) the system has not failed catastrophically. Bomb-grade plutonium and uranium have been kept securely enough to persuade most potential proliferators that, if they want a bomb, they will have to make their own nuclear material, not just steal or buy it. Because making the material itself is a lot harder than turning it into a rudimentary bomb, it is the tight control of plutonium and uranium that has until now restricted the spread of nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, for two reasons, the job of the nuclear thief or illicit buyer may be getting
significantly easier.

[H: URGENT ALERT! Wake up!! You are only one small country using atomic powered power plants. FRANCE DERIVES ALL OF HER POWER FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS FROM WHENCE COMES MATERIAL FOR BOMBS! MOREOVER, FRANCE AND RUSSIA JUST LAUNCHED A JOINT-VENTURE ROCKET INTO SPACE--REALLY INTO SPACE TO HOOK UP WITH THEIR ALREADY TOTALLY EFFICIENT STATIONS AND COSMOSPHERES. THEY CALLED IT A COSMOSDROME, MANNED AND FULLY CAPABLE AND ARMED. IT WAS LAUNCHED FROM KAZAKHSTAN (read on). YOU ARE GETTING SET FOR SOME VERY INTERESTING THINGS, READERS. THE LAUNCH WAS IMMEDIATELY ON SET-DOWN OF YOUR SHUTTLE!]

It is becoming easier, first, because the world's stock of plutonium is growing. [See charts next page.] According to one authoritative study, stocks of civil plutonium separated from spent reactor fuel in Britain, France, Russia and Japan could grow from 72 tonnes in 1990 to more than 250 tonnes by 2010. Because it has been in reactors for so long, this sort of plutonium is not best-suited to nuclear weapons. But it would still make a bomb that could flatten much of a city and drench the place with fall-out.

The second thing making life easier for the would-be proliferator is the break-up, and breakdown, of the Soviet Union. The break-up has given new regimes in Ukraine, Belorussia and KAZAKHSTAN a say in what will become of the nuclear weapons on their soil. The breakdown threatens to create a shambles where a reasonably well-ordered nuclear establishment used to be. The different parts of Russia's nuclear-weapons complex are in conflict with one another. The inspectorate that Boris Yeltsin has put in national charge of nuclear materials has less muscle than the mighty nuclear ministry and the military establishment. Its rivals have excluded its inspectors from their installations. In a way, nuclear disarmament makes matters worse. As weapons are reduced, six tonnes of plutonium and 30 tonnes of uranium from dismantled warheads must pass through Russia's rickety bureaucracy every year for the next 15 or so. Given the unpredictable changes sweeping through Russia, and the penury of its bureaucrats, the danger of nuclear theft or bribery is clearly growing. Some Western experts believe that Russia has never properly counted the exact amount of nuclear material it possesses.
The only sure way to reduce the danger is to reduce the world's store of uranium and plutonium. But there is no easy way to undo the nuclear binge of the cold war. Although uranium can be put to use, and used up, as fuel in existing reactors, plutonium is much harder to get rid of. Its value as a fuel is limited, since uranium is cheaper and plentiful. By most estimates it would cost at least $1 billion to level Russia's and America's plutonium mountains, either by mixing it with waste in glass, or by burning it away in special reactors. And this money would have to be spent in the knowledge that it would never produce a profit, only the hope of a safer world.

**PLUTONIUM PIPEDREAMS**

Sadly, the Russian nuclear industry does not yet see things that way. Even if rapid disposal of precious plutonium were possible, Russia's nuclear experts would shun it. They have grandiose ideas about creating a plutonium economy, built upon advanced reactors, reprocessing plants and thermal reactors burning plutonium fuel. This is a dangerous dream. Not even the West has mastered the necessary reactor designs. And Russian demand for energy is collapsing along with the country's industries. Right now, Russia has neither the money to build new nuclear facilities, nor experience of burning plutonium in its already unreliable civil reactors. In other words, the bulk of its plutonium is likely to remain stashed in potentially vulnerable stockpiles for at least a decade.
Here, the West could lead by example. Its own drive to create a plutonium economy has stalled, yet Western nuclear contractors are encouraging Russians in their dream. The contracts which Western utilities signed in the 1970s and 1980s to reprocess their nuclear waste have taken on a life of their own. But the environmental and economic cases for reprocessing have faded. Reprocessing does nothing to help manage waste from modern reactors; plutonium fuel is dearer than uranium, and is likely to stay that way. It would be a far sounder policy to run down Western reprocessing. This would not only save money and help to curb the growth of the world's stocks of separated plutonium; it might also help to persuade Russia to dispose of its plutonium, rather than weaving an economic pipedream around it.

Will Russia listen? It has a solemn responsibility to make sure that its own house is put in order. Fortunately, pure self-interest demands as much. Russia cannot afford to be flanked by newly nuclear states on its southern borders; or to allow the ethnic strife in and between ex-Soviet republics to turn nuclear; or to see extremists among its own fissiparous peoples demand independence on pain of nuclear terrorism. [H: Good grief, it makes you wonder who in the world the nut is who wrote this paper--IT IS DONE ALREADY! IT IS OVER--THE "HORSE" IS OUTSIDE THE BARN--DONE, OVER--JUST THE RESULTS OF THE "RUNAWAY" IS ALL THAT IS PENDING!] Because plutonium cannot be made safe rapidly, Russia must at the very least compile and police a thorough inventory of its nuclear materials. If some material is lost already, that is all the more reason to stop a lapse becoming a loophole.

The United States has earmarked $800m to help Russia count and monitor its nuclear materials. In the end, international supervision would provide the best reassurance. But Russia still has its pride as well as its plutonium. It would not accept such inspections unless America accepted them too. That might not please American generals used to secrecy, but America should agree anyway. Mutual inspection, careful inventories and a steady reduction in the world's stockpile of nuclear fuel; these three measures will not guarantee security. But they are the least the world must do to make itself safer from nuclear blackmail.

End of Article

* * *

If you don't wake up and know what is THE LIE in the above, you can't survive this madness. You no longer have a free United States of America under some "Under God" Constitution. You have a nation run by, ordered by and functioning under the United Nations ONE WORLD ORDER--GLOBAL GOVERNMENT OF BANKERS AND ZIONIST "BUSINESS" PEOPLE WHO HAVE NO MORALS, NO QUALMS ABOUT MURDER OR DESTRUCTION AND, AT THIS TIME, YOU HAVE NO RECOURSE AS YOU ARE UNDER THE FORCE OF THE WORLD ENFORCERS AND U.N. INTERNATIONAL POLICE.

So, let us read on with the news of the month in the ECONOMIST, same issue.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

URANIUM, PLUTONIUM, PANDEMONIUM
Disarmament has a dark side. It sets free nuclear explosives that used to be tucked away in superpower arsenals, and must now be disposed of. [H: Now don't for one moment let the chemical and biologicals leave your mental notebook of destructive toys to use and test on you-the-people! AND of course the most effective destruction comes in those PULSE BEAMS AND PARTICLE BEAMS. Also, I ask that the illustration be inserted within this article we are now going to reprint. (See next page.)]

There are various recipes for making nuclear weaponry. Some can be carried out only by experienced master bomb makers. Others are easy enough for beginners to have a go at. All of them, though, contain ingredients--plutonium or highly enriched uranium (HEU)--that have always been very hard to come by.

It is the possession of these nuclear materials, more than know-how about their use, that separates the Israelis from the Iraqis, or the Indians from the Iranians. Making them is hard, and requires the sort of efforts only rich countries or desperate ones will undertake. Even with money and will, a uranium-enrichment program takes time to build, and might easily be detected by others. The cost of making materials for nuclear weapons, and the risk of being caught in the act, are the biggest obstacles facing countries tempted to gate-crash the nuclear club.

Mindful of this, countries with nuclear weapons have developed elaborate systems to guard plutonium and HEU. But the authoritarian mechanisms that guarded Soviet nuclear material can no longer be guaranteed. Nuclear smuggling is already on the increase. The number of reported cases rose to over 100 last year, compared with 35 in 1991. So far the contraband is low-grade stuff from industrial sources, not weapon-grade materials. All the same, smuggling routes are being established that could serve more dangerous trades, and customs authorities are beginning to be stretched.

The mere possibility of a black market in weapon-grade material is terrifying. Instability would spread like a chain reaction. Countries newly unsure about their neighbours' capabilities would find themselves ever more tempted to try to get a bomb themselves. Terrorist groups kept
from the nuclear game by their lack of industrial infrastructure, could become players. Exploiting these fears, nuclear blackmailers could make a mint. There have already been more than 50 attempts to extort money from America with nuclear threats, some frighteningly credible. The people who decide whether to believe them or not have been able to check their own stocks quickly, to make sure no bombs or material are missing. Such checks will be less reassuring if the world's supplies become more accessible—and, alarmingly, less well documented.

**THE SOVIET SYNDROME**

The break-up of the Soviet Union has fractured the brutal certainties of the cold-war nuclear regime. Roughly 3,000 weapons in Ukraine, Belorussia and Kazakhstan are now less firmly in the grip of the top brass in Moscow. Ukraine has been reluctant to honour its pledge to relinquish its arsenal. Whether or not these countries have nuclear ambitions, there are worries about security on their soil. One Russian officer is reported to have advised his western counterparts to "take seriously" rumours that three or four weapons have disappeared in Kazakhstan.

In Russia itself, the nuclear industry that once supported whole cities, such as Chelyabinsk east of the Urals, and Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk in Siberia, is facing a crisis. Grandiose Soviet schemes for nuclear power have been replaced by Russian realities. Thousands have lost their jobs. The chances of a foreign country finding a Russian engineer ready to sell nuclear advice or materials are growing.

Disarmament treaties between America and the former Soviet Union could further strain the regime for guarding weapons materials. Roughly six tonnes of plutonium and 30 tonnes of HEU are due to be released annually over the next 15 years as Soviet warheads are scrapped. Many Western sources believe that there is no reliable overall inventory system to keep track of this material.

All this is happening against the background of a worldwide accumulation of civilian plutonium. Plutonium is not found naturally on Earth, but it is produced whenever uranium is used in a nuclear reactor. Military production reactors are designed to burn fuel in short bursts and thus maximize the production of a particular isotope of plutonium, 239Pu. Civilian reactors, designed to produce power, use their fuel for longer and so produce heavier isotopes, 240Pu and 241Pu. To get the plutonium into a usable form, the fuel has to be "reprocessed".

The bombs in today's stockpiles contain almost pure 239Pu. The other isotopes mess up the workings of the nuclear reaction. But isotopically impure plutonium produced in civil reactors can be made into bombs; American scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory have tried it, and it worked. According to Frank Barnaby, once director of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, it takes about 35kg (771b) of civil plutonium in its oxide form to make a bomb, whereas a mere 5kg of good military metal will suffice. Despite being larger, bombs made from civil plutonium will have low, unpredictable yields, especially if inexpertly designed and assembled. But terrorists do not need the power, precision and elegance of a high-yield weapon that fits on a missile. Low-yield bombs in lorries could serve their purposes, demolishing a fair fraction of a city and spreading fall-out far and wide.

**GEIGER COUNTER**

The first convincingly reasoned inventory of the world's nuclear material was published
earlier this year. ("World inventory of Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium, 1992" by David Albright, Frans Berkhout and William Walker, Oxford University Press 1993) Working from a variety of sources, public and private, the authors conclude that there are roughly 1,000 tonnes of plutonium and 1,500 tonnes of HEU. Because of the doubt attached to their estimates, they want all governments to publish their inventories and submit them to international supervision.

At the moment, international supervision is woefully limited. Only 1% of the world's HEU comes under the safeguards administered by the International Atomic Energy Agency; that is mostly used to power small research reactors in countries that have no nuclear weapons. Almost all the rest, 95% of the total, is held by the American and Russian armed forces. It is not all in weapons; as much as 100 tonnes of Russian HEU is used simply to power ships and submarines. A tiny fraction of this amount could be the basis for a successful third-world weapons program. A mere 130-220kg of HEU, accumulated in its own enrichment program, has made Pakistan a nuclear power. This is 0.01% of the world's total stock.

By contrast, most of the world's 1,000 tonnes of plutonium are in civilian hands—though only 30%, that in Britain, France and the non-nuclear states, is under international safeguards. More than half of this plutonium is sitting in used fuel-rods from commercial reactors, unusable for anything until it is reprocessed. But stocks of civil plutonium are flowing forth from reprocessing plants ordered during the 1970s. These plants were supposed to provide fuel for a new generation of "fast" reactors which would burn plutonium, but neither the demand for nuclear power nor the performance of fast reactors has met the planners' expectations, and the cost of uranium fuel has dropped. Most of the reprocessed civil plutonium—72 tonnes—is sitting in storage.

And yet reprocessing will continue. Billion-dollar reprocessing plants have been built in Britain and France. It is hard to resist the pressure to use them, especially as some nuclear-power generators have tied themselves into long-term reprocessing contracts. When they did so, they hoped that reprocessing could cut the cost of disposing of nuclear waste. That claim has not been borne out for today's designs, but such contracts cannot easily be broken. So on current plans the reprocessing plants will separate an average of 21 tonnes of plutonium a year over the next 20 years. By 2010 a total of 545 tonnes of plutonium is due to have been separated. Most of this plutonium will be produced in Britain and France, though some could also be separated in Russia and possibly Japan.

When it comes to military plutonium, America and the former Soviet Union have the lion's share: some 250 tonnes between them. Again, small amounts can have striking political consequences—witness Israel and India with about 300 kg of plutonium each. Russia and America both say they need no longer make military plutonium. And yet, even as military production stops adding to the total amount of nuclear material in the world, plutonium and HEU from dismantled weapons will add to the stocks.

THE DANGER OF DISARMING

The former Soviet Union has more bombs to dismantle—at least 33,000 weapons in all. The reason the Russians have so many is that fresh plutonium slowly undergoes radioactive decay, making it unpredictable in warheads. America solves this by recycling old material, chemically extracting impurities, occasionally going so far as to make "ivory" plutonium, almost pure 239Pu. As a rule, the Soviet Union did not refresh its plutonium. Aging weapons simply got put into...
reserve, replaced by warheads full of plutonium fresh from the reactor.

The differences in design account for some of the differences in safeguards. With most of the Russian plutonium in weapons, either ready for service or held in reserve, control of materials could be maintained by locking up bombs. In America, partly because of more recycling, safeguards depended more on full accounting for the nuclear materials themselves as they passed through the long and complex procedures. A greater distinction between the two systems of safeguards, though, lies in their psychology. The Soviet system, confident in its control over its own people, saw threats coming from outside. In America treacherous and corruptible insiders have always been seen as a potential danger.

The snag with disarmament, for all its other merits, is that it disrupts the established Soviet routine. The chart shows how much plutonium and HEU might be released from warheads if the INF and START disarmament treaties are implemented. Weapons will be broken open and the plutonium and uranium stockpiled or processed. This material will be passed to civilian inventories controlled by Minatom, the ministry of atomic energy; counting bombs will give way to accounting for material. There is no systematic connection between the two inventories. Gosatomnadzor, the regulator which was given responsibility for civil and military materials last June, has been refused access to some military inventories.

**THE GREAT BONFIRE**

The HEU that gets to Minatom can, eventually, be burnt in commercial reactors. Uranium comes in two isotopes, 235U and 238U. It is 235U that releases energy; but 99.28% of natural uranium is 238U. For this natural uranium to be made more potent it must be enriched in 235U, which means sorting through the uranium and discarding some of the 238U. A little enrichment—to a 235U content of 2-6%--is good enough for most reactors, though some can work with unenriched uranium and some research reactors use highly enriched uranium. The HEU in weapons is usually enriched to 94% 238U.

Enrichment is hard, which is why bomb programs are rare. Reversing it--diluting HEU by adding less enriched uranium--is easy, and America is making it profitable as well. America has agreed to buy Russian HEU diluted for commercial use. It is set to pay $780 a kilogram for material blended to a concentration of 4.4% 235U, a price competitive with that of enriched fuel. A total of 500 tonnes of HEU will be blended into 15,000 tonnes of fuel, which makes the deal worth $12 billion.

The Uranium Institute, based in London, has calculated that the 816 tonnes of HEU that might be released from American and Soviet disarmament could take the place of 166,000 tonnes of natural uranium, roughly three years' worth of world demand. This is a headache for the world's uranium producers, which are already suffering from depressed uranium prices. For everyone else, though, it is a blessing: once blended, the uranium presents no more threat than any other nuclear fuel. It would be no easier to enrich than any other reactor-grade uranium.

If only it were as simple for military plutonium. But the world has a surplus of plutonium, even without extra supplies coming from disarmament. And there is no commercial plutonium-fuel industry equivalent to the uranium-fuel industry into which diluted HEU so neatly feeds.
Many bright ideas--and failed ideas looking for a second lease on life--are being put forward as ways of converting weapons-grade plutonium into a form too awkward for the weapon-minded to bother with. One such scheme would mix the plutonium with nasty but useless nuclear waste and seal it in blocks of glass. Most of the rest would help pay for disposing of the plutonium by generating electricity from it while turning it into waste. France has thought about reviving Superphenix, its experimental fast reactor, which was shut down after technical mishaps. General Atomics, based in San Diego, has floated a plan for a $1.5 billion helium-cooled reactor--a novel design it has long wanted to build.

There are other, more radical designs. One is a molten-salt reactor. Liquid plutonium is squirted in, waste is siphoned off. Scientists at Los Alamos have suggested using particle beams to help burn up the plutonium, rather than relying entirely on particles given off by a chain reaction going on within the material; they think it would be like holding a flame underneath the plutonium, rather than starting a dangerous plutonium blaze.

A study of different ways to burn up plutonium by America's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory came out against such clevernesses, at least as far as using up America's surplus plutonium is concerned (though it did recommend more research into a few). Not only would these novel reactors take too long to develop, but the electricity that comes from them will, in most cases, be needlessly expensive. Instead the study prefers a proven technology known as mixed-oxide fuel, or MOX.

The idea is to take plutonium and mix it with unenriched uranium. Since 239Pu acts like 235U, the end result is quite like the low-enriched uranium used as reactor fuel. The idea dates from the 1950s, when it looked as if there would be plutonium left over from the fast-breeder reactors that were being planned--reactors which could produce more plutonium than they consumed. Under such conditions MOX made sense. If you have to pay to reprocess the plutonium from spent fuel, though, it does not. An OECD study in 1989 found it unlikely that MOX could compete with uranium under realistic circumstances. According to the fuel-cycle manager of a large German power company, it is twice as expensive as uranium. Even with free plutonium, MOX is unlikely to be cheaper than making uranium fuel from scratch unless uranium prices soar. Some MOX fuel has been made--the lack of an economic rationale has never stopped the nuclear industry trying things--but as yet it has used up only 12.5 tonnes of plutonium.

Now disarmament and reprocessing are bringing about what fast reactors never did: surplus plutonium. MOX would be a relatively safe way of disposing of the stuff. Moreover the Livermore study concluded that it would be easy to adapt designs for tomorrow's reactors so they could burn MOX exclusively--rather than a mixture, one-third MOX and two-thirds uranium, as is the practice today. Given free plutonium, the report says that such a plant could generate electricity at 3.1 cents a kilowatt hour (kwh), compared with 3.0 cents a kwh using uranium fuel in a standard reactor.

Unfortunately there is not enough capacity in MOX factories to turn the weapons surplus from both superpowers into fuel. And governments have not licensed enough MOX-burning reactors to absorb the plutonium coming from reprocessing plants, let alone tonnes of weapon-grade plutonium as well. According to the authors of the inventory, even the most optimistic projection--which, incidentally, takes no account of military plutonium--sees plutonium stocks growing from 72 tonnes in 1990 to 113 tonnes in 2000, before decreasing to 36 tonnes in 2010, as MOX fabrication and fast reactors take off.
As a matter of course, many will protest about shipping and flying civilian plutonium around the world in large volumes. Terrorists will not be among them. Some of the planned MOX factories will probably fail to get approval; reactors will be refused licences to load MOX into their cores. In Germany and Japan, where reprocessing nuclear waste has been a requirement, using the plutonium produced seems less popular; several utilities are having difficulty securing licences to burn MOX. A projection that tries to take account of some of these factors sees civil plutonium stocks growing to 265 tonnes by 2010.

THE COMMODITY FROM HELL

The problem is not just that MOX reactors provide only a narrow channel for disposing of military plutonium, or that the channel will be clogged by the plutonium from uneconomic civil reprocessing programs. It is that these programs, and the plutonium economy they seek to bring into being, encourage the Russian nuclear industry to think of plutonium as valuable. Far from talking of the plutonium problem, desperate Russian nuclear engineers, encouraged by the plutonium industry in France and Britain, want to begin a new program to build fast reactors running on plutonium, undaunted by difficulties the West has had with such technology.

Even if it were technically possible, Russia does not have the money to do it. The alternative, when plutonium is seen as a fuel, is to load it into existing Russian reactors, unused to the stuff and already regarded as unsafe by outsiders. Either way, as long as reprocessing plants make plutonium look like a commodity, the risk that the wrong people will buy it remains.

END OF ARTICLE

* * *

Since the WRONG PEOPLE already have the "stuff", it looks pretty sobering, does it not?

Well, who knows--maybe some Fairy-godmother dust will settle on your precious little beings and you can just "rapture" up to somewhere. I wouldn't choose clouds though--because guess where the most radiation will be!


IF YOU EVER GET AROUND TO REMEMBERING GOD--GIVE US A CALL GOOD DAY.
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SUN., JULY 4, 1993

INDEPENDENCE DAY??

Well, let's see if you are free and independent.

**OMAR ABDEL-RAHMAN**

First of all, perhaps the "followers" of Rahman may well be involved in operations "against" this or that, including the American Government--BUT SO IS YOUR CIA, ATF, AND YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT (AGAINST YOU-THE-PEOPLE).

The arrest seizure of Rahman on Independence Day weekend was a sign--and not a good one. Now the truth comes out, readers: Warren Christopher AND Bill Clinton have now made major public statements that "THE ARREST IS TO CARRY A MESSAGE TO ALL FUNDAMENTALISTS LIKE RAH-MAN'S FOLLOWERS AND ONES OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH SUCH AS THE WACO SITUATION, THAT CULT ACTIVITIES WILL NOT BE TOLERATED". Now, the plan is to extradite him back to Egypt--but actually it will come to be that it is a plot to keep him in prison without bail and without chance of release--FOR YEARS! I cannot warn you unsuspecting citizens, strongly enough, of how serious this type of unlawful manipulation and force actually IS. How much damage can an old blind man do?

In addition, since when is it the duty of THE NATIONAL ATTORNEY GENERAL TO PERSONALLY DEMAND THESE ACTIONS AND ORDER THEM DONE? DO YOU REALIZE YET WHAT A POLICE STATE YOU HAVE BECOME--AND, A LESBIAN LAWBREAKER WHO IS AVOWED TO BE ANTI-GOD (SHE CALLS IT SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE)--TO BE IN CHARGE OF CLOSING DOWN BY FORCE AND MURDER RELIGIOUS GROUPS AND SPEAKERS? Am I "sure" it was Reno? Come now, chelas-- don't you read your own propaganda sheets and listen to your open news programs at all?

The last paragraph of one such article about the matter read: "Friday, administration officials said that Reno acted strictly on law-enforcement grounds, ordering that Abdel-Rahman be taken into custody as a flight risk". [Flight? Flight to where? Now, today, it goes further in that there will be consideration of release pending extradition and then the news states: "and it can be years before such extradition can be worked out"!]

I begin this writing with this subject because we are going to write some very disturbing things about Waco. You just aren't first hand witnesses to what is happening to some Pakistanis in Somalia because of retaliation against Rahman. MURDER is the agenda of the day for getting rid of all you "fundamentalists"--and before the purge is finished it will hit local Baptist and Catholic churches WHO DO NOT MODERATE TO THE NEW WORLD ORDER MORALS--VOTED IN HO-
MOSEXUALITY AS EQUAL AND ORDAINED BY THE RELIGION, ETC. The International Intelligence Cults are the ones, in conjunction with your CIA, Mossad and KGB-U.N. Forces--who bombed the Trade Center, et al. Indeed, Pakistani or known terrorist groups are targeted--so did they TRY to set up Waco as a bunch of terrorist gun dealers? Actually Koresh and his group were NOTHING BUT LAW ABIDING, CLAIMED-TO-BE-CHRISTIANS MINDING THEIR OWN BUSINESS, AND MAKING NO WAVES ANYWHERE--ANYHOW! If you Americans aren't scared spitless then you are DEAD, OR CERTAINLY IN A FULL BLOWN COMA.

MORE INDEPENDENCE AND FREE TRADE WONDERS?

What of this "free trade wonder"? How do you think Canada feels about this wonderful free trade trend? TODAY it is announced that the US/Canadian border will be closed to sugar import (to the US) along with any products using sugar. The sugar-beet industry is the major product for Canada in almost all instances. First you wiped out the fishing industry, canning industry and now you hit the sugar industry. This will wipe out income and jobs for multi-hundreds of thousands of citizens. Why? Because, "There is a glut of sugar in the U.S. and, to keep prices up, the import restriction from Canada will be indefinitely imposed".

Want to hear even more? The U.S. ships more sugar and sugar products INTO CANADA than Canada sends into the U.S.!

Oh, by the way--don't miss the over 50,000 lay-offs from IBM. Have a good day of hotdogs and apple pie. Just remember, the hotdogs are bits and pieces of "waste" meat by-products often from cloned, genetically altered and antibiotic riddled animals and the apples are treated with pesticides, genetic alteration for ripening and holding capability and additives to polish their lovely skins to entice you.

People, you are on your own--I can only suggest that if you get nothing else--you had best keep up your Gaiandriana for it will be through your own immune and working body system that you are going to keep the alterations from totally taking over your mechanical bodies.

IRAQ AND SUDDEN CHANGES

This is one of the most important things that almost all of you WILL MISS TODAY. The "Inspection teams" from the United STATES are leaving Iraq--TODAY! There is blathering and corrections and intended confusion as to U.N. vs. U.S., so they say as an after-announcement: "It is the U.S. teams (who make up the entirety of the teams) of the U.N. resolution for inspection of possible weapons sites " Now, RIGHT AFTER BOMBING IRAQ, is this not interesting as there have been no signs of "retaliation" AND Hussein has stated, "THERE WILL BE NO RETALIATION". Ah, what have we here?? No--surely not, it couldn't possibly have anything to do with the launch of that Cosmodrome from Kazakhstan--COULD IT?

CLINTON AND JAPAN

Well, good luck, Mr. President. The G-7 troops are about to erupt like a volcano--and I would have suggested you check with Mr. Bush before dancing in the streets of Japan or, at the least, avoid all banquets!
NASTY MOSQUITOS AND OTHER BLOODSUCKERS

OK, America, the Asian Tiger Mosquito has been brought into your America and is on the prowl. They have been in your midst since 1985 and are now OUT OF CONTROL. This little insect transmits so many "blood" diseases that I won't bother to lay them out for you. They are the best "bloodsuckers of the bloodsuckers" and moreover, they regurgitate the blood already within in a mixture of digestive saliva to facilitate feasting on the "next" banquet provider. This mixes everything in the blood it carries with every other host it bites.

What do I suggest, since most of the diseases it will transmit (intentionally) are at present non-treatable? Well, of course, repellents--but this won't deter too many from their intended feast--but it is better than NOTHING. Next, get screened "tents" and USE them for all picnics and outings--even in your back-yard. You can even get small ones and rig them on apartment balconies.

I suggest you get whatever size(s) you like; I suggest a family have more than one--especially if you have small children.

What I am telling my people here is to get the tents and use them even on patios in the backyard for dining. The Bar-B-Q cook will usually have smoke (which is a good deterrent) so he is pretty safe if you put repellent on the legs (trousers), etc. EAT under that screen canopy and do your sitting and visiting WITHIN the canopy. The screens will not interfere with visiting and closeness and will provide such a more pleasant atmosphere at any rate than fighting bugs. With all the rains in most of the U.S. and flooding--mosquitoes will breed out of control this year--everywhere! They will even breed in over-watered flower beds! These are very versatile little insects.

I actually suggest that, in addition, if the tent does not already have a floor (which is more flexible in use) get plastic tarps a size larger than the tent--this gives you a "fold up flap" to use for camping and sleeping. Spray repellent UNDER the tarp. I further suggest covering by an old bedspread or bedspread/comforter on top of the tarp to protect, especially, crawling babies or young children. Imitation grass carpets are ok but not necessary--whatever makes you more comfortable and aesthetically pleasing.

I suggest that young children have their outside sand-boxes covered by the screened facility. It will also offer shade and a bit of protection from the direct sun and block out some of the higher ultraviolet rays.

By the end of summer it IS INTENDED by the Elite that most of the citizens are infected with that dastardly Asian flu we have been speaking of.

If you watch sales you can get these little tents (adequate) for about $50. Four lesser ones will be more useful than one high quality. If you have several you will USE them. If you have to continually move ONE, you won't. Another reason for the tents is for use if displaced to have to sleep OUTSIDE in case of earthquake, etc. A set of tents for temporary living are excellent in your survival packs AND SCREENED ROOMS ARE EXCELLENT FOR SAME--IN SUMMER MONTHS--FOR YOU ARE JUST STARTING SUMMER AND THIS IS A VERY REAL DANGER FROM NOW ON! The time to get ready is right now while commercial sales make buying easier.
I would guess that if you are on a "hard" surface you will need a style of tent that can be moved and stand without "stakes", THE TYPE IS UP TO YOU--BUT WISDOM WILL KEEP YOU ALIVE AND WELL.
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ANOTHER MURDERCIDE?

The next is placed herein at the request of Gunther Russbacher in MEMORY OF A FRIEND. He has requested that we run it in the paper and we are most pleased to offer this space. The letter came to the Ekkers with a note and the request. It is being shared with our own public appreciation to those who serve, and actually give ALL as in this instance. We have gained other information regarding the death of Paul David Wilcher which will be found elsewhere in the paper. I hope that Gunther will have opportunity to share this and other information in the paper itself. As a Commander in this mission, I am faced with losing my people to the left and to the right--some have not even found their own mission sufficiently to come within our ability to attend and protect them.

All begin this journey with Stars and Stripes in young eyes--excited to play in the games of "trick or treat" and "I Spy". It is no longer amusing when realization of truth strikes between the eyes and it is found that your own will desert you to death and HELP DEATH ALONG! However, what is done is done and past is past--there is no "going back"--one must ever move in wisdom--forward.

I salute both Gunther the survivor and my fallen friend who did not yet understand--for with ALL, you think you CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE and AFTER ALL, "I AM AN AMERICAN LIVING IN AMERICA". GOD HELP US ALL.

LETTER TO PAUL

GUNTHER KARL RUSSBACHER

June 27, 1993

Dear Friends,

Please know that you have not been forgotten. Much to my regret things have been happening which have exceeded my scope of influence and ability to act. Matter of fact, death has struck within our ranks and, as such, all my correspondence has come to a screeching halt.

Please know that one of my attorneys, Paul David Wilcher, has been found dead of unknown causes a mere few days ago. He was found by some of our Washington friends, and members of the Washington D.C. Police Department. Paul has been working on my cause, as well as preparing numerous exhibits for the attention of Ms. Janet Reno, the Attorney General of the United States. Much to our regret, Paul was never able to hand-deliver the documents to Ms. Reno. He was stopped by the adversary before he could make mention of the great irregularities he had found while investigating the ongoing corruption,
the BCCI and BNL scandals.

Paul has died to secure a better way of life for each and every one of us. He shall never be forgotten by Rayelan and myself, as he has been a true friend and staunch advocate for truth, freedom and justice in government.

Let us all remember him not only for what he did for our cause, but also and more so, for his dedication to the Constitution of the United States. He was willing to battle any giant to protect this great document against all enemies -- within and without.

His memory shall always be with us, wherever we might be.

Paul, in death, I salute you. May God grant you the peace you so dearly deserve.

With love and respect, I sign, Your friend always,
Gunther (Raven)

* * *

This letter did not reach us in time to run it in last week's CONTACT and, somehow, it seems more fitting to recognize this kind of "above and beyond" service on your INDEPENDENCE weekend. Where have all the patriots gone? Will you allow the slaying of ALL of them before you take a stand for freedom? "Give me liberty or give me death," takes on more meaning, perhaps. Will you give the patriots "death" for, as with Wilcher, it certainly was not liberty.

On the same subject--reference Reno, I am going to share with you a couple of writings regarding the Waco horror. Also, while considering the importance of today's celebrations for freedom, I have a couple of other observations to bring to your attention.

This is a celebration of U.S. Independence, is it not? Then why have several of the "services" for today featured various participants IN FULL DRESS BRITISH UNIFORM?? Have you gone insane, America?

AND MORE IMPORTANT: How many of you notice the advertisements (in advance, which is hardly ever done) of the 60 MINUTES feature for this evening? While you are celebrating your national independence for ALL citizens and with unlimited resources from which to choose programming to suit the beauty of the day and the celebration of your NATION--THEY ARE GOING TO FEATURE THE JEWS OF THE HOLOCAUST IN EUROPE! If you still think you do not have a rigged media and Zionist management of America--you had best take your temperature for you are SICK!

NON U.S.

From one end of your nation to the other--there are dozens of reports of fully-armed unmarked military presence. Fighter aircraft and helicopters are flying fully-fledged ARMED patrols. The border between California and Nevada is capable of instant blockade by ARMED (NEW) TANKS.
KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN!

I also sit in receiving of a second request to print an article sent prior to this from Salt Lake City, Utah, the end of April. We missed printing it then and thought it may SEEM out of date--it isn't.


**DEA to manage local strike force.**

Salt Lake City (AP)--The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration will take over management of Metro Narcotics Strike Force, federal and local officials said.

The shift, to be announced at a news conference early next week, was confirmed Friday by Drew Moren, the DEA's top agent in Utah, and Sandy Police Chief Gary Leonard, who heads the Metro Strike Force's board of directors.

Metro is an 11-year-old anti-drug task force made up of two dozen officers from several Salt Lake County police forces and state agencies.

The organization conducts undercover transactions, employs informants and uses other techniques to ferret out drug trafficking along the Wasatch Front.

**Authorities expect to be operating under the reorganization by July 1. The reorganization eventually may adopt a new NAME, officials said, but one has not been chosen yet.**

* * *

This above, is Mr. Brent Scowcroft's town, chelas. In fact, you are going to find that Mr. Scowcroft has been entangled and has sucked the LDS church into so much clandestine illegal operations as to SHOCK the most hardened believers. These things will ultimately probably DESTROY the Mormon church as it was for it has pulled away from, except for rituals, anything religiously goodly in its business operations and management. Another "murder" of the "times".

Before I go into the Waco subject, may we please take time to remember Ray Renick who is still very much incarcerated. Please don't forget to remember him, readers, he is having to fight his OWN case as of now, and that bodes very badly for anyone. Keep praying that funding resources come through and some honest legal counsel (Yes, I know you know that is all but impossible to come by) can be found. We simply do that which we have to do until the injustices are caused to be laid forth in the light of day.

The following is a report (transcript) from Tom Valentine's program April 29, 1993. Ray was expecting to be "taken" at this very time and of course, has been by SWAT team, ATF and local Police.

**TRANSCRIPT:**

Tom Valentine host, Ray Renick, guest.
RR: Hi, Tom.
TV: How are you?
RR: Hey, I was listening to the first hour there and, man, those people you had on were talking about all the same people I know, all the same subjects I've been talking about, and I'm writing a book, too, but my book's a little different. My book goes back a lot farther than these fella's. All the way back to the 1700 and 1800s when Capt. Russell, of the Russell Company, with the British East India Trading Company and the opium trade. In 1832, when he retired, he left $54 million dollars to the Skull and Bones Club at Yale. Isn't that interesting?
TV: That is very interesting!
RR: And then, when he left, his position was taken over by a man named Warren Delano and Warren Delano made millions and billions of dollars on the dope trade. And, he left his fortune to his grandson, who was named Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
TV: Yep.
RR: And, then I go, I'm just skippin' around a bit to give you a brief history of what my dope research goes back to. Do you remember the movie, "Patton"?
TV: Yes.
RR: Patton wanted to beat Montgomery to Messina, but he had to go all the way around the perimeter of Sicily. Do you remember that?
TV: Yes.
RR: Do you remember the name of this tank force?
TV: No, what was the name of his tank force?
RR: It was "Lucky Forward". And, the way Patton beat Montgomery, was he incorporated the help of the Mafia in Sicily, and "Lucky Forward" was named for Lucky Luciano.
TV: Alright, the fact is I knew that Luciano was hired by the government, but I didn't know he worked with Patton.
RR: Well, indirectly, he did.
TV: Hmmm.
RR: The payoff to Luciano was that after the war he was to get the heroin concession for the world. Now, I've-- this book I'm writing, I talked to you about this before, and you seemed to be a little sensitive about it because you're from San Luis Obispo and so am I.
TV: Well, I wasn't sensitive about your book; I didn't know what it was about, at the time.
RR: Well, let me tell you a little about it. I've discovered in the last number of years that the people here in San Luis Obispo are up to their ears in drug trafficking, also, like William P. Clark, for instance.
TV: Yes, now you've mentioned William P. Clark. That's right.
RR: Yes, and he was on the cover of the Spotlight.
TV: That's right.
RR: And, William P. Clark is a large stockholder of a cattle company called...
TV: Hold on, Ray, we'll go through the break and you can come back, alright?
RR: The Zapata Cattle Company. Okay.

BREAK

TV: Alright, it's Tom Valentine. We're back live and Ray, from San Luis Obispo is on, and you mentioned the name of William P. Clark and before you get going on that, Ray, let me tell you that when Russell Bowen was a guest on this show, and he is the flyer for the CIA, he told the story that he was assigned to go in to Costa Rica, I believe, following La Penca bombing and the fact that some American CIA type had got in trouble and killed a national policeman and everything else and
he had to be bailed out very surreptitiously....

[H: Still think Mr. Green "just" owns a coffee farm with squatters--in Costa Rica? Well, perhaps! Who knows-maybe "de Shadow" do. It just seems there is so much going on in such a remote place, like CIA headquarters and international drug deals and money laundering and gold laundering, "off-shore" banking, etc., that under the circumstances it being Costa Rica makes it LOOK so unclean.

By the way, readers, do I think that Mr. Green is a freewheeling and dealing criminal? NO--GEORGE GREEN GOT SUCKED INTO BIGGER AND BROADER THINGS THAN HE COULD EVEN REALIZE--HE IS ABSOLUTELY A TOOL AND WHEN HE IS NO LONGER USEFUL (WHICH IS SOON NOW IF NOT ALREADY) HE WILL BE CAST OFF LIKE A USED LEMON RIND. THESE "BIG BOYS" DON'T KEEP PROMISES AND WILL WIPE OUT ANYONE--ANY TIME--EVEN THROUGH PURELY "CIRCUMSTANTIAL" CIRCUMSTANCES. GEORGE GREEN LIKED TO PLAY BIG SHOT WITH THE BIG-BOYS AND HE PROBABLY DIDN'T (AND PROBABLY STILL DOESN'T) KNOW WHAT HIT HIM. SO BE IT.]

RR: Yes, that was Steven Carr?
TV: I think that was the name and he went in to get this guy... the guy is the number one gun-seller of arms in America, is there....
RR: Five?
TV: Yeah, but anyway, Russell Bowen flew in and in this room, in this house, hiding in a closet and dying of thirst, so he handed him a coke, WAS WILLIAM P. CLARK.
RR: Yes, I've got all kinds of--, the main part of my book is based on William P. Clark. I think the guy you're thinking of is Peter Glibbery. Steven Carr was the connection, that was an eye witness to Noriega's drug planes landing at All-brook Air Force Base in Panama and he also was at Homestead and saw JEB BUSH meeting the same planes.
TV: Is your book ready to go?
RR: Well, it's kind of rough yet. It's kind of more of an outline, there's no beginning and there's no end to it, I just can't, you know, it's just...
TV: Well, you're never going to have a book until you have a book. You've got to finish it, Ray, and then, by golly, you send it and we'll put you on the air and help you sell it.

[H: Please note here, that for a long time an agreement has been that if the CONTACT and the Institute can survive--Ray's book will be immediately published (printed, even if rough) when available. We have been given some of it and, of course, shared it with you readers. Ray is a good friend and we are doing all we can to help him. I'm sure that just this far into this interview you can see WHY HE WAS ARRESTED AND SEPARATED FROM ABILITY TO PRINT HIS MATERIAL. WELL, GO BACK TO THE LIBERATOR AND YOU WILL FIND A WHOLE LOT OF THE INFORMATION FROM HIM, PUBLISHED!]

RR: Um, yes, I sent some of it to the Spotlight two years ago, and they looked like they were really interested and all of a sudden they just turned off, I....
TV: Well, it's not that they turned off, Ray, you've got to understand that at the Spotlight we get thousands upon thousands....
RR: I suppose...
TV: ...of submissions and we only have 30 some pages each week, and we have to stay up with the breaking news. But, they don't slight anybody, they just do their very best, but we just get so many
submissions. [H: Well, and I just suppose... the Spotlight refused to even consider allowing the JOURNALS to be so much as advertised in their paper. They also STOPPED allowing Bo Gritz to so much as advertise his books therein. INTERESTING??]

RR: Let me give you a couple of more little anecdotes here, real quick ones. In San Luis Obispo County there's a cattle company called the Zapata Cattle Company, now where have you heard that name before?

TV: OK, that's George Bush's company name [Zapata Offshore Oil], of Houston, Texas.

RR: Right. And, they're dealing in the same business, not cattle or oil, but drugs. The cattle, for the Zapata Cattle Company here, come in, or used to, I don't know if they still do, from Mexico and with the cattle came drugs, and William Clark is one of the major stockholders.

TV: Is that right? Do you mean when old Bob Marre, down there in Avila Beach, used to bring in 10,000 head of those Zebu cows from Mexico, that's a....

RR: Oh boy, am I glad you said THAT name! You just bought me a..... you just connected a whole bunch of stuff for me. He owns a trucking company too, doesn't he?....a Carolina Western or something like that.

TV: Mr. Marre? I don't think so; he owned all the land that has been developed into the San Luis Bay Club, that's since I left there. When I was a boy, Marre's riders use to run me off his property because I lived on the third pier at Avila Beach.

RR: And Marre had a partner, a Mexican, who was connected with government in Mexico, which facilitated getting across the border.

TV: That could be, I know he just brought up thousands of head of cattle for that huge spread he's got.

RR: Right, and that was all a drug running operation.

TV: It's his property, by the way, where that great..., big Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant is...

RR: Diablo Canyon, right. And, also another stockholder in the Zapata Cattle Company, and I've had four people who have seen him there at Clark's ranch in Shandon--with a man named Ronald Reagan.

TV: Well, Ronnie's been up there a lot, yes.

RR: Sure, and you remember Nancy Reagan had..., there was an article about her investing in nursing homes in California?

TV: Hmm hmm..

RR: Well, the Clarks' law firm, Sinsheimer, Schiebelhut & Baggett....

TV: Sinsheimer!

RR: Yes.

TV: That's one of the most famous names in San Luis Obispo.

RR: Yeah! Robin Baggett was the attorney for drug dealers for the Hell's Angels. And, a man named Mark Woolpert worked for Baggett. And they were, there's a place down on the Nipomo Mesa where there are bodies buried, where there was a drug lab. They made crystal methadrine down there. I have a map of the bodies and everything, and I think, if I remember right, I'm not sure, somebody could look this up for me, but I think the property at one time was in Robin Baggett's name.

TV: Is that right? Well, Nipomo Mesa is a big, old sandy place, you could bury a lot of bodies out there.

RR: Yes, but I know exactly where they are. Let's see, of course William Clark was also the National Security Advisor when the Korean Airliner plane went down, and nobody's got that right; I mean, boy that was a real operation.

TV: Well we, um, oh, I'm thinking of Gander [another rigged air crash].

RR: Yeah, the Gander one also, but the one that's connected that I KNOW about is KAL 007.

TV: Oh! That's right, the one that had the congressman from Georgia, the head of the John Birch
Society.
RR: You heard about that?! I'll have to send you a copy of my book.
TV: I'm looking forward to it, Ray! And, I'm glad to have you as a listener.
RR: I'll get one out right away. And, Clark is involved in a lot of things. He goes all the way back to the Kennedy Assassination because, you know, his wife is Werner Von Braun's niece.
TV: Yes, you mentioned that the last time you called.
RR: He met her in Austria when they were arranging to have all the Nazi scientists come to this country. Clark was with CIC, I mean "counterintelligence", and they brought Nazi scientists here and he married Werner Von Braun's niece to tie the new world order of Europe into the new world order of San Luis Obispo.
TV: (laughs) Thank you for that! I've got to take a break, but, Ray, I'm delighted you called in. My home town, ladies and gentlemen, is San Luis Obispo, California. I've lived in almost every nook and cranny of that beautiful, beautiful county and I'll say this for Mr. William P. Clark, for all the things that he's been alleged to do, and we've talked about him on this show before, he did pick a beautiful place to settle down; San Luis Obispo County. Of course, Mr. Hearst thought it was beautiful too. He had the huge Hearst Ranch and Hearst Castle. Great place, beautiful place, I haven't been there in years and years. I'm Tom Valentine, and this is Radio Free America.

* * *

Dharma, we are about to run out of energy for longer writing without a break. Let us take a break and then we will move into a bit of "pig cloning" (swine tampering) and Waco/Reno!
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GOOD OL' DAYS

Before we talk about clones and genetic alteration in pigs, cows, etc., let's talk about corn that has been bred from 10,000 year old genes. I guess "they just don't make it like they used to"! And I am asked again and again, "Why spelta"? Because it is ancient, unaltered, unhybridized and has kept all of its wonderful qualities--untampered--YET! The grain itself has been moved into hybridized and crossed mixes of grain resulting in wheat and other grains but the DNA of Spelt has remained unaltered and YOU CAN STILL GET IT (the most important fact of all). It is about the same with red lentils—that WAS the original color before altered for greater production and ease of growing and harvesting. Both are thrivers in higher ultraviolet light and have protective coverings which protect to some extent from radiation assault. If radiated, the radiation will not penetrate and contaminate the fruit for nearly as long as in hybrid crops. Also, if growing already, it has a strong tendency to NOT pick up radiation from the ground or water and hoard it.

The reason I want to speak of this corn, however, is because of the mention of the "mitochondria" of which we have given great long lessons in speaking about Gaiandriana. It is just interesting and something you might enjoy reading.

The next couple or three articles are from USA Today, "World of Science", June 1992:

QUOTING

LESSONS FROM ANCIENT GRASS

About 10,000 years ago, American Indians engineered corn, or maize, from a wild grass known as teosinte. Kathy Newton, associate professor of biological science, University of Missouri-Columbia, is using this ancient grass to learn what genes are important for maximum growth and fertility in modern corn. She is studying the genetic material in mitochondria--tiny organelles within cells that convert sugars to chemical energy--by introducing teosinte mitochondria into maize plants and then mating them with others. "We want to see how the interaction of the genes in the mitochondria and nuclei affect the outward characteristics of the plant". [H: You might also realize that this is mutation in action from the DNA interaction. It also involves the DNA reproduction system of the Gaiandriana-in that if genetically unaltered intentionally will actually perfect the original construction.]

Until the 1960s, when scientists discovered the presence of genetic material in mitochondria, it was believed that all of a cell's genetic material, or DNA, was contained in its nucleus. The find suggested that mitochondria once had been independent organisms incorporated into cells at some point in the distant past. Researchers also determined that mitochondrial DNA could be transmitted only through females [H: Gaiandrianas], which has led to a scientific quest to discover
Newton also is working with naturally occurring mutations in maize mitochondria. By studying the resulting outward characteristics of the plants, such as striped or discolored leaves, she is learning what traits are influenced by the mitochondrial DNA. "We've found that the mutations often have profound effects on plant growth and development. Anything we can learn about which traits are affected by mitochondrial DNA can potentially be used by other geneticists, plant physiologists, and breeders".

* * *

**CLONING: PRODUCING IDENTICAL PIGS FOR RESEARCH**

Cloning is the process of producing genetically identical plants or animals. For many plant species, this is a simple procedure--just take a cutting and allow it to root in damp sand. In others, single cells can be grown in culture and entire new plants produced by manipulation with hormones.

Cloning is more difficult in animals. Almost every animal cell contains a nucleus, each of which has identical DNA to the donor animal. The problem is that animal genes controlling the development of new individuals appear to "switch off" after a certain stage and, at present, can not be "switched on" again.

Researchers at the University of Missouri-Columbia have overcome this by taking genetic material from cattle and pig embryos at the eight cell-blastocyst stage. They suck the nucleus out of the blastocyst cell with a micro-pipette while holding it by suction under a microscope, then use this nucleus to replace that of an unfertilized ovum.

The new composite cell next is treated to fuse the protoplasm and seal the cell membrane, then cultured in vitro, in theory, eight identical animals can be produced from each blastocyst. If the process is repeated when the new cells reach the eight-cell stage, **64 identical cells can be created. After a third cycle, there could be 256.**

When enough genetically identical blastocysts have been cultured, they are implanted inside a surrogate uterus and allowed to grow to term. Since the technology still is being perfected, many manipulated embryos fail to develop properly. So far, the technique has yielded hundreds of cloned calves, but only one live pig [H: Well--may be--at that lab. The pigs are the ones which have shown the most success through other techniques resulting in the same thing.] Current research aims to increase the number of live clones.

The long-term aim of the study is to produce identical pigs for research purposes, but there are practical applications. Clones of superior animals could help to improve the rate of genetic gain in cattle and swine.

* * *

AND, JUST A COUPLE OF PAGES FURTHER IN THE SAME JOURNAL:
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: THIS LITTLE PIGGY IS A CLONE

Farmers soon may have a better pig cloning technique, allowing for leaner, healthier breeds that grow faster on less food. Randall Prather, assistant professor of animal science, University of Missouri-Columbia. [H: Busy school, isn't it? And one of the most controlled of the Elite managed educational research centers on your globe.] is perfecting a cloning method known as nuclear transfer, which involves moving nuclei from an embryo that is several days old to an unfertilized egg in a surrogate mother. The method successfully has yielded hundreds of cattle--but only one pig.

"If all hogs in a litter were genetically identical, farmers could be assured of them all growing at the same rate, responding to the same ration, and most importantly, producing the same quality of pork", he explained. [H: Now, go back and replace "hogs" with "humans".] Cloning also could be used to produce identical pigs for research purposes. If all those in a study have the same genotype the effect of an experimental treatment can be measured without the added variable of genetics. In addition, geneticists could identify and reproduce superior genotypes throughout the swine population and foster superior breeds more quickly.

Because each cell in the body has a nucleus that contains the same genetic information, each cell theoretically can be cultured to produce a clone of the donor. Currently, there are two methods in use. The first mimics the way identical twins are produced naturally. A fertilized egg is removed surgically from the uterus shortly after it begins dividing. The embryo then is split into two or more individual cells known as blastomeres, which are cultured in the laboratory until they can be returned to a uterus. In the second method, nuclear transfer, the nucleus is removed from an unfertilized ovum and replaced with a nucleus taken from a developing embryo. The method should make possible the production of eight embryos from an eight-cell embryo. By repeating the process, 64 clones can be created and so on.

"Nuclear transfer has been successfully repeated up to six times in cattle and has resulted in calves after three times", Prather notes. One reason for the low efficiency rate in swine is that litter-bearing animals need a minimum number of fetuses to maintain pregnancy. For a sow to do so, there must be at least four viable fetuses in the womb. Another cause may be chemical factors that enter the nucleus when the membrane is ruptured during the process.

In addition to the promise of future advances in health and greater reproductive efficiency in animals, knowledge gained from the research is expected to lead to useful spin-off ideas in human and animal health, such as treatments for genetically-based diseases and improved fertility for humans. "If we can increase the efficiency of the cloning procedure in swine, and if someone can figure out how to freeze swine embryos, we will be ready to go with this. Then, when consumers demand changes--for example, less fat--we will be able to clone a line that has less fat in it, and we can do it in a relatively short period of time. The consumer will have more say and will be able to dictate more rapid changes".

ANOTHER SOBERING ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
DISEASE TOLL TO SOAR, U.N STUDY FORECASTS. [H: Note please, the relationship (subtle) between the U.N. and WHO.]

Ottawa (Special)--A massive increase in deaths from AIDS and other diseases around the world threatens to erase "decades of hard-won reductions" in mortality rates, says the World Health Organization (WHO). [H: And, they lie about everything else also!]

By the turn of the century, AIDS deaths in Third World countries each year will equal the number recorded to this point--about two million--according to research by the U.N. agency, to be published next month in a joint report with the WORLD BANK. [H: Isn't this just a whole pot-full of wonderful connections which would on the surface seem unlikely. Even the numbers are wrong by grossly understated figures.]

WHO's most conservative estimates suggest that by 2000, 26 million people in developing countries will be infected with HIV and 1.8 million a year will die of AIDS.

"By destroying individuals' immune systems, HIV will also vastly worsen the spread of other diseases, especially tuberculosis. In higher-affected areas, demand for AIDS treatment will overwhelm capacity for clinical treatment and cause a deterioration of care for other illnesses".

The study also says that new strains of malaria could double the annual death toll from that disease to two million a year within a decade.

And the aging of populations will bring "to the fore costly, non-communicable diseases of adults and the elderly".

Tobacco-related deaths from heart disease and cancers alone are expected to double by the first decade of the next century. [H: If anyone should know--they should! And if you want to be sure, just wait until they bring on the NEW untreatable and incredible SMALLPOX!]

"RENO'S ROAST"

QUOTING:

AN ATHENAEUM....

Beyond the tasteless (if nevertheless appropriate) jokes ("What's the difference between Reno and Waco? Waco never killed 86 people in Reno". "What's the difference between child abuse and child murder"? "Harrumph...the FBI does not engage in child abuse"). one is most reminded of the oxymoronic military officer in Viet Nam who said, "We had to destroy the village to save it".

[H: I guess in the same vein, then, there is another "lawyer" joke that could be shared here in equally bad taste: One legal client in a courtroom said to another: "I am devastated and saddened by the events of the gunman killing all those San Francisco attorneys". The other replied, "Yes, it is too bad, did you know any of them"? The first speaker replied, "Oh, I'm
not sad over the shooting of the lawyers--I am sorry because the gunman shot himself and he was the best lawyer shooter we've had].

RESPECT: Joseph Sobran (This comes from the Universal Press Syndicate of April 22, 1993.) [H: But the copy comes from our own attorney.]

The fall of the Branch Davidians has brought the inevitable clucking about "cults" and "fundamentalists". President Clinton, in the course of defending the final FBI assault on the Waco compound, spoke of the "rise in this sort of fanaticism all across the world", warning that "WE MAY HAVE TO CONFRONT IT AGAIN".

He added piously: *"I hope very much that others who will be tempted to join cults and become involved with people like David Koresh will be deterred by the horrible scenes they have seen over the last seven weeks"*. So the federal government is now in the business of deciding which religions are good for us. Mr. Clinton seems ready to attach warning labels.

But his alarm is hypocritical. There is, in fact, no segment of the American population that is more gentle and law-abiding than fundamentalist Christians.

Fundamentalists have very low rates of violent crime, drug and alcohol abuse, illegitimacy, and other disorders. Few of them even smoke, which ought to win them at least a little respect from liberals. Most of them work and pay taxes and don't take welfare. They don't riot when they don't get their way. They aren't into street crime. Or organized crime. Their names don't come up in Wall Street scandals. They don't mug or kill foreign tourists. They haven't introduced new diseases into the national bloodstream. They don't amuse themselves with drive-by shootings. Nobody avoids a neighborhood because fundamentalists dominate it.

On the contrary, fundamentalists are rather easy to push around. They are given to charitable works, though they don't believe in advertising their kindness. They suffer a lot of abuse without complaining. If they are getting active in politics now, it's because they have learned the hard way that the government won't leave them alone and respect their way of life.

Which brings us back to Waco. The Branch Davidians weren't bothering anyone. Why was it necessary to disturb them in the first place? Why was the final attack called for?

A *New York Times* headline says it all; "Officials Contradict One Another on Rationale for Assault on Cult". Attorney General Janet Reno offered "child abuse" as the reason for the attack that resulted in a score of children's deaths. FBI Director William Sessions denies that child abuse had anything to do with it.

[**H: Could that be why Sessions is now OUT!?**]

It looks very much as if the government decided in February that the Davidians would be easy pickings for a dramatic operation, with the media in attendance. Even when the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms knew the Davidians knew it was coming, it proceeded, evidently assuming that its prey wouldn't fight back.

For once that assumption was wrong, and several died on both sides. The government lost face, and continued to lose face throughout the long siege. Far from worrying about the children
inside, it subjected them for weeks to what must have been utter terror, with harsh floodlights and the most unnerving loud noises it could contrive. The welfare of the children was secondary to regaining the lost prestige of the federal government. THE LAST DAYS OF THOSE KIDS ARE UNBEARABLE TO IMAGINE.

Even the reason for the original raid has never been very clear. The government has quietly backed away from its first story, that it suspected illegal weapons conversions. Even if that was technically true, it hardly warranted the ultimate price. Obviously it was easier to attack an isolated rural cult in Texas than to raid the Crips and Bloods in Los Angeles, though the gangs are at least as likely to possess illegal weapons and a damned sight more likely to use them on the innocent. When in doubt, attack the fundamentalists.

Can anyone doubt that if the government had really thought the Davidians were dangerous, it would have left them alone? Nothing brings out the raw courage of heavily armed federal agents like a few eccentrically religious white people out in the country minding their own business.

As for Mr. Clinton, he can count: he knows the Christian fundamentalists didn't give him much money or many votes in the last election. He also knows that he doesn't live up to their moral standards. No wonder he dislikes them.

**RETROSPECT**

If Rodney King's civil rights were violated in Los Angeles, what happened in Waco, Texas?

If a billy-club is excessive force, what is a tank?

If four Los Angeles police officers--their adrenalin flowing from exertions to subdue a resisting, large, strong man--used bad judgment in applying force, what kind of judgment was exercised by President Clinton, Attorney General Janet Reno and the FBI in the relative calm of their Washington office?

The Branch Davidians are not a preferred minority, but their civil rights were nevertheless violated.

The federal officials responsible must be held accountable for the deaths of about 24 children and 62 adults. The congressional hearing into the extraordinary miscalculation that produced the horror must not become a cover-up dominated by liberal hostility toward religion and gun ownership.

The excuse given by Attorney General Reno is that the FBI's hostage team was fatigued and could not indefinitely continue in place. Out-waited and impatient, something had to be done.

So the FBI played directly into David Koresh's hands and fulfilled his prophecy.

Throughout the long siege the media have regaled us daily with reports that Koresh believed that he was destined for persecution and that he and his followers would die in a violent confrontation with the secular state.
The FBI cannot claim to have been unaware of his views. In a briefing last month, a senior FBI official said: "From the mid-80s on, he's preached that his group will end up in a violent confrontation with law enforcement and that this will be a fulfillment of his prophecy".

Fully armed with all the facts, the federal government set out to bring the tragedy to pass. Numerous opportunities were ignored to serve Koresh with the warrant on his trips to town or to detain and question him about the government's suspicions that he possessed illegal firearms. Instead, 100 armed agents of the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms division of the Treasury Department unexpectedly assaulted the compound.

The agents dressed themselves in black assault uniforms and brought the TV cameras along to record their exploits, but their assault was repelled by the Branch Davidians, with loss of lives and injuries on both sides. The FBI showed up with tanks and armored vehicles.

The FBI let the tensions build up for 50 days and then broke into the building with tanks and attacked with gas. After experiencing the ATF attack and being prepped by Koresh, people inside the compound might expect to be gunned down if they rushed outside.

Clearly, any psychiatrist who dealt with a paranoid patient in this way would be guilty of malpractice. How could a highly trained FBI team, an Attorney General and a President make such a mistake?

The black inmates who have taken over the Lucasville, Ohio, prison and murdered both inmates and guards are being shown a great deal more understanding.

True to form, many liberals have rushed forward to blame the Waco disaster on the Second Amendment, which permits Americans to own guns.

To the contrary, it happened precisely because of federal laws regulating gun ownership. The Branch Davidians hadn't assaulted anyone. They lived peacefully within the community. Except for the federal gun laws, they would all still be alive.

It wasn't the state of Texas that provoked the confrontation. It is the gun control propaganda that has let the ATF off the reservation and encouraged the T-men to throw their weight around. From the standpoint of the Sarah Bradys of this world, to own an unregistered gun is a matter of serious import; it ought to be illegal.

The liberals' premise that gun ownership should be illegal, or in the least heavily regulated, has created the atmosphere in which the ATF, like an unthinking bully, feels compelled to increasingly and brazenly show its presence. That is what produced the deaths of 86 children, women and men.

An embarrassed Attorney General lamely blames her "fatigued agents" and "reports" that babies were being beaten and children molested. After the event, she pleads the Clintons' concern with children to justify setting in motion a plan that gets all the children killed. Some solution. And now it is proven that there was NEVER any child abuse under any circumstances.

But it shows once again the utter incompetence of the federal government. Why anyone would want it more involved in ours lives is inexplicable. Scripps Howard News Service.
Now, however it all makes sense, doesn't it? Just knowing that Janet Reno, your Attorney General and the ATF forces are working for the Secretary of Treasury, Bentsen--AND ALL OF THEM WORK FOR, AND ARE PAID BY, THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND OF THE UNITED NATIONS ONE WORLD ORDER--NOT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY ANY NAME. You had better be getting this right, citizens, or there may not be "another day" to "try again".

I have been asked to close this off a bit more gently than abruptly leaving you with the above.

**TURN BACK THE PAGES**
Written by Ann Stanton

A faded photo lies before me in the midst of this dusty album,
Of a couple standing before a tiny log-built cabin.
Snow lying in the winter sun reflects the pride in their faces,
I wish I could have been there, how I long to turn back the pages.
When life was a simple thing and God was all there was to fear,
No need to lock the doors, when needed a neighbor was there.
A time when Christ and Country were the greatest source of pride,
A time when our nation's leaders had not a thing to hide.
The goals of love and happiness were built on and found,
And the souls of American dreams, through God, were tightly bound.
Turn back the pages America, go back in time and history,
When the Bible was a source of vitality, instead of your TV.

I stare at another photo and a tear falls upon the page,
Thirteen children in a schoolhouse, with heads bowed to pray.
Through time and corruption we have left God out of our lives,
Unlike the days of our forefathers, ours are all but bright.
Turn back the pages once again, to the integrity of America's youth,
Where Christians were Christians and eager to feed upon the Truth.
When men weren't afraid of obeying what was commanded in Scripture,
Women were true ladies; respectable, gentle and pure.
Where children respected their parents and loved their family,
When schools really educated, untouched by government policy.
Turn back the pages, turn back time for our great nation,
Where once again, we can be proud to bear the name "American".

Thank you for sharing, Luanna.

**TURN BACK THE PAGES**

In view of the fact that this has been a most dreadful week which Dharma will not look back on with great joy (Quoting Queen Lizzie), I have noted that she had some good belly-laughs in spite of
herself. We shall share some of the lightness of a couple of pages from A NEW MAGAZINE SENT AS A SAMPLE, CALLED REMINISCE. [Reiman Publications, 5927 Memory Lane, PO Box 998, Greendale, WI 53129; $9.98 for a 1-year subscription published every other month]. It is filled with pictures of "old" things and times and times just to remember even if you have only heard about them from hand-me-down.

QUOTING (From the section "Over the Backfence"):

GOOD QUESTION:

A Grandfather was digging potatoes along with his grandson. After several hours of hard work, the little fellow looked up into his grandfather's face and asked, "Why did you bury all these things in here"?

SOMEHOW:

It just doesn't seem right to go over the river and through the woods to Grandmother's condo.

ONE LAST COMPLAINT:

A little old lady died and went to heaven. Five years later her husband died. When he arrived in heaven, his wife couldn't wait to show him around, pointing out what a beautiful place it is. "Yes, it certainly is," said her husband, "and if it hadn't been for that blamed fiber diet of yours, I could have been enjoying it years ago"!

HOW'S THAT AGAIN??

These bloopers were found by Edythe Hanson of Arizona in the church bulletins. She says all of them are authentic and taken directly from written announcements:

1. This afternoon there will be a meeting in the south and north ends of the church. Children will be baptized at both ends.

2. Thursday at 5 p.m., there will be a meeting of the Little Mothers Club. All wishing to become little mothers will please meet the pastor in his study.

3. This being Easter Sunday, we will ask Mrs. Brown to come forward and lay an egg on the altar.

4. Ladies of the church have cast off clothing of every kind, and they can be seen in the church basement on Friday afternoon.

5. On Sunday, a special collection will be taken to defray the expense of the new carpet. All wishing to do something on the carpet, please come forward and get a piece of paper.

6. Tonight's sermon: "What is Hell?" Come early and listen to our choir practicing.
7. Another marriage-encounter weekend is being offered. It's a chance for a weekend away for just you and your **souse**.

**PROGRESS**

Progress is impossible without change; and those who cannot change their minds cannot change anything. *George Bernard Shaw.*

**LITTLE CROW**

*Loving the God self fills a hole within us that cannot be filled by another human being, because they're busy filling their hole. But once the hole is filled, then you are complete and there is a completeness that then can be shared.*

And so, may you get those holes filled!

Salu, Hatonn bids Good Day.
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WHERE IS MICHAEL SILVERHAWK?

BUSY! Busy, busy at his work for, "He who shall introduce into public affairs the principles of Christ will change the face of the World".

No, we never did get "through" Silverhawk's prior writings with you--there are too many subjects and so little space in which to share. There is GREAT wisdom and knowledge "out-there" among you and we can barely touch the tiny-most crust of the layer of truth and offerings. We continue to do the best we can and beg patience.

LETTER FROM SILVERHAWK

Received 6/18/93

Dear Commander Hatonn,

    I offer the following in friendship and brotherhood. If it is of any service, then please feel free to use it in any way you see fit. Please forgive the many typos but I feel thrusted to send it forth and my secretary is already working hard.

    I sit here like a supercharged lifetron bomb ready to go off and come forth with catalytic impact. I await only one opening and opportunity for expansive physical involvement and there will be no stopping me. I have achieved a great work for me. I have learned to combine and harmonize true medicine with entrepreneurial marketing. It is far more common to have one or the other in a person but rare to find both together in one. I am most poised to advance and, as given to, to in turn re-give. I want my country back. I want my world back, in divine order and if I could just find my darn sword I would sever the serpent's head from his body and we could then go forth with healing with much more aplomb.

    I am most curious about a couple of things that if you were to answer, I think it would be of value to all.

    1. Who is Lucifer? Is he real? [H: I believe we sort-of covered that subject a week or so ago. I realize it is not "sufficient" but it must be sufficient unto this day, please.]
    2. What is he exactly? or it?
    3. Whose problem was he before he was ours? I.e.: where did he come from?
    4. Is he/it an eternal unbroken continuum who has not experienced the disadvantage of the veils?
5. When we have murderous cannibals down here, we the people feel that it is in the public interest to put them in solitary away from the larger society. We don't put them in charge of Club Med if we can see a way to do otherwise. So, therefore, why do you suppose God cast down Lucifer to Earth instead of onto a barren rock? I would tend to think that solitary meditation would do wonders towards attitude adjustment. What do you see about this?

I know that you are extremely busy with your scribe and I don't wish to distract but these are burning questions for me and are part of only a very few that I have not managed to get answered in my meditation. Silverhawk standing by.

Sincerely in God,

Michael Silverhawk

* * *

Let us take up #5.

Perhaps you put murderous cannibals into solitary away from society? I note that the most murderous ones on the most massive scale are the political criminals who control your world. Ah, and now, the cycle bounces around to come back to say WHY? do we and "God" allow such?

Why do YOU allow this to continue? Therein lies the answer--WHY DO YOU ALLOW THIS?

To come into understanding, Michael, you have to look at the overall need of a presentation experience such as physical lifespan in a classroom. If you had no NEED to change--you would have no challenge and NO GROWTH. What you are efforting to achieve now, is a movement into a society wherein the "devil is bound", so to speak. The majority of expressing physical human-kind DO NOT WANT PEACE AND LOVE, A BALANCED AND HARMONIOUS LIFE. Satan (Lucifer) has nothing to do with the individual expression--"he" just makes sure you have all the wondrous things of physical manifestations to pull you down--you do your own falling. Through the never-ending routines of total physical sensing you lock yourselves into the expression of evil or other manifestations, at the least, of that limited sensing experience. You who have souls which "remember" God Creator and the LAWS of balance and harmony --are terribly stressed over that which has come to pass--and verily move into offering something BETTER--a way out, if you will.

Now, go back and look carefully at that which you have asked about a "barren rock"? EARTH WAS A BARREN ROCK! Man becomes like the tiny termite who starts to build wherein he can and then he gets "smarter" and begins to spread out and build ever bigger--destroying all that he touches to make his own nest wondrous and luxurious. Evil is a growing cancer--and yet it is as "normal" as any mutation of cellular structure--simply "out of control". YOU ONES ARE the representation of GOD and it will be up to you to bring the beast under control--you cannot expect the beast to bring himself under control--for his direction is opposite of yours. He will devour himself and you along with him if he can--but he will NOT ever bring himself into goodness of intent with GOD--for the physical environment is his own place to express. THIS IS HIS KINGDOM--AND IT IS AN ILLUSION WHICH HAS NO CHARACTER OF CREATION'S STABILITY AND LIGHTED PRESENCE TO THE EXTENT OF RECREATION. HE CAN ONLY TEAR DOWN AND MANIPULATE THAT WHICH IS MANIFEST ALREADY.
When mankind accepts the TRUTH of his beingness--he can have the wondrous things of physical manifestation AND the things of spirit fulfilled. BUT YOU HAVE TO FIRST BRING INTO BEING THE KINGDOM WHICH ALLOWS FOR SAME. It is both easy AND simple--but you first have to KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING! Hence the myriads of hours of lessons and explanations. It is why we must go through the bounded courts if need be to find release of truth as offered by others before us. But we don't just need the expression of "release"--we need the joining of hands across the chasm so that focus can be on utilizing the material and not dancing the Texas Two-Step across the bridges which we continually burn in an effort for singular recognition of ego selves.

I note this day there is (a very small) march on the White House (while the president is gone, yet) to stop UFO bashing and release documents, etc. This is the same silly thing as movements to stop Gay bashing and Fat bashing and "hate" crimes. How silly--there are either UFO's or there are not--marching on the White House will not help. Besides, you will be told it is to get "release" of documents. "They" released some documents--and the rest you won't get anyway for it is the only way to continue the deceit and distractions.

Ah dear ones, Lucifer WAS--before you WERE--and he IS your challenge. He does NOTHING--he just ALLOWS YOU A PLAYGROUND FOR YOUR OWN STUPID IGNORANCE. is LUCIFER DOES NOTHING--HE JUST IS--no more and no less. Just the same, GOD just IS! All of the actions and motion and expression in this world of "sensing" is your expression of that which was Created in Light of GOD THOUGHT manifest. Lucifer is but an aspect of human consciousness in this "play" of "sensing" dimension. Honor "him" for that which he offers--for he is neither good nor is he bad--YOU BECOME GOOD OR YOU BECOME BAD IN YOUR FREE WILL EXPERIENCE. Even this is incorrect expression--for you simply move away from God or toward God. Moving TOWARD God is "goodness", anything that pulls you AWAY FROM GOD--is evil. So "evil" exists just as does "goodness"--but bad or good has no place in the equation for it is always INTENT OF SOUL MIND WHICH IS THE FOCUS. In this sense Lucifer is very real indeed; if you give him no energy --he is worthless! But the desire and pull of the physical sensing expression will always tug at you until you "overcome" and move solely in the direction back unto your LIGHTED SOURCE.

We can best express the "explanations" through the presentments of Dr. Russell. We simply must first clear out the obstacles deliberately placed in the path to evade that possible connection with Dr. Russell's people in charge of what they believe to be his legacy. They do not even hold that which we desire to express--but ones of your own, i.e., Green, Coleman, etc., have brought great barriers which must be torn down if we are to present the work to fullest understanding and extent. Are "those" people BAD? Oh no, they simply do not know where we were and are, headed. When the greed-mongers are out of the way, we will do fine.

By the way, for the benefit of US&P, I have no pick with you or your University as such. We BOTH have the same expressed goal--even if it varies greatly. I have no wish to take a thing away from your philosophical presentations--I just think it not the correct approach to higher expression. This does not change one iota the scientific TRUTH of that which was given to Walter and then given to the world, by Walter.

If, however, the enemy comes among the allies and starts division and misinterpretation and claims lies, plagiarism and theft--surely the Commanders are bounded to look at the
circumstance and see what is UP. If they do not know that which they confront--how can they
KNOW?

I believe that much of what has happened in confrontation with my Scribe is not malicious in intent-
-but a full belief that somehow SHE was taking, most especially assets, in some way--FROM
THEM. What else are they to think when you have one who would steal actual gold for himself and
bury it in the garden? WHO IS THE THIEF? WHO IS THE SWINE OF WHICH I SPOKE AND
ANGERED THEM SO MUCH? IF YOU CAST PEARLS BEFORE SWINE AND THEY TRAM-
PLE THEM--IS THIS AN INSULT? The full intent of any such statement is that in ignorance man
will trample that which he does not recognize as his "PEARL"!

I also said that we were told that the US&P (and I shall quote directly): "US&P has just (last year)
been gifted with $215 million dollars and we will use every cent of it to fight you if necessary". THIS
came from Mr. Tips, the attorney, and apparently it was stated TO GEORGE GREEN BY HIS "FRIEND" (claimed by George) at US&P.

Next, there is grave objection to my statement that my Scribe was in danger by surveillance persons
from US&P. Again, we were TOLD by one of the surveillance team that "they" were investigators
for US&P. What ELSE are WE to believe? They were everywhere--stationed across from the
dwelling, outside the offices of the paper, listening with devices right up against the office window
(caught red-handed and this is when it was told whom they worked for). They followed Rick Martin
EVERYWHERE and the Ekkers were tailed and spied upon relentlessly day and night. The Ekkers
were pursued at times at very high speeds in an attempt on a back curvy road to run them off the
road. Is this not assault against lives?? What were the instructions to these investigators? Who
knows?? What they did, however, was get WRONG INFORMATION, mix up the entire business
structure and GET CAUGHT! This was reported to the Sheriff's Department and they seemed to
have satisfied themselves as to WHO these people were and when it got too hot--the investigators
disappeared--followed immediately by legal papers pressing CONTEMPT. I do not even object to
the investigators or surveillance--I DO OBJECT THAT ALL THE RESULTS HAVE BEEN
INCORRECT, WRONG AND AGAINST THE WRONG PEOPLE.

TOGETHER WE COULD BRING MASSIVE INFORMATION AND INPUT TO THE PEOPLE
OF THIS EARTH AS WALTER RUSSELL INTENDED--IN WAR WE CAN DO VERY LITTLE
INDEED--EXCEPT TO SPEND EXORBITANT AMOUNTS OF MONEY ON LAWYERS TO
INCREASE THE DISTRESS. IF WALTER RUSSELL HAD NOT TAKEN A STAND FOR
THAT WHICH IS RIGHT--THERE WOULD BE NO US&P TODAY, OF ANY KIND.
CONTINUING TO DO BATTLE ONLY DIMINISHES THE TIME FOR BRINGING TRUTH TO
MANKIND. IT IS TIME TO LOOK WHERE THE PROBLEMS ARE--AND STOP LOOKING
AT THAT WHICH IS YOUR ALLY. So be it.

Our understanding is that we are only banned from writing insulting and derogatory things about
US&P. Friends, this is yet America and we cannot be banned from writing about the wondrous
work of a gift unto mankind in the form of a messenger who brought "truth". Ours is not to start a
cult or even do seminars--ours is to simply make mankind aware that Truth is here already--go get
it! STOP your spiritual FANTASIES--and go get the Truth!

We have NO WISH to even remotely USE THE PHILOSOPHICAL materials of any one or group--
ours is a need to express the truth of the scientific and physics truth of a gifted scientist. HE HAD to
be spiritual--for it was THE WAY in which the information would be given forth. If you have not
the spiritual connection--there is no communication!

I know, I KNOW--MOST of you have never before HEARD OF WALTER RUSSELL--but then, neither had you a clue as to a man named NIKOLA TESLA. It is simply now time to bring these ones into your attention--FOR THEY ARE THE BRINGERS OF THE TRUTH--THE PIONEERS WHO WOULD FIRST EXPRESS THAT THE REST OF YOU CAN NOW EXPRESS--CORRECTLY!

The court can throw my scribe into prison and have a zillion dollars in sanctions against her--but she has NOTHING and imprisonment will not change an iota of the truth of it. If there are guilty parties in efforting to TAKE something--it is not my Scribe or anyone attached to her. I believe we all have a good picture of exactly WHO is involved in that intent. However, wrong parties have been accused and sentenced before and that rests with the court and the Plaintiffs.

Regardless of how things "appear" and what comes out in the papers on the AP from Luke Perry, etc., Luke Perry is in deep trouble with the law and George Green will be PROVEN guilty of perjury directly to a Judge. The conspiracy exists--jointly or singularly--there is BIG trouble for these people involved. The effort is to keep the CRIMINAL charges on hold until Civil cause can be better scoped. This is difficult because George is in a criminal position and the law is ready to come down on the case and take it out of the hands of the litigants. It would appear that the US&P might well wish to rethink their actions and focus for they have had no damage from this quarter--we have only advertised their work and their FOUNDER in a most respectful manner. Russell's work can either be brought into blossom WITH US--or it will go into archives as the WHOLE of Truth is brought forth. Those of you who are friends and students of that University might well wish to have input on this matter. We have NO WISH TO REWRITE BOOKS--WE NEED THE INFORMATION ON "LIGHT" OUT TO THE PEOPLE. WE CAN WORK TOGETHER AND BEAR FRUIT OF INCREDIBLE WONDER--OR WE CAN CONTINUE THIS QUARREL AND WASTE IMMEASURABLE TIME. "WE" CAN USE A SCHOOL--AND THEY COULD USE THE STUDENTS--WOULD THIS NOT BE BETTER THAN THIS UNENDING BATTLE??

WELL HOW ABOUT A BETTER WAY?

There are great thinkers abounding as more and more open to the higher input processes and begin to see realization in the various major facets of your experience. Silverhawk has shared a paper with us and I believe it is time to share it with you for it is very insightful and filled with wisdom. He calls it:

ENLIGHTENED CAPITALISM AND THE RESURRECTIONAL ECONOMY:

THE CONCEPTIONAL TOOL FOR THE CREATION OF A NEW AND FINER CIVILIZATION.

Let's begin by defining and describing the difference between "enlightened capitalism" and what I call "imperial capitalism". These two conceptual stances embody two entirely different states of mind and being, in fact. Imperial Capitalism tends to dis-empower the common man and draw power and control to itself. It, in essence, reflects the tendencies found in the lower primates where you see the dances of submission and dominance played out in the simple dramas of the animal
In man, this drama is most obvious when viewing the royal houses of the world. The kings and queens of money, nobility and war, are simply reflecting the lower primate dominance dance of the animal kingdom. As money, power and dominance concentrates itself more and more into the hands of these people, the "so-called" "lesser" human primates begin to also reflect the "submissive" behavior of lower animal primates. Thus we become lost in a Darwinian horror story of futility, and surrender our dignity as Human Beings, to the dominant lords and ladies of the world.

The genius and inventiveness of man, has tended to "mask" this situation as of late. We are surrounded by elaborate high-tech civilizations that are jammed with technical, social and political complexities, that tend to confuse this primal issue. They use their imperial capital to promote confusion and disenfranchisement, in every way possible, towards the common man.

In these recent centuries, they have funded many think-tanks and secret lodges and societies that are designed to entrap the minds and souls of men in conceptual "jungles" of futility and absurdity. Ideas like Humanism, Communism, Socialism, among many others, were invented, promoted and funded by them as ploys of control and distraction for the human race. Through these mechanisms and their lackeys, the "elite" have managed to infiltrate, influence and control every facet of human society from government to education, media, religion, financial and family structure. They propose to stand between God and Man and lock us into soul-slavery forever.

Socialism and Communism are really just simple social/economic tools for the confiscation of wealth and liberty from the people. The resulting Nomenklature Elite are thus simply bureaucratic servants of the hidden noble houses. The noble houses own the great banks. The confiscated money and property goes into the great banks and is also used to create permanent dependents of the state and, as a result, dependable "voting blocks" as opposed to free and sovereign individuals who can and will think and act from enlightened self and national interest. The Nomenklatura are thusly rewarded for their services. In exchange for their share of the "loot", they serve as the "foil" that takes the heat of blame from the people. Thus the royal houses are never seen nor touched by the people. Mafias serve the same way. They are simply "rat-packs" that do the dirty work for the Nomenklatura and the royal houses. They handle such things as the distribution and maintenance of soul-destroying enterprises such as drugs, gambling, pornography, etc. In exchange for their share of the loot, they too endure the heat and wrath of blame from the people-victims. Thus the royal houses are once again never seen nor touched by the people. These "elite" are masters of deceit but in essence they use the simple method of divide, confuse and conquer. They pay myriads of people to "babble" at us endlessly and wear down our minds and spirits until we simply surrender to their control mechanisms out of sheer exhaustion, lassitude and fear.

They wrangle and manipulate us into wars, revolutions and into social, economic crises and disasters, until our hearts faint and our minds bend to their will. They fund and promote their favorite puppet-politicos to babble their policies that come from their lodges. They ruthlessly "squelch" all opposing dissent.

Thus in conclusion, Imperial Capital is nothing more than a very clever BIG MONKEY, i.e., on OUR backs.

What was meant by God, to be a beautiful garden of Eden full of light, love, joy and freedom and God-consciousness, has thus been turned into a fierce and dangerous jungle full of poisonous
snakes! This is an absolute disgrace of cosmic proportions.
A beautifully evolved and balanced being from another world would be as loathe to enter here as you would be to enter an inner city gang-war.

Not too long ago, 200 years or so, a group of high spirited people whom we affectionately refer to as our FOUNDING FATHERS, brought forth a nation and an idea, that the world had never seen nor heard of in its living memory. It was the concept of having an actual government and society, of the people, by the people and for the people, UNDER GOD. There was no place for royalty and/or imperial capital in this idea. These were soundly rejected in favor of one nation under God. GOD was to be our King and Guide and true leader in all our affairs. God, the Grand Creator of all, was to infuse His Being into ours and into our society, government, economy, (in God we trust) and our land. This is a truly noble state, my people. Monkeys are completely ill-equipped to manifest or comprehend this premise. Only TRUE MAN is capable of expressing this TRUE NOBILITY of spirit.

Our fathers also brought forth the first concept of enlightened capitalism, although they didn't call it that. They understood that all men and all life, in fact, must have economy. Everything that lives seeks to prosper. From man on down to amoeba. Even God seeks to prosper by having worlds full of light. All life also seeks to keep what it has gained for its own and its families' benefit. In man who is a very social being, cooperation is the key word. This does not imply that confiscation of wealth is the same as cooperation. Cooperation is quite VOLUNTARY. Therefore, under our constitution, some tax methods were agreed upon but only if ALL the people would benefit from the exercise. For the first time in history to my knowledge, INALIENABLE RIGHTS were also recognized and promoted as self-evident. These are rights given by God and Nature to man and cannot be taken away by any man or group of men. What a blazing brilliance was upon humanity in our Bill of Rights. For the first time, man was free to prosper and create an enlightened civilization at last. If he would anchor to God, that is. If we would but do that today we would at last escape the lower primate jungle of fear and tyranny, again.

For man to have this security, he must also have opportunity and protection of these rights. Our government was designed to be one of true noble service towards this end. Man must not have his hard-earned wealth confiscated and re-distributed by force or simply stolen by imperial rule. This had to be overcome then and NOW as well. A man who has property, money, arms, mobility and personal sovereignty under and with God, is a man who will never be overcome by or conquered by tyranny of any nature.

Enlightened Capitalism along with our enlightened Constitution are the apt tools with which to establish this state of being for the common man. In order for these tools to be successfully implemented and sustained by man, however, we must have leadership that is somewhat enlightened. An enlightened capitalist and constitutionalist is someone who understands that if his own wealth is to be properly protected, then his fellow man must have involvement and opportunity to participate in like manner. A free man who is an island cannot remain free for long.

I know that I'm doing a bit of re-inventing of the wheel here, but because of the morass of confusion leveled at the human race at this time, I feel it is necessary. I also wish to give full wing to the concept that was begun by our founding fathers.

A truly enlightened capitalist will be one who understands that all things are one and that all
people are one with all. Everything affects everything. This is a person who has no desire to dominate his fellow man. It is one who has no desire for egomaniacal grandeur. It is one who celebrates strength, freedom and liberty in those around him and promotes that state through example and investment in it. An enlightened capitalist is one who empowers his fellow man and respects all life. He is one who sees capital in a much broader sense than money. He sees light, God-consciousness, knowledge, children, clean environment, truth, justice, liberty, freedom and personal and national sovereignty also as worthy and valuable forms of capital. This is one who knows that he can never be his own God nor be God for anyone else nor would he ever desire to be. This one would take a position of leadership as a true servant and then only so long as necessary in order to assist his fellow man to grasp the knowledge and understanding of self leadership and responsibility.

An enlightened capitalist thus seeks to multiply himself and his state of being to the maximum, whereas the imperial capitalist seeks to ultimately DOMINATE the entire universe if that were possible but since it is not, he settles for the domination of the whole Earth and the entire human race.

This is quite a chasm of difference, isn't it? It is as wide as the Grand Canyon. One might ask, then, how we could promote and establish an Enlightened Capitalistic civilization, especially out of the jungle of tyranny we experience today. Knowledge in God the Creator of all, as well as knowledge and practice of Universal Law, then, would have to be the very cornerstone of such a land. The reason is that we have been involved in a war for the hearts, minds and souls of the people. Faith, knowledge and covenant with God and his consciousness is the mortal enemy of Imperial Capital and its champions. They do everything in their power to blind man to this faith and, unlike us, they have no problem with that little thing called conscience. They want us to be bound to them, body and soul and mind and to look to them for everything as if they and their state were God.

If you don't know God or even know if He is real, then I say that it is high time that you did. Imperial Capital will indulge your lower nature endlessly and imply that you will never have any FUN with God. They do, don't they? Well, they are LIARS. What they mean is that THEY will never have any fun with God and THEY are absolutely right. As long as THEY seek to come between man and God, I can assure them that THEY will NEVER have any fun with God. [H: I suggest you all be paying a LOT of attention to this message--this man is "right on"!]

I can tell you right here and now, that to walk in grand fellowship with the Grand Mind of All, is the greatest joy, the highest fulfillment, the finest feeling and the greatest empowerment possible for man of ANY Earth. It is the supreme liberty. It is ecstasy. A nation so involved would be an utter paradise. It would be a fearless people with unimaginable abundance. We would even be invited to, eventually, pass through the star-gates of eternity. Thus this faith and knowledge, is the foundation that we must embody in ourselves before such liberty can wax strong and take us home.

In this faith and fellowship, one will find their mind, open to the genius of the grand mind in a fellowship of sharing. You will see how to do, what to do, when to do, why to do and who to do in every instance of personal and national life. You will learn the discipline if unbending in intent and find fire in your love and clarity of goal. You will learn to bend and weave like a dancer through life until you attain each golden ring of victory. You will overcome all. You will be raised and glorified, step by step. You will become one with true power, without ever the burden of its possession. For to seek to possess power, one ends up being possessed BY it. Knowledge is free for all. All are invited.
It is not a special privilege for a chosen few. Some will say though, that there SEEMS to be a chosen few. Yes that's true. They are all ones who CHOSE GOD ABOVE THEIR HUMAN EGO and then were found acceptable. In the eyes of God, all men are equal. It is only in the eyes of men that differences are seen.

To fully embrace this life, then, you must make one supreme sacrifice. It will be the greatest and most difficult sacrifice that you will ever make in all eternity. It will sound easier than it really is, perhaps even foolish. YOU MUST SACRIFICE

THE IDEA THAT YOU CAN EVER BE YOUR OWN GOD (unto your individual ego-self).

Oh, is THAT all, you say. Of course I'm not my own God. What a silly idea. Really? If you really get down to it, is there no part of you that is slightly offended by the idea that there is a Grand Creator that is infinitely more powerful than you? That has you and owns your life, lock, stock and barrel? Is there no affront to your human pride and ego??!! HA! The Devil "gotcha" there, didn't he! Better to be ruled by a fallen human, playing lower primate games on you after all, isn't it? At least you can be righteously indignant and pride yourself that you are better than he, eh? Are you? Perhaps at this moment, you hate every inch of your innards for telling this truth and shedding this light. You who have already awakened will have no trouble with this at all, however. You've been there but are there no more. For you who still struggle with this, would you really welcome Esu Sananda the Christ with open arms and heart? Or would you crucify him in some way? I told you it would be the most difficult and challenging sacrifice of all time that you could or will ever make in all eternity. It is, however, the very gate that separates heaven and hell, man and God, man and man and in fact life and death. It has always been and always will be thus.

One nation under God. What an Idea. Even many of the mighty Christians are awash in spiritual pride. If the great Master Himself were to address the Truth to them now, especially concerning themselves, then perhaps they might be the crucifiers THIS time.

O man, how far have you fallen? How much pain and agony must you endure before you walk through the gate of grace and freedom? Do you remember home at all, I wonder? In this world, pain pushes and ecstasy pulls.

I guess that this is the dynamic that we must work with at this time. I would have it be easier if I could.

I for one, know the way is hard, but I love the way because it IS the WAY. I have found no other way to attain escape velocity from pain and misery. So I stand ready with intent to serve. I stand ready as an enlightened capitalist to invest in and further the way. I stand as brother and friend to all and all life. I stand as an American who loves God, freedom and liberty. I stand as a member of the Constitutionalist Party. I know that there are so many others who stand likewise and I do so celebrate this. God stands with us all and calls all now to home and up out of darkness and pain. I long for the time that all true knowledge is COMMON KNOWLEDGE. What a worthy and joyous world that would be. Where everyone has their own vine and fig tree and fine fellowship with all life and with Creator and with one another. We-sa-kan remembers such a time and place. It is for this that I have lain down my life and time. For this that I have faced every challenge and every lion at every gate. I consider that I am no better than anyone else, it is just that for some reason, this fire burns ferociously within me. I don't know why. I do know that as God stands with me, that I will never give up nor bend the knee to tyranny. Let us stand in grand unity together then. Let us awaken together to the unity with the fire within, the place where WAKAN TANKA lives. We are the three-fold flame of freedom that speaks. Let us awaken and embrace this
knowledge together. Let us throw every log we can find upon this fire and warm ourselves and the new world. Let us blaze forth so brightly that the beasts of the night are driven away and all the darkness consumed. We are one with the new tree of life here. Let us bloom and bear fruit for all to share. I will stand forever as your brother, friend and servant.

MICHAEL SILVERHAWK,
NIGHTLIGHT OF GOD.

* * *

MITAK, AHO!

And the myriads of images swirl as we ponder and fall upon a term, "We-sa-kan". It matters not what the spelling, the meaning or the spelling. It means a personal relationship to this "author"; it could be "wasicun" which means "white man" that perhaps "even" the white man can remember if he makes an effort. But I like the term, yuwipi wasicun, for it is as with the crystals that hold the rememberings of the generations, it is a sacred stone which has mysterious powers in the hands of a medicine man during a yuwipi ceremony. And what is a yuwipi? It means small, translucent stones found on anthills and put into a sacred gourd and thus and so. You see, when you branch into another's language--the translations become many and differing and usually not correctly interpreted. Let us leave it as WISDOM KNOWS! For in the Truth of the ONE--there is no race, no creed and no color--there is but LIGHT in RADIANCE of KNOWING.

Let it be known that in whatever language the meaning in the HEART PLACE is the same, as in this instance of gratitude to a son (cinksi) from an older brother (niciye kin), mitakuye oyasin.

Aho!
I have had wonderful response to our meeting in which I spoke on the need for science, mathematics (even Calculus) if you are to traverse the Galaxies with Command. This is not a "quote" so please accept the meaning of the above. I weary of the "legal" nit-picking. The inquiries have NOT been nit-picking but genuine in heartfelt admission of "...not knowing Calculus and what impact would that have"? NONE! IF you are "migrating". If, however, you are a youngster and perhaps the purpose of your lessons are to control a Command ship--you are going to need all the physics and mathematics information you can get. This, still, however, is NOT THE MEANING OF MY STATEMENT IN THE FIRST PLACE.

All around the nation we have readers who HOME SCHOOL children. This is wonderful--IF--ALL subjects can be adequately covered by parents or it is feasible for enough mathematics and science to be in the "portfolio of learning" to get into an advanced school situation. I specifically had ones present who now have children who have reached "graduation from high school" age. Is it fair or "right" to continue to disallow the children to go to organized public school where at least some measure of these subjects can be taught IF the parents do not have enough qualification to teach same? History, social studies, even grammar can be tampered with and basically destroyed as to value, by a school system and disinterested teachers. However, there are rudiments of mathematics and advanced sciences which CANNOT be garnered except through that which is available--even if CONCLUSIONS of the teacher or system, are incorrect. For instance, a hand-held calculator and/or computer is wonderful to use for solving problems--IF THE PERSON UTILIZING SAME CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM IN POINT IF THE CALCULATOR BATTERIES ARE NOT REPLACED AND THE INSTRUMENT IS DEAD. In other words, readers, you NEED that which you CAN get from the "system". There is also a need for children to have some social interactions with peers--even if it be somewhat negative in presentation--it IS a world in which ALL MUST FUNCTION in what IS and hopefully impact with "good" as well as withstand that which is "bad".

IF you have instilled balanced truth and respect within your children, you will not have serious problems and even if you do--you must recognize their individualism as they grow and become independent.

So, to be explicit (as I SHOULD always be, and so should you) I was speaking of circumstances of education--not just "everybody go out there and sock it to Calculus". Besides, good grief, I don't want all of you knowing more than I do and I am incredibly bored with such as Calculus and have other crew members who are skilled at that--why would I take their job away?

The "incorrect" perception of well-meaning parents is often that the "system" is so bad that even NO education is better than the school environment. Not so. Even bad systems give some measure of interaction that is mandatory if a person is to grow up in this society. The point is "balance"
because--different from what you have been taught--great insight and educational knowledge are NOT GOING TO JUST DUMP ALL OVER YOU. Some children, right now, who have come for the very purpose of lifting you off--ARE ATTENDING FULL-BLOWN CLASSES AT THE MACHINERY--ALL NIGHT, EVERY NIGHT. YOU as a parent do not know the commitment of your own children and they are NOT GIVEN TO REMEMBER IN ALMOST ALL INSTANCES. Therefore, realize please, that my reference was to the overall capability of home teaching to satisfy necessary subjects in the "possibility" that your child has a far more gifted purpose than knowing how to sew, cook or, even, read. However, if you can give them the ability to READ, WRITE AND SPELL--ALL the rest can be added unto them while in your working realization.

**WHAT HAPPENED TO EKKERS' APPEALS?**

Good question and Ekkers' wish they knew! However, a lot becomes very, very clear as we get other pieces of "unrelated" news. It is always that you find truth in that which seems to have no relationship at all.

In order to have understanding, we must speak of some of the players in the legal system who control the Ekkers' case fate, has in the past and still holds the position of Presiding Judge of the Superior Court where all local cases must be HEARD.

This has to do with one JUDGE, ROGER RANDALL. On at least four occasions this Judge Randall smiled gleefully and RULED AGAINST THE EKKERS IN EVERY CATEGORY. He also has the charge of assigning OTHER judges to various cases so that if you rule out himself for a hearing--you still end up with his handpicked surrogate. I don't want more problems for my people but just let me relate to you, from the local paper of yesterday, an article. Bear Valley Springs is adjacent to Tehachapi and needs explanation to understand the power involved herein. This deals with the Grand Jury but the facts are the same for any case and here you have the Justice System in full action as represented by the POWER of the justices and with no apparent recourse. The "good old boy" system in this County and State is THE SYSTEM! It is, further, why, if there is to be any justice in any case--you MUST HAVE A LAWYER TOTALLY UNINTIMIDATED BY THE JUDGE TO CARRY THESE CASES. We are disappointed that Spence is too busy to fully take on "our" cases but this one has not yet been presented for his counsel. We do have his "referral" legal counsel who is brilliant--but unfortunately in the wrong jurisdiction for this personal case. It is a bit sad because this case could have great consequences and bring funding into the Law Center--but we shall have to wait and see. The RTC continues in constant harassment of motions and procedures--just to annoy and, hopefully, get the whole thing dropped from issue. They KNOW they have the Justice system on their hook, but if they are allowed "out" it precludes bringing the other prior parties to account. Is this not interesting as "crime pays!"? The fact that the RTC did in fact, already take the property AND SOLD IT to out of state buyers, proves that they are staying in the case until all the politicians and criminal dealings are covered adequately to protect the guilty.

Along the same lines as the subject of the article in point here about Community Service Districts in this area, if this same type of hearing is not made into Stallion Springs and Golden Hills Districts--YOU ARE POOR JUDGES OF NEED. THEY ARE ALL CORRUPT AND THE BAD WATER ALLOWED IS ONLY A PART OF IT. LOOK WHAT THEY ARE DOING IN GOLDEN HILLS--RUNNING WATER BY THE MILLIONS OF GALLONS DOWN THE GUTTERS--RIGHT PAST SIGNS THAT URGE YOU TO CONSERVE WATER DURING THIS "SHORTAGE".
MOREOVER, DANGEROUS LEVELS OF URANIUM ARE IN THE WATER SUPPLY AS ARE OTHER CONTAMINANTS. THIS IS ONLY ONE LITTLE SMALL TOWN IN AMERICA--HOW IS YOURS?

But not to digress, what about Judge Roger Randall?

_Tehachapi News_, July 7, 1993:

**BEAR VALLEY SERVICES DISTRICT**

**RAKED IN LATEST GRAND JURY REPORT**

"...THE JUDGE VIOLATED OUR FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS".

The board of directors and former general manager of the Bear Valley Springs Community Services District was a target of the 1992-93 Kern County Grand Jury as it issued its final report.

But according to a member of that jury, the final report on the CSD was "not strong enough".

Roberta McDaniel, a resident of the resort community and a member of the Grand Jury that ended their year of service last Wednesday, June 30, said, "There were a lot of things left undone in the report". She said the foreperson of the Grand Jury "was not a very strong person" and "much was left out of the final report that should have been in".

Mc Daniel said she felt, as many other jury members did that the 19-person panel was HAMPERED BY PRESIDING JUDGE ROGER RANDALL. Said McDaniel, "I think the judge violated our First Amendment rights".

The judge would not allow interim reports by the Grand Jury; just the final report. Past juries have issued as many as a dozen interim reports.

The now-former member added that the panel was made up of a number of former county employees, and nepotism is so heavy in county government that they "take care of their own".

* * *

I won't continue with the article because it is just details of the local situation and goes on for pages. It is the judicial system under point.

Since, however, Spence won one of the largest settlements ever, in Bakersfield, last year--if it comes down to needing to "persuade" reconsideration and looking into this personal case--perhaps you could convince Spence of the need for at least looking into it. There have been massively criminal actions involved from onset of this particular case--but now just a settlement would allow for some funding for the Law Center and that is all we care about now--the property is gone and we suppose, so too, are all the wasted legal fees to date. Can you fight this system? Chelas, I don't honestly know whether or not you CAN WIN--but yes, you can fight--if you have good ammunition and the right legal counsel. Will you? It remains to be seen. I would suspect this stands a very, very
good chance at positive settlement of at least those legal fees—with the proper powerful attorney involved. If not—it would be hopeless for, as you see—the Judges set the rules and laws—and that which is Constitutional or Legal makes NO DIFFERENCE.

The purchasers of the property are most gracious and easy to work with so delays in other housing have been no pressure—YET. The buyers are a Church from Arizona and it is planned to build a congregation in this area. There are plans for building a sanctuary, of course, and it has been delayed in bogs (actually, by one of these CSDs). Therefore, the Church in point has allowed the Ekkers to remain on as semi-caretakers until such time as Planning Board approval can be finalized on their own building projects. This, in some ways, looks good from a personal standpoint because the hang-up is over water rights, etc., and it appears that it may be into next year before actual construction could begin. I hope this catches you up to date on this situation a bit more clearly. There are so many ongoing litigations and battles, with George Green, that we forget to keep you informed on the personal front. Thank you so much for your interest and support of our people. Dharma could well have done without this whole year—but on the other hand—WE COULDN'T and so we work through that which we have as it comes. Thank you for your inquiries.

As we move on in the objections, inquiries, rebuttals and broadening of input subjects, I am rebuffed in several categories. 1. "Why do you pick on Janet Reno? She is just a woman who has achieved something special and it helps women". No it DOES NOT --and NO SHE HAS NOT! She is an employee of the International Monetary Fund/New World Order under the United Nations Government. 2. "If YOU know so damned much about UFOs why don't you just tell us about them"? OK, but what you want to know is already perfected and thrust on you and the important thing for YOU is what is going on IN YOUR WORLD--NOT MINE. I come as a "Host" in service of Creator and I do not fit the category of "alien" as you wish to refer to visitors--either cloned or REAL. I do, however, have information right out of Russia translated into English which might have more interest to you (in view of the fact that the Russians in point, have control of the Space corridors as relate to your planet specifically). 3. "We hear David Koresh was entangled in a ring of child pornography and sex-use of children--something like the Rainbow Children. We heard this from a radio program interview with someone by Bo Gritz! What's up"?

Backwards in response (to #3): We have written in depth about that ring and involved parties and places. This particular program (ring) involves ones right through your Presidency. However, it appears now that this is a slick maneuver to cover asses up to the ears, of Elite politicians like Bush, Reno, etc. Be careful what you hear and "believe". Listen, get what you can and SEE what unfolds. Obviously those beautiful people in that "compound" were loving citizens and if they were a "cover" then it still has no less horror than if there were nothing to cover. Whatever the acts that MIGHT HAVE BEEN--IT DOES NOT MAKE ANY OF THE ACTIONS AGAINST THOSE PRECIOUS PEOPLE "OK"! THEREIN IS THE IMPORTANCE!!

(to #2): We will take up the sharing of some of the UFO material--but more important for you to know--is the whereabouts of that Cosmosdrome latched up with a Russian "platform" or Cosmosphere and what is going on--OR NOT--as the interesting case may be. It IS keeping ones at G-7 pretty intent on working out something PRINTABLE. The power in that Cosmosdrome is beyond your wildest expectations and right this minute it is all that rests between you-the-people and planetary holocaust. This rocket in point came out of Russian Kazakhstan--not the Soviet State.

(to #3): Ah, now, Janet Reno. There is effort to KILL speakers on the subject of Janet Reno, readers,
so I think I will stick to things ALREADY published "somewhere".
I WOULD ASK THAT YOU CONSIDER THE ABOVE INPUT ABOUT KORESS BEING
INVOLVED IN A CHILD PORNOGRAPHY RING, ETC. WOULD IT NOT BE MORE LIKELY
THAT IN "GETTING THE SEVENTH SEAL" IDENTIFIED AND WRITTEN THAT KORESS
HAD THE BLACKMAIL INFORMATION HE NEEDED TO BLOW RENO, THE
GOVERNMENT, BUSH AND THE ATF INTO PRISON AND DOWNFALL FOR THE REST OF
THEIR NATURAL, IF UNNATURAL, LIVES. DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE ON THAT
PREMISE THAT ANYONE COULD BE LEFT ALIVE TO SPILL THE CORRECT POT OF
BEANS? COME ON, READERS, YOU ARE FAR BRIGHTER THAN THAT. WHAT IS BO
GRITZ DOING? I HAVEN'T THE FAINTEST NOTION NOR DO I CARE VERY MUCH--
EVERY "ONE" MUST MAKE CHOICES AND SOMETIMES IT TAKES A WHILE TO MAKE
THE CORRECT ONES. SO BE IT. The following comes from a paper printed in CHRONICLES,
April 1993, Vol. 17, No. 4. So, you'll have to back up just a bit, please.

QUOTING:

SUBJECT: JANET RENO/CULTURAL REVOLUTIONS

As this article and this issue of Chronicles go to press, the United States Senate Judiciary
Committee will be considering whether Dade County State Attorney Janet Reno is, by her character,
fit to serve this nation as Attorney General.

My own opinion is, no. In the 1988 Dade County, Florida, general election,
I was Attorney General-Designate Janet Reno's Republican opponent. I ran against her and lost by
a two to one margin--the most respectable margin any of her opponents had ever garnered--knowing
I could not win in a town whose sole newspaper, the Miami Herald, has turned her over the past 15
years into an icon of political correctness.

I ran against Reno because of our wildly divergent views on the aims of the criminal justice
system. That is why the Fraternal Order of Police endorsed me, even knowing full well I could not
win. The rank-and-file officers whom the FOP represents had grown to hate Reno because of her
long-held animus toward police and legitimate law enforcement efforts, and they were desperate to
express that hatred. Here's an example of the hard lesson Dade police officers had already learned in
the streets and in Reno's courtrooms. In the only debate of our campaigns against one another,
tevelised from the studio of WIRN-TV in Miami, each of us was asked our highest priority as Dade
State Attorney. I said: "to put away as many criminals for as long as possible". Reno said: "My
highest priority has always been not to convict criminals but rather to protect their rights"
Straight out of the ACLU policy manual, as is her penchant to prosecute law officers for "excessive
use of force" when no credible evidence of same exists.

The demoralizing effect Attorney General Reno will have upon the federal law enforcement
community will be devastating, just ask any South Florida law officer. But it is Reno's character and
not her policies that will be the focus of debate during her nomination hearings. The "advise and
consent" clause conferring confirmation power for Cabinet and other offices upon the Senate has,
for better or worse, devolved to make "character" the only ostensible legitimate area of inquiry. The
"Borking" of Clarence Thomas was done for policy reasons, but it had to proceed under the guise of
"character" inquiry.
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What, then, are my and others' concerns about Reno's character? First, there is the question of her "sexual orientation". In our campaign, Reno categorically denied, without refuting the evidence, that she is a "closeted lesbian". N.O.W. President and outed-but-formerly-closeted-lesbian Patricia Ireland is one who pushed Clinton to nominate Reno and said, "We need this kind of woman at Justice". Reno, when asked (after her post-nomination triumphal return to Miami) by the assembled media at the Miami Airport what her sexual orientation was, said: "Mr. Thompson is preoccupied with my sexual orientation. I am an old maid who has a strong affection for me". Not exactly a categorical denial anymore. The Miami Herald transmogrified that weak-kneed rebuff into a stronger statement: "...who has a strong attraction for men". Even the Herald knew the "affection for" phrase constituted a winking admission, so it misreported what Reno said to the cameras into the "attraction" quotation, which is what ran in nearly every American newspaper the next day.

Days later Queer Nation weighed in with an "outing" outside the Justice Department in which their spokesperson stated that "many homosexuals in Miami have contacted us and told us that Reno's lesbianism is common knowledge among the gay community". NOW's Patricia Ireland interestingly weighed in, after the "outing" with an interesting statement: "Ms. Reno should not be judged on the basis of her sexual orientation".

Are Reno's sexual proclivities, per se, the core issue? Not these days, at least not to me. The issue has always been Reno's blackmailability because of her closeted proclivities. Blackmail occurs between the ears of the blackmail target. Reno cannot now come out of the closet if she wanted to, because it would end her public career. She would have to admit she lied for 20 years.

The liberals have very recently made the point exquisitely in the wake of Anthony Summers' book, Official and Confidential: The Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover, about J. Edgar Hoover's closeted homosexuality and the blackmail danger it posed to this law enforcement officer's judgment and integrity. No such even-handed analysis has been brought to bear upon Reno's sexual proclivities by anyone in the confirmation process or the media, even though I and others have conveyed evidence to the attorney hired by Clinton, liberal Maryland attorney Lanny Davis, to check out Reno's background prior to her nomination. Indeed, Communications Director George Stephanopolous responded to an inquiry in the White House briefing room days before Reno was nominated about whether the "sexual orientation" of the Attorney General was relevant. He said that it was not.

If you don't buy my analysis of what may be a problem here, how about Reno's immediate predecessor and boss, Dade County State Attorney Richard Gerstein, a life-long Democrat, who died in 1992 and whose front-page obituary in the Miami Herald contained the following admonition of Gerstein: "No (closeted) homosexual can be a prosecutor because it gives every defendant the blackmail option". Gerstein did not know of the Trojan Horse within his office.

Upon Reno's nomination, I and others gave the Senate Judiciary Committee and the FBI evidence not only of Reno's closeted lesbianism, but also of her alleged: a) use of "escort service" girls for sex. One such call girl, whose name is "Crystal", has reputedly told the publisher of a certain "escort" magazine that she has received money for sex from Reno at Reno's home; b) apprehension by a Broward County police officer in a shopping-mall parking lot in the back seat of a car with a disrobed girl, as related by a homosexual Ft. Lauderdale talk-show host; c) long-standing relationship with a South Florida television news anchorwoman.
Could Reno really be blackmailed? In 1987 I persuaded her to open an investigation of some local pornographers. She acknowledged in the September 24, 1987, edition of the *Ft. Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel* that she opened the investigation per my request. The pornographer then announced publicly that if Reno pursued him, he would make the case that she is a lesbian. The investigation was dropped, no explanation given. I was successful thereafter in the federal venue in determining that these pornographers were indeed engaged in criminal activity, as I had alleged to Reno.

Reno is more than willing to punish those who threaten to open one of her closet doors. For example, shortly after I went public with my assertions and evidence of Reno's lesbianism, the Florida Bar, on whose Board of Governors sit Reno's campaign contributors, retained a Dr. Barry Crown to render an opinion that I was "mentally incapacitated" even though Dr. Crown had never *met me*. Dr. Crown is reported to receive massive expert witness fees from Reno's office. That ploy by Reno's supporters backfired, as a neutral psychiatrist and psychologist, ultimately agreed to by the Bar, certified me sane after a full battery of tests. I am now one of the few certified sane lawyers in Florida.

Reno and her friends tried to use the Bar again when I blew the whistle (in the pages of *Chronicles*) on the illegal distribution of pro-homosexual audio tapes to the children of the Dade County School System. I beat that scam also, and thanks to Reno's unsuccessful Bar gambits, the Florida Bar's insurance carrier just paid me $20,000 in damages for this frontal assault upon my First Amendment rights.

Another example of protective retribution by Reno is the case of Jim Collier, who brought evidence on massive Dade County electronic vote fraud to Janet Reno, which evidence included bogus computer cards being prepunched and fed into the vote-counting machines. Collier took these fraudulently prepunched ballots directly to Reno, but Reno, rather than investigating the fraud which would inconvenience a number of her political allies, had the public-spirited Mr. Collier arrested for grand theft of ballots even though Collier took the "stolen" ballots to Reno. Mr. Collier has told his tale to an interested investigator reporting to Judiciary Chairman Joe Biden and may indeed testify at the confirmation hearings.

Alex Cockburn wrote in the March 8, 1993, issue of the *NATION* that Reno is not beyond using unsavory methods to accomplish her goals. Mr. Cockburn doesn't know the half of it when it comes to Reno's desperate methods to protect herself and her carefully crafted closet of many doors. If she heads Justice, she will turn the Justice Department into the latest oxymoron.

At press time, homosexuality, even closeted homosexuality, appears to be a qualification rather than a detriment to Reno's nomination, but there is one door yet opening in the Reno closet. [There is a sentence missing in the copy.]....February 18 that the Committee had preliminary evidence unexpectedly fall into its lap that Reno has been pulled over five times while "driving under the influence" in Dade County. The contact with the Republican investigators on the Judiciary Committee had been David Gibbons, Director of Federal Affairs at the National Rifle Association. Gibbons, according to Bliss, had been approached by a former Dade Assistant State Attorney, under Janet Reno, who had been told by five police officers about five separate drunk-driving incidents. Reno had not, the officers stated, been arrested because of fear of reprisals by her, but electronic logging tapes memorializing the pull-overs might prove the apprehensions.

United States Senator Trent Lott's office has memoranda relating to the drunk-driving information, as well as to the willingness of the five officers to come forward if Reno is asked in the
confirmation hearings if she has ever been pulled over after drinking. One memo has been circulated to Republican senators and representatives, all of whom have remained silent. It states that the officers will come forward to prove a) she has been pulled over and b) she has committed perjury in swearing she was not. When are the Republicans going to come forward? Will the questions ever be asked? [H: I guess that is moot now, is it not--and they weren't. This, along with all the other things left silent.]

Given the timidity among the Republican senators on the Judiciary Committee, the question is more likely to come from the other side of the aisle. The Republican senators, according to sources on the committee staff, are loathe to tangle in the wake of Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas with another female, this time a nominee, backed by the radical feminist lobby.

The Republican senators, according to John Bliss, would not even ask Democratic Chairman Joseph Biden for a subpoena to compel the NRA's Dave Gibbons and now two other persons who know the former Reno assistant's name to cough up that name, under threat of contempt of Congress citation if they refused, which would compel the former Reno assistant to come forward. The former assistant has indicated that what he knows may cost her her job, but political activist Pricilla Gray says she discussed the D.U.I.'s in a conference call with Bliss. The Republicans, however, are not pushing for the name. Why? The fear of being "Arlen Specter-ized" runs deep among the nervous GOP senators. As one former U.S. senator told me this week: "That cowardice is why we're the minority party".

No such cowardice is evident among the Democrats. Senator Joe Biden's investigative staffers--Mark Schwartz and May DeOreo--interviewed me for more than an hour on February 23 much more professionally and thoroughly--and sympathetically--than did the Republicans. It may be that Senator Biden takes more seriously his "advise and consent" duties than do the Republicans, or maybe this confirmation battle is a trial contest with the White House as to who will really pick the next Supreme Court Justice: Hillary or Joe. Whatever the reason, the clear conclusion from talking to Biden's people is that they wanted to know and do something appropriate with evidence of Reno's character problems, especially the D.U.I. problems and cover-up thereof. The Republicans have only responded with fear.

[H: Ok, readers, let us go through it again--Bush is still in charge with his gang of the New World Order and that includes the White House, Clinton and GANG. You can know this by the instant Scowcroft, Eagleburger, Kissinger, etc., participation in the now newly done, bombing of Iraq--if you have to have MORE proof!! Now, as to the Reno/Waco debacle--Bush is to his ears in the child pornography gang and there is no way you are going to have that kind of NEWS sprung on the public when a little-old full-count massacre can prevent it. You are working with the Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderbergers, the Trilateralists, the International Bankers Monetary Fund, the Bank of Basel, Switzerland and on and on and on. RENO is a "Bush" twig from Florida and all entangled with Jeb Bush and Homestead Air Base, Cuba, et al. Now you can pretend you just don't understand--but readers, it is time you face the concert music--YOUR NATION IS ABOUT TO DIE--JOINING YOUR CONSTITUTION IN THE GRAVE. STOP LYING TO YOURSELVES ABOUT THESE THINGS--YOU CAN SEE WHY--CLEARLY! This also points out that all Republicans in any subcommittee hearing will join with the adversary--because they still work for the New World Order and the Israeli LOBBY for ISRAEL. Until you stop this nonsense--it will worsen.]

Therefore, as this article goes to press, the Senate Judiciary Committee has compelling
evidence that Reno has a potential closet FULL of personal problems from lesbianism to chronic alcohol abuse. Blackmail, the Judiciary Committee has been told, can be visited both upon her and by her. It is problematic as to whether the committee, on either side of the aisle, will use its considerable investigative powers, including the subpoena power, to ferret out the truth. America deserves to know what kind of Attorney General it is getting. The reader of this article will have the benefit of knowing if anything came out of any of this--if Janet Reno's confused personal life sullied and sank her nomination, and with it the dwindling perception that Bill Clinton knows how to govern. The perception of the Republicans, at least, is not dwindling. They are not even on the radar screen so total has been their failure to discharge their "advise and consent" du....[missing line(s)]....to false starts by Clinton, must be the "Caesar's wife of Attorney General nominees". Reno is nobody's wife. There may be reasons for that.

John B. Thompson

* * *

America, you have REALLY got a mess on your hands--and upon your soul. So be it.
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NEED TO KNOW

This is a clandestine instruction that only ones who NEED TO KNOW can be given anything to "know" about given operations, usually "black". Well, citizens, YOU need to know some things which are larger than life--and now, are larger than "death".

Yes, I HAVE given this information before--but a lot don't allow it to either seep in, or they do not believe it, OR they let the paper and JOURNALS lapse and/or are put aside to the convenience of reading "time".

Those far-fetched tales of brain-washing techniques and ongoing programs amongst the Elite "forces" don't STOP simply because we write a story or two. What is ongoing is so incredible that you are going to have to hear it a dozen times or more JUST to begin to comprehend the magnitude. ALL that is happening these days politically and enforcement-wise is so massively interconnected that it is difficult to even begin to speak on the subject.

CONFIRMATIONS

For your input, we wait to give information until it is confirmed in a couple of places from at least two resources. Even then, we have to tell you that we "JUST OFFER THIS" because the webs are so entangled and the information so secret and ongoing that Father Death can well be the next caller at our door if we handle information incorrectly or carelessly. I am NOT interested in being FIRST (I would hope to be LAST) in offering information, but, nonetheless, our task as "journalists" is to bring "what" we get--no more and no less.

Now, next question: "Can we trust the information"? Pretty much. "Why do you get the information"? Two reasons, one is that security comes through publicity for some ones already in dire trouble. Two, we are always suspect and the same games are going to be thrusted off on our people as are on ones such as Weaver, Waco and Wacko! Oh indeed, the Elite (simply to categorize identification) know "I" am present and presenting a LOT of indigestion. Some nice, (and some very wicked witches of the North) are playing a game to see if they can pull down my service--for their own personal needs or because they know no better and serve the master-puppeteers in order to gain freedom or whatever. This is WHY we form no "groups", no "operations", no subversive ANYTHING and/or interfere. We can function on a solely humanitarian, journalistic basis quite nicely. What is between individuals and GOD is also their own problem OR asset--not MY business. Much less is it the business of ones such as my secretary.

We have been assaulted for plagiarism, readers, over and over--and yet no "paper" that I know of is
assaulted for plagiarism for journalistic presentation of what is going on or research items of interest, book reviews, author reviews or other usual items found in newspapers and newsletters. Do you not find it interesting if not very "telling"? Regardless of how it may appear--it is greatly revealing and comforting to my secretary for I told her and all around here and out there in the reading audience, (AND SPECIFICALLY GEORGE GREEN) that we would BRING NOTHING (NOTHING) THAT WAS NOT ALREADY KNOWN AND "SOMewhere" IN PUBLIC DOMAIN. We serve in WISDOM--not in stupidity. I said then and I repeat now and again and again and again--we bring nothing forth which will jeopardize my people. Excuses are continually sought to cause ability to "take-her-out" but "natural" causes thus far have not worked, and deliberate murder will be countered PUBLICLY and it becomes less than desirable to accomplish that fact. We do nothing except bring information. BUT, we DO bring very important information which the adversarial forces, whomever they are, wish to not have noticed.

Do friends or foe bring the most exclusive information? Both! Does this make it more or less interesting and valid? Will they "catch" you (us) with your attention down and manage, as George tries, to find loopholes and cause great trouble? Yes, if our own ones sink into egomania and fail to listen or think they know more than we of the Command. It is the training up to this point which gives you knowledge and how to never let a single detail slip through--regardless of how irritated ones around you may become at your nit-picking. You can love, function and interact with your most deadly enemy if your own intent remains valid and worthy and "he" can't do other than work WITH you. But you DO have to be persistent and always review final documents, etc., of EVERYONE, REGARDLESS, before final presentation. The ones doing the work, if in truth, welcome such important participation and if the others don't "like" it and refuses on the basis of irritation and accuses of lack of "trust"--so be it. Ego has no place herein--self-worthiness has EVERY PLACE HEREIN. This practice buffers responsibilities and in the long run MAKES YOU TOTALLY RESPECTED BY EVEN YOUR ENEMIES.

Why am I going through this type of explanation this morning? Because I am going to tell you some things which new readers will find shocking, old readers will gobble up as "news" and confirmation of their own deductions and our friends and enemies will have a new and healthier respect for our presentations.

**BRAINWASHING PROGRAMS**

For simplicity we shall just call this "brainwashing" because I don't want to confuse that which we will share. I will also note herein that exactly that which is desired THAT "WE" get is given from sources--we are not so foolish as to believe that this type of information just flows through coffin seals, prison walls and encamped enemies--unless there is a very BIG reason for same. It does not matter who or why--do you understand? We simply bring to you that which is brought to US. Indeed I comment because I want to be sure you make connections with those things we have offered prior to now--no story is worth even salt if you cannot tie the plot fragments together into the text.

It appears we have some very interesting story-lines ongoing constantly and we want to share as any good paper with good journalists would do--just consider me a good Journalistic Editor.

What I have to offer on the Waco, et al., scenarios is just ongoing, sometimes bad operations, sometimes simply operations gone sour, etc., but all PART OF the same basic programs (black
programs).

We have told you from onset that Waco incidents and the whole operation was a part of a CIA (for simplification of identification because it is so entangled that I don't want to waste time here), Iron Mountain Project and other integrated MK-ULTRA project.

**HISTORY OF WACO PROGRAM**

In the mid-1980s a group of "people" were completely programmed to do certain things--in Waco, for instance, they would be awakened into remembering the program instructions and do whatever the programming indicated. In Waco, the instructions would be to develop, under cover of religious-grouping, a nuclear device of great sophistication, adaptability and use. The "brainwashing" and programming was accomplished by the mid-80s and the participants were "put to sleep" to be "awakened" at the appointed time. Well, early on in the final days an agent was sent in and was removed at onset of the assault against the area. In an attempt to "awaken" the "troops" it went a bit sour (this often happens when you tamper with God's business) and only one found his "focus". Even Koresh would not KNOW of the plot for he would not be in remembering but he would be programmed to recognize his puppet masters. He was, however, the ONLY one they got awakened at all. He stumbled around in his programming circuitry, ok, but things began to go wrong in the "awakening" process and others of the group to be "awakened" DIDN'T. These more urgent and critical participants got REMOVED from the compound. The place was a teeming secret service operation from beginning to end--shielded by innocent, unsuspecting and unthinking people.

When things began to really go wrong, however, Koresh decided to just blow the whistle on these "bastards" trying to pull down his ego empire under construction. When he realized he was "DEAD MEAT" anyway, he began his own blackmail program. He was going to blow the whistle on every Elite person involved which would pull down the very presidency and the government of the U.S. of A. It would pull down the international network as well. Now, that couldn't be allowed to happen, could it? However, don't think for even a minute that Koresh is dead--he was whisked out of that place so fast you could swim in the backwash. The rest of the show had to go on as it did--better to face charges of ignorance and possible illegal actions than be uncovered. You must understand that Koresh was not acting in a Godly manner with his followers--but neither was he doing the things he was "religiously" accused of doing.

But WHY the other tactics of loud music, noise and terror? To allow for pumping in instructions within the music and subaudial to the loud music, and try to get the people to COME OUT. It really doesn't look too good to murder that many people in broad daylight. YOU ARE LIVING IN A WORLD OF ROBOTICALLY PROGRAMMED PEOPLE AND ROBOTIC DUPLICATES WITHOUT SOULS--JUST OPERATIONAL ENTITIES AND THEY ARE REMOTELY CONTROLLED.

**THE CLASH OF DRAGONS**

Then what can you do? KNOW! That is about ALL that you can do from where you are. KNOW AND STAY WITHIN GOD'S LIGHT. These evil beings are not going to "just go away" but as they make themselves known they build both strength (through fear) and weakness (through discovery). There IS a stronger (bigger and more advanced) group of PEOPLE on and off your planet. Good or bad--THEY DISAGREE MIGHTILY WITH THESE POWER-BROKERS AND THE CLASH
WILL BE MASSIVE. So, most of you "small people" will seem trapped. Let us say that for now you are caught in the middle of incredible power as the dragons begin to clash and strike out at one another for supremacy. So, where do you fit? If you are WITH GOD --you fit into the category of "remnant" possibly, record keepers as it unfolds, and goodly beings prepared to serve when the moment of service arrives. You cannot fight these dragons with guns and bombs--it will be through the "sword" of Truth that the Godly forces shall prevail--and it will be on a much HIGHER dimension of expression. Do you need to know that "I" or a Command this or that is "out-here/there" somewhere? No--but you have to be right WITH GOD, friends, for HE shall be your only protective shield and it will be within HIS LAWS that you will make it for HE IS THE SWORD OF TRUTH AND THE WORD--THE FINAL WORD!

**HOW CAN YOU TELL WHO MAY BE YOUR FRIEND?**

I can only tell you how to "discern"--JUDGE ACTIONS. I am given every speculation under the sun about, for instance, the "changes", etc., in George Green. NO--George did NOT "change". George was, even though he does not realize it, programmed from onset! Then, when it looked like he was lost to his original programming because of his relationship with us and God of Truth, the back-up troops were sent in to sink his dingy. No more and no less. He was simply a tool with inability to withstand the assault when the assault team was sent in to pull him down. For a brief while George Green could see the possibility of becoming a positive force WITH GOD and then, as attack after attack came in the form of temptation, ego eruptions, dysfunction in programming--became more intense, he was removed from physical proximity with my team where the outsiders could really get at him. HE IS EVERY BIT A VICTIM! HE STILL DOES NOT KNOW WHAT HIT HIM--HE STILL BELIEVES THAT WHAT HE DID, AND DOES, IS "RIGHT" AND THAT "HE HAS BEEN HAD"! Well, he has been "had"--but not by the ones he opposes or now efforts to destroy. He has been destroyed by those who APPEAR to be his own "team-mates" and partners in "crime". He was sent in as a "tool", nothing more and nothing less. We appreciate that which was shared with us that we might get started; we needed help and we are grateful for that precious sharing when our work began. It is so sad and you must have compassion--for there, but for the grace of God, go YOU! In USING and bringing pain and loss unto others--the TOOL became the "used" and, as usually happens, when the tool is useless or broken--the adversary will cast it aside into the garbage heap. There is no pleasure in our "place" at the breaking of one such as George, for the pain of the brother is far greater than any "winning" of physical games.

But, readers, can you "let" the enemy just win while you curl up and play dead? No--for in so-doing you are no better than he who does the crime. However, as in the case of Dharma and E.J.--would they fight such battles for themselves? Certainly not--for to stop the battle would far exceed in advantage this ongoing misery. But you cannot allow such assault against those who serve God's purpose in Truth--for they are but God's tools and to allow such "criminal" actions and loss to God's troops is NOT ACCEPTABLE in the conscience of God's people. It is that the battle must be fought on the grounds of that which IS--for you are given no "magic" and force won't cut it for there is always that which has GREATER GUNS.

In the midst of all this action--there goes forth the "call" and allows ones who would participate in the goodly company to hear, see and share as it is the time of calling and sorting. How else can you show and tell of your intent in a visible manner--or even in a silent manner? God sees your "intent" if only in the silence of your heart intent and attitude ABOUT THE SITUATION. "For that which ye have done unto the least of these, so too have ye done it unto me"! When you say a prayer and
offer help, be it only your love and care and encouragement--to my scribe, as example--so GREATLY have ye shared with ME and through ME--ye have served GOD. For HE attends not your cash and gold stores--HE attends only your intent about all things. It is the measure of your SOUL HE watches and that cannot be hidden from YOUR CREATOR!

**U.S. GOVERNMENT SETS UP THE "RAHMANS"**

So, YOU don't believe it, these things of programming and projects and such?

Well, let's look at the "Rahman" situation. YOU HAVE THE SAME SITUATION, PEOPLE! The puppets awakened, developed their plans and then were ordered to shut it down. Why do you think the big boys produced a whistle-blower from the right hand of Rahman?? This group of YOUR OWN clandestine forces were set to blow at least two main tunnels and other tricks like assassinations, etc. The REASON the "law" can so easily gather up the "group" of dirty-doers is that they KNOW who they are and EXACTLY what the original plans WERE! AGAIN, the whole operation could be built under the cover of a "religious fundamentalist cult" and you would never know better. THIS IS ALSO WHY RENO GAVE THE "ORDERS" AND NOT THE PROPER SEQUENCE OF POLICE AUTHORITIES.

**WEAVER AND HARRIS**

Who is tangled up on which side? Like, WHO is Bo Gritz and other participants--when the Ruby Ridge thing went totally sour?? It doesn't matter at this point--only that it happened. One of the biggest threats to the World Order Elite are groups of extreme thrusters such as the Skinheads, etc. They are totally infiltrated with the same kind of "sleeping" but extremely HIGHLY TRAINED hounds. But the whole plan did not go right with Weaver and the other "programmed" killers just did their programmed "thing". The backwash was not supposed to happen. So, did Bo get the thing shut down for "goodness" or by "order"? Again, does it matter? Why? It is important as to WHY it matters TO YOU! REMEMBER, THE INTENT WAS PROVEN TO BE THAT THE ATF WOULD BURN WEAVERS OUT TO THE LAST CHILD! THESE ARE TRUE "HOLOCAUST" PROGRAMS AND WHERE DO YOU THINK THAT TERM FOR THESE PROJECTS WOULD COME FROM? THERE CAN BE RETALIATION AGAINST ONES DEEMED OPPONENTS OF THE ANTI-GOD/CHRIST AND ALSO BE EFFECTIVE AS A DETERRENT AGAINST ANY UPRISING AGAINST THIS EVIL BEAST SWEEPING THE LANDS.

Are these the last of the efforts? Good grief, NO! "YOU HAVE ONLY JUST BEGUN", I believe the song goes.

**NEWS BULLETIN: WEAVER/HARRIS VERDICT**

This is not yet in print for us but I wish to comment here at this point in this particular writing.

FINALLY, into at least three weeks of debate, the jury verdict is in on Harris and Weaver. Thank you, dear friends, for hanging in here with us and THEM. I will not elaborate on the matter now except to thank the jurors who stuck it out in great opposition of "fixed" jurors.
Kevin Harris was found to be NOT GUILTY on all counts.

Randy Weaver was found to be guilty only of minor infractions relative to long past "NON-appearance" in court, etc. (two minor counts) and NOT GUILTY of all other counts.

Of course, now, we have a dead son and a dead mother--and two lives in total chaos.

I humbly honor Gerry Spence and the other lawyers working with him for brilliant work--AGAINST ALL ODDS!

I won't take more time or space on this subject because it will be on the phone "HOT LINE" and on the FAXes soon and there are days left between now and the next paper. I only comment because our hearts are glad and for you who don't access other streams of information, we WANT you to know as we find out these things so that you can "keep up".

**WHO IS GODLY?**

One last inquiry should be addressed before moving on to other subjects. Over and over again I am asked, "How do others fit into the 'plan' who seem to serve God but are actually not REALLY Godly or, seem to be some kind of fragments of one of the dragons or another"? Well, you don't KNOW what "Godly" actually IS and how GOD judges his children. Further, in all circumstances YOU MUST WORK WITH AND WITHIN THAT WHICH IS! If a "fragment" serves our people in protection and resources, then they shall be protected within the extent of the service. God is not selective and good deeds are honored, bad deeds are "recognized"--not punished as you define "punishment". If the INTENT and work is to supply the needs of my "troops" or service Command then in turn shall the helpers have reward--IN KIND! If the offering be "money" then in some measure the reward will involve same. "Money" is neither good nor bad--it just IS. I use this as example because it means more to all of you than any other one example. It is a necessary resource in order to function within the society and human expression--so ours need it as do any other people--to fulfill our mission and projects, businesses and purposes. If someone supplies us with such commodity in good intent--we are humbly grateful and share all rewards. This is not a trip where YOU pay the piper, the preacher and then into the "building fund" and NEVER see the participation of the church built, the preacher's return or get the piper to bring the children BACK. Physical and soul are opposites--it is when the physical consciousness MATCHES the God intent of the SOUL that things begin to change for the better. I don't mind SHIELDING goodly people who also want to help us, even if their intended journey is different--I can but SHOW THE WAY--my task is not to judge and EXCLUDE. I have no "group" from which to EXCLUDE OR INCLUDE. Since, however, a major part of my mission must take place in the human format, on Earth planet in physical EXPRESSION--I must adjust my actions and interrelationships with that which exists in THAT format manifest. This I must do without "interference" except through "teaching" and "example". I can mightily impact through energy streams--I DO NOT BODY-SNATCH OR DO MAGIC TRICKS

--ANY "MAGIC" DONE IS INDEED, VERY REAL WHEN WE PRODUCE IT--IT WILL NOT BE SIMPLE ILLUSION.
I AM THE ULTIMATE ENEMY OF, THE ADVERSARY

Then, could it be said that my Command, the Hosts as we call us, etc., are the very enemy of the prophecies of the physical expression of evil on the planet? YES. I AM THE ULTIMATE ENEMY OF THAT WHICH YOU CALL SATAN! THIS IS AN ENERGY FORM OF PHYSICAL DOMAIN AND THIS ENERGY WISHES TO DOMINATE BOTH THE PHYSICAL BEINGS AND THE SOULS OF CREATOR’S CREATIONS. THE ULTIMATE COMBAT IS VERY DEFINITELY BETWEEN MY TROOPS AND THOSE OF THE ADVERSARY--but you as "created" expressions are participants. You have that which IS which allows for you to take your power of Creation and prevail or the "right" to fall into the helplessness of physical limitation and restraints and "just be dashed about" by those tools of the adversary locked into physical EXPRESSION. This gives you who understand and come into KNOWING the ability to remove from the play as is and into that which expresses in higher order and dimension of realization--it will SEEM just as "physical" but magnificently different in perception and realization in positive experience and truth. You who choose the path of enlightening and truth-bearing shall ultimately prevail for you will have ASSUMED the POWER in that which you do to bring about the "changes". Why? Because yours will be the power of Creator and will have the ability to "create"--your adversary must be limited to that which has already been created and is therefore limited to the boundaries of the "prison". When it becomes necessary to get off your placement--YOU WILL CREATE YOUR WAY! ALL I HAVE TO DO IS STAND-BY, AT READY.

Does my scribe KNOW this? YES, but she does not REALIZE it. This keeps the "game" fair for each of you as you go about your mission. Since all of we expressing soul beings must get there to become the ONE, then advantage of ultimate KNOWING must be shared with all fragments in order to merge--right?

For instance, If Dharma learns to fly (ascend)--can she get the rest of you off there in physical form? NO! For the moment she has that capability--she is already in a different expression and ghosts can't lift heavy objects. They can't "lift" anything--the best they can do is shift a few "things" around through energy focus and frequency change. Further, the ordinary ghost doesn't have the higher frequency capability of expression or they wouldn't be hovering around the physical playing games when the body is actually dead and their expression capability basically gone.

Can "I" "disappear" Dharma? Yes and no. I am capable of such but at the time I would utilize such a manipulation she would already perfect her own "disappearance". Our "game" is not one of disappearing and childish pranks--our MISSION is to bring Truth and LIGHT to remind you of your way HOME.

Would she, then, say, "dissolve" before being, say, arrested? Did Esu (Jesus)? If you have come forth to "make a point" would "tricks" do the job? Would "I" dissolve or something? Yes, probably--or appear or whatever might be appropriate--but I represent something different and higher in technology and cause--SHE represents a human person and she IS NOT ME nor does she even remotely claim to be. She claims to be a typist (and will assure you, not a very good one), she does not assume to be author, another being, a prophet or a psychic even. An enigma? No, honest presentation. She doesn't even claim to be a "leader", a "boss" or any other anything. She has come into KNOWING of where she is headed, her mission, her purpose and is unbendable in her
commitment to God and thus to MY service. There are days she doubts self because things are so

dastardly and heavy in burden--but never is there a shred of severance of the ties to GOD
CREATOR or ULTIMATE purpose. Is she pious and so goodly that you cower in her presence?
Sorry, no, no such luck--just a person like every other one of you goodly people trying to get your
job done--even if it be only to ask in prayer for another. Is she afraid and terrorized? Yes,
she is human. Is she filled with fear and immobilized? NO--she knows the DIFFERENCE. So must
you. Chelas, there is NO setting in oneness with God
--we are all the same, none higher or lower than another--only jobs are different to insure the whole
of the ONE. Only, in this instance, it is NOT forced unity--it is solely up to the individual
expression. "But her job must be greater?" NO, she could write until Hell freezes and so what? Once
her job of writing is finished then the next participant has the more important task--do you see?
Further, it is when the one doing his own task becomes so absorbed with his own importance and
power that he gets an ego spasm, that trouble starts. Dharma will actually tell you all that hers is the
easiest task of all--she just writes what she is told. Is this fact? No, but it IS truth. In other words,
which came first, the chicken or the egg? If she does not write no one has a follow-on task--but-and
so the circle goes. Is an unbirthed fetus more or less alive on its 103rd day than on its 102 1/2th day
of growth? WHO SAYS?

OTHER "GOOD" NEWS

Let us share some very, very good news--the book by Rodney Stich is AVAILABLE
--NOW. We are honored to be a part of this for it is superb. Further, it is only through the spread of
truth in information that you can ever HOPE to regain your nation and your Constitutional freedom.
YOU MUST KNOW!

I will share the back cover jottings for your information. I know that I recommend many books and
journals--BUT THAT IS MY JOB, READERS. PLEASE, GET THIS BOOK. I don't know at this
writing what the cost might be--but it is a lengthy book of some 450, pages so worth the sum. When
we can do so we will work at subsidizing these authors so that books can be shared at less cost--but
at present that is not possible, we can only ask your help in participation until that goal can be
achieved. The book is not first published in beautiful bindings of hard cover art-work. It is printed in
good quality for durability and in soft-cover to keep the costs to an absolute minimum to you
readers.

Please support this man for there is enough unwritten to fill more volumes which MUST come
forth--let us get this on the BEST SELLER LIST--

IN SPITE OF THE OPPOSITION WHICH WILL COME FORTH AGAINST IT--THAT IS
DONE WORD OF MOUTH, READERS--ENDLESS WORD OF MOUTH. THANK YOU.

BACK COVER:

*One of the most explosive books ever written on how corrupt federal officials in control of
the three branches of the federal government are defrauding the American people.

*Written by an insider, with additional input from many former CIA and DEA deep-cover
personnel.
*Exposes the corruption in the U.S. bureaucracy, the courts, and Congress, making fools of the American people.

*Explains how Americans are duped by every government check and balance, and taken to the "cleaners".

*Reveals where some of the billions of dollars stolen from the American public is concealed.

*Explains how crooked federal judges are bribed, and the source of the money.

*The heart-rending story of a small group of concerned citizens seeking to expose deeply-ingrained criminal activities by federal officials. The book exposes, for instance:

*Massive drug trafficking into the United States by the same agencies responsible for preventing it: CIA, DEA, Customs, and Justice Department officials.

*CIA looting of U.S. financial institutions and where much of the money is hidden.

*CIA operation known as "October Surprise", and the mechanics of its criminal cover-up.

*Chapter 11 [bankruptcy] courts as a criminal enterprise, looting the life's assets of innocent people.

*Practice of criminal cover-up in Congressional "investigations".

*Criminal complicity by Justice Department personnel, federal judges, members of Congress.

*Killings, mysterious deaths, felony persecution of whistleblowers and informants.

More relative to the thoughts of the author who has risked such great harm to present truth to you:

**APPLICABLE EUROPEAN QUOTATION**

In Germany they came first for the Communists, and I didn't speak up, because I wasn't a Communist. They then came for the Jews, and I didn't speak up, because I wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn't speak up, because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn't speak up, because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me, and by that time no one was left to speak out.

*Attributed to Martin Niemoeller*

**COMPARABLE U.S. QUOTATION**

I didn't speak up when the secret government brought about wars in Laos, Burma, Vietnam, and Central America. I didn't speak out about the deaths of 58,000 Americans in Vietnam, or the tens of thousands of CIA-directed assassinations in Central and South America. I didn't speak up
when the Savings and Loans were looted. I didn't speak out when courageous individuals spoke out about the October Surprise operation. I didn't speak up when other people reported the CIA drug trafficking into the United States. I didn't speak up when I learned of the looting of people's assets in Chapter 11 by corrupt federal judges and others.

I chose to remain illiterate about the depth of government corruption. I ignored the pattern of cover-up and criminal activities by members of Congress. I ignored the patterns of corruption. They didn't affect me directly. I ignored my responsibilities as a citizen and was indifferent to the tragic plight of those people who were directly affected by the massive corruption in government. I shirked my responsibilities by eagerly believing the disinformation and denials given by the media and federal officials.

I am now paying the consequences. The United States is riddled with a drug-related escalating pattern of crime. My future is affected by the huge financial debt. I share the blame for what has happened.

RODNEY STICH
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TOODLE THROUGH THE TID-BITS

It seems that no matter how much we get covered or how many pages we cause you to wade through, bless your observant hearts, readers, you continue to ask for updates. It is the ONLY way to prod us into paying full attention. We used to do a "TODAY'S WATCH" and perhaps we'll have to return to that segment a couple of times a week or so. We only try to cover that which is rather "hidden" in nature, from you so that you watch what the Big Boys do in those instances. Yes, there are a couple of things outstanding today.

What of the Asians off the Mexico shore--three ships full headed for U.S. waters? You accuse Cuba of humanitarian violations for stopping Cubans from coming and going--and yet you turn loose BUNCHES of AIDS infected Haitians but send greater bunches back to the calamity of their existence--or IS there existence calamity? I can tell you this about the "Asians"--a goodly portion of THOSE coming in are working for and within the order of Communist Intelligence--not just downtrodden, hungry, hopeless--yearning to be free. They come as shielded workers for a so-called Chinese or Asian Mafia but that, too, is simply a COVER.

EGYPT

The ILLEGAL execution in Egypt, yesterday, of several of the militant group the government "claimed" to be Rahman's followers--is NOT going to set well with the populace. THAT, of course, is the intent so that U.N. troops can be called in to quell the uprisings. It is happening ALL OVER, citizens, and it is not going to get better. How can you tell?

PAUL VOLCKER

Remember, good old Paul, George Green's buddy? Well, he just got newly elected to the "CHAIRMAN" of the Trilateral Commission. He was already co-chairman but now he gets full powers. The first thing he has demanded (How is it that a private, secret club can "demand" anything?) is 100,000 more NEW TROOPS for the U.N. The demand is for the U.N. to enact a resolution for at least 100,000 new U.N. troops to "insure the advancement of the New World Order"! Good luck, little people.

CLaire PROPHET

Last evening in the news (CNN) there was to be a section on the discussion of how the Claire
Prophet (Germain group in Wyoming) is targeted to be the NEXT "Waco" type of operation. The program got upstaged by the Japanese G-7 closing statements so if this story came on later, perhaps someone would "share".

The point is that THAT "compound" has already been under massive attack for illegal and heavy stashes of arms and efforts to destroy the village concept of sheltering system, etc. IT DOES NOT PAY DIVIDENDS TO HAVE GROUPIES, CHELAS. 

A bit later I am going to share one of the most positively thoughtful writings I have seen to show you just what happens when you foolishly "unify" and "call to arms" groups and "patriots". You have to have the goal of freedom--not unified "parties", etc. Leave the "PARTY" to the political realm where it is legal and able to do something. There are enough of you goodly people to scatter and unify of purpose but not of bodies who can be caused to appear any way chosen by your enemy.

ROSS PEROT

Speaking of "Party", ones want to know where is Perot? Well, his people are just keeping on keeping on and it is making the administration and government nervous enough to be unable to bury progress. Is Perot a final answer? Is he even a starting solution? WHAT ELSE DO YOU HAVE? I DON'T THINK YOU ARE GOING TO GET GERRY SPENCE TO RUN AND BO GRITZ IS OFF ON HIS "SURVIVAL" SEMINARS AND TRUST PUSHING FOR PROTECTION OF FUNDS, ETC. Who do you have to head a party with enough popularity to even give a frog a run for its money?

You who continue to petition ME for "What can I do?" and "Should I move to Tehachapi, I feel 'the call', etc.?"--what are you DOING--right where you ARE? You can work in these "causes" without being disruptive, publicly disobedient, or anything untoward.

The facts are going to become self-evident, chelas, (now hold onto your hats and seats)--that the very Constitution under which we urge you ACT and SAVE--is not a legal document! Ratified or not, it is not a valid, legal document from the "swearing in of persons to ratification of anything. YOUR ENEMIES KNOW IT, CITIZENS, AND USE IT.

I won't go into that here because it demands a lot better explanation than I have time for at this sitting. We shall save that topic for another writing. Just KNOW that when the chips are down, Americans, THAT will be THE big hoopla and your Supreme Court will rule against your Constitution on all counts.

Oh yes, Perot. Let us just write from the front page of the 7/8/93 Wall Street Journal, "What's News--" column: Perot's backers are dismissing the major parties and defying history to form a powerful "radical middle" in U.S. politics according to a survey. The study, which showed a deep alienation from government coupled with allegiance to Perot, was commissioned by the Democratic Leadership Council to help it attract voters.

Well, I won't go on but suffice it to say--Perot voters will stay with Perot. Is this good for the health of Perot? No, but if YOU will do your part--WE will be allowed to help by doing OURS. KNOW THAT EVERY "GROUP" HAS "PLACED" ENEMIES WITHIN--AS HIGH UP THE LADDER AS POSSIBLE--DON'T STOP YOUR WORK--BUT PAY ATTENTION BECAUSE YOUR ENEMY WILL NEVER APPEAR TO BE YOUR ENEMY!
YELTSIN

For you speculators as to just WHO is on who's side from the Russian quarter--you JUST GOT YOUR ANSWER, DID YOU NOT? The Russian leader YELTSIN will become a permanent part of the G-7 after this session. How can a badly decomposed Soviet Union in the midst of murderous genocide wars, etc., be of valid qualification for "top nations" economic status? You had best take a very close, close look at this one, friends. What you don't know or accept will blow you off the planet--right after you lose all your crops, your economy, your money base and disease wipes out hundreds of thousands of you. Surely you cannot believe "God" has sent this flooding along the Mississippi River. How are you going to have a "bread belt" harvest this year? There can hardly be counted on, any crops at all this year from that normally abundant area. And what of the searing heat in the Northeast? Can you not SEE it in full swing, chelas? NO--it is NOT the newly launched Russians doing it--remember, it started, readers, BEFORE THAT rocket was launched! There is a plan to disallow any further "slowing" of full operation of the One World Order under Socialism/Communism by year 2000--and whether you can see it or not --the big boys come out of the Banking/Economic community of your globe.

GOLD

This continuing asking for "advice" is getting a bit old, readers. Why do you ask? Most of you don't do a confounded thing when I tell you how it is, except the wrong thing.

Gold HAS TO go up in price because it is built into the PLAN. If nothing more, than to suck you buyers IN. The more gold you get to buffer your assets--THE MORE THERE IS TO CONFISCATE WHEN YOU FOLD IN THE ECONOMY! Why do you THINK there is such an assault against the "Institute"? Because the plan is SOUND and allows for preparations for hard times by use of funds while there is still ability to use them and the gold sits as collateral in THEIR OWN BANKS against loans. Even if confiscation comes--you will have allowed some protective things to be done and some goods on a smaller scale through independent small businesses to be acquired. It would have, in fact, been a most promising buffer for YOU if the spelt crop, under way for experimental project purposes, had been allowed water before now. But, Mr. Green has caused the Institute to have to function under court-type regulations while in question and that meant the irrigation system did not have enough funding to even have a FULL crop--which, even impaired, is soon ready for harvest and equipment for same is needed or lose what is left of the crop. AND YOU THINK GEORGE GREEN IS NOT A TOOL OF "SOMEONE" HIGHER UP HIS PUPPET-STRINGS?

The Institute sits in a full-blown "growth" pattern because of the gold prices--every time the market for gold goes up a dollar--you have gained a far wider buffer for your coverage. And still, the legal hoopla says it will possibly take up to five years of litigation to silence the thing. I don't think so, lawyers! I just don't think so! When a man can deliberately STEAL actual gold coins, take them across state lines, bury them, work with a group in an actual money diverting program by using the SAME name of the company, haul great masses off to Costa Rica, where he can hop in also, and LIE at EVERY point put to him--I just don't think so--it is unacceptable to ME. Now, I suggest lawyers get in there and take back your law proceedings--Judges do not like to be lied to (for they think they are God) and lies are all right for the Kol Nidre crowd--but not so blatantly in a courtroom FULL OF WITNESSES TO THE INDISCRETION!
You can assure all LAWYERS involved that it will PAY them to get these cases CLOSED FAVORABLY--RIGHT NOW, so we can get on with SERIOUS legal work in that Law Center and let's get some positive action and REAL ABUNDANCE flowing. You have the persons with the project funding to cover all this and, yet, you don't get the act cleaned up enough to ALLOW FOR THE FUNDS' FLOW! GET THIS NIT-WIT DRIVEL OFF OUR BACKS, PLEASE. I ALSO ASK THAT THE US&P SUIT GET CLEARED--NOW! WE ARE NOT A THREAT TO THEM--WE WILL HELP THEM EARN MONEY FROM DR. RUSSELL'S WORK AND BE VERY HAPPY TO WORK WITH THEM ANY WAY WE CAN. WE CAN UNDERSTAND THE ACCEPTANCE OF PERCEIVED DAMAGE FOR OUR OWN ENEMIES WITHIN SET THEM UP. THE UNIVERSITY REACTED AS EXPECTED, NO MORE AND NO LESS. WE HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO WISH TO ANY WAY DAMAGE, DEGRADE, INSULT OR USE ANYTHING WHICH BELONGS TO THAT INSTITUTION.

I would like to report something that was stated BY A SUPREME COURT JUSTICE--last night on the news comments: "All except some 4% (four percent) of ALL attorneys practicing in the United States are INCOMPETENT, of the remaining 4% ONLY SLIGHTLY ABOVE 1% HAVE INTEGRITY". So, this is THE group who now want to consider Lawyer-bashing a HATE CRIME and legally have it passed into law! May the FORCE be with you as you have to encounter the courts--for with these odds it doesn't look like the lawyers will do much for your case. This is especially true when the "executioner" is the one who is "sharpest" and has an in with the Judge (who is also a lawyer! turned total politician). Let me assure you, citizens--CRIME PAYS--for those on the "inside" with the puppet-masters!

WE HONOR BEYOND MOST MEN HAVING PASSED THIS WAY, DR. RUSSELL AND WILL BE MOST DELIGHTED TO CALL THE PUBLIC'S ATTENTION TO THAT RESOURCE FOR HIS WORK. IT MAY WELL SURPRISE THEM TO REALIZE THAT WE ARE NOT EVEN IN THE PUBLISHING BUSINESS--OUR GREATEST PLEASURE WOULD BE TO HELP SELL DR. RUSSELL'S MATERIAL. THAT DOES NOT MEAN WE NEED TO SANCTION ALL OF THE UNIVERSITY'S PRODUCTS OR PREMISES. GOD IS LIGHT! IS THIS NOT ENOUGH??

WE HAVE NO STUDENTS, NO SEMINARS, NO LECTURES, NO "BOOKS" (ONLY DATED MAGAZINE-TYPE JOURNALS). HOW CAN WE POSSIBLY REPRESENT UNFAIR COMPETITION? IF GEORGE GREEN INDICATED, TO THEM, OTHERWISE-THEN THERE IS SOMETHING SERIOUSLY WRONG, BUT NOT WITH ANYONE HERE IN THIS LOCATION TODAY.

There is STILL talk from the attorneys that US&P may well further push CONTEMPT charges against Dharma directly--and this is pending. I cannot, for the existence of me--see how we can possibly be continuing to DAMAGE ANYONE, ESPECIALLY THAT UNIVERSITY.

Just as Dharma and E.J. had to go forth in all manners to protect and guard the "Institute", I would suggest that Dr. Binder had to do all he could to protect his "University". HE MAY WELL WISH TO CHECK INTO JUST "WHO" IS SETTING UP THE US&P FOR DESTRUCTION--IT SURELY IS NOT US WHO ONLY RESPECT AND HONOR THE VERY MAN THEY CLAIM TO HOLD IN HIGHEST ESTEEM FOR HIS VERY WORK IN POINT. INDEED,
I WOULD SURELY CHECK INTO THESE ATTEMPTS OF GEORGE GREEN, ET AL.
AND JOHN COLEMAN--WHO STARTED THE LIES IN THE FIRST PLACE.

THE DAMAGE IS COMING NOW, FROM THE ONGOING HASSLE AND IT DOES NOT
LOOK GOOD FOR THE UNIVERSITY--AND LESS GOOD WITH EVERY THREAT
FROM THEM AGAINST A 62-YEAR-OLD GRANDMOTHER WHO DOES LITTLE SAVE
WRITE, WRITE AND MORE WRITING (OR TYPING AS THE CASE IS). IF WE HAVE
PRINTED UNTRUTHS, IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GEORGE GREEN IN ABOUT
EVERY INSTANCE. AND, IF WE CANNOT SPEAK OF OUR OWN ENEMIES IN A
PAPER, WHAT RIGHTS HAVE AMERICANS IN THIS SOCIETY TODAY?

We are charged with unfair competition and in the same breath are accused of gleaning great wealth
from them--and yet we are told that they want NO MENTION of Russell in the works in point and
that the CONTACT is not worthy of "retraction" statements to be worth anything--and yet continue
to accuse us of unfair attack through the CONTACT. I do not believe that Dr. Binder is getting
FACTS with which to work and this thing goes on and on through orchestrated trouble-makers. I am
sure that no matter how much money is spent to fight this thing--for them or us, it is WASTED
FUNDINGS WHICH COULD SERVE POSITIVE GROWTH INSTEAD OF NEGATIVE
PUBLICITY. IT IS NEVER IN THE BEST INTEREST OF LAWYERS TO SETTLE
ANYTHING!

NOW, I ASSUME, THE LEGAL PROFESSION WILL COME AGAINST US FOR HATE
CRIMES AND LAWYER-BASHING? Well, we are finding a couple of lawyers who are
outstanding and willing to work in a more positive approach--
I believe we can promise them great rewards for this kind of new approach.

Let us not sit and commiserate over "how bad" this legal assault barrage has been and continues to
be. Let us consider it "sorting" time, testing time and "realization" time.
If we cannot have a Law Center worthy of its name and "for the people", by the people and in the
"name of Constitutional law "rights", we have nothing anyway--just more garbage and pitiful sham
operations.

Mr. Green has openly attacked Mr. Dixon about things totally unrelated to ANYTHING in point--
IN LEGAL DOCUMENTS DRAWN UP BY HIS ATTORNEY. I THINK THIS IS WITHOUT
CONSCIENCE AND I HOPE THAT GENE WILL HOLD WITH US UNTIL THIS CAN BE
PROPERLY CONFRONTED AND QUASHED. ALSO, LUKE PERRY AND THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS HAVE MASSIVE RETRACTIONS TO BE MADE IN THE MATTER
AND WITH THE EKKERS PERSONALLY, BUT THAT IS FOR ANOTHER DAY BECAUSE
THE ASSAULT ONLY ULTIMATELY PROVES THE ACTIONS OF THE OPPOSING
PARTIES.

Just WHO is this big-boy, Perry? He is one who does "NOTHING" to earn his living; he has been
trying to get his step-mother's meagre estate taken from her and given to him so he still won't have
to do anything. He literally does "nothing". This attention is the biggest thing he has ever had
happen to him since his own lack of caring helped put his father (a minister) in his grave. I believe
that this HAS caused a better shielding of Mrs. Perry's business matters and put into protection her
assets--so you see, readers, there is positive gain in every apparent disadvantage. Sometimes you
have to look beyond the obvious.
**INTERPOL**

To abruptly change the subject, for we spend far too much time on "personal" matters--HOWEVER, READERS--it is VERY IMPORTANT TO DO SO--because next, IT WILL BE YOU if you don't pay attention. Examples are the best teachers--you do not have to actually wait for the negative "experiences" if you pay attention to the examples before you.

I am asked over and over again WHY do we not speak, ever, of INTERPOL. Is it a TV farce force, for real? What is IT that it keeps filtering through but we have not covered it as much as other groups of intelligence forces?

Well, indeed IT IS REAL! The United States is very much a member of INTERPOL. This is ostensibly an International Criminal Police Organization through which police forces in some 120 countries may exchange data on suspects (supposedly "criminal"). Members transfer information by access to each other's law enforcement files. In the U.S. this can include the FBI's massive NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER. INTERPOL’s National Central Bureau in the U.S., operating FROM TREASURY DEPARTMENT (IMF resource) facilities, operates under no guidelines which limit what data on Americans can be disseminated abroad. Americans who work for INTERPOL are considered "Federal" employees on loan from the Secret Service, Customs, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and the Drug Enforcement Administration.

INTERPOL is a PRIVATE organization and has never so much as been established as a valid entity by any international charter or treaty. Its constitution and bylaws, binding on its U.S. office, have never, it appears, been submitted to or approved by the U.S. Congress--yet, it seems to be enjoying all privileges of a U.S. Federal Agency--(and what else is new?).

INTERPOL claims it is not a real part of the United Nations, and has NEVER been granted any status by the General Assembly of that particular body--but it most certainly exists and is involved with every clandestine operation on the globe. This means, however, that because of America's financial contributions, use of the U.S. law enforcement personnel and facilities as well as crucial privacy and data access questions, it would seem that someone should well probe your involvement with INTERPOL. There are some specific questions needing answering:

1. Exactly how much information does INTERPOL receive from the U.S. and precisely what is its nature?

2. Does INTERPOL have access to the FBI's NCIC system of the U.S. criminal information files, through Treasury's TECS system or any other ADP or manual system; including NLETS?

3. Do Federal law enforcement agencies collect criminal data from state and local authorities at INTERPOL request, and third party it abroad through INTERPOL?

4. What plans, if any, are being made to increase such data exchanges between the U.S. and INTERPOL?

5. Can INTERPOL place its own data on individuals into NCIC or other U.S. law enforcement
6. Does INTERPOL's office here, the National Central Bureau, possess or operate under any guidelines limiting what information on Americans may be disseminated to other nations?

8. A number of Americans, employees of various Federal law enforcement arms, staff the INTERPOL bureau at Treasury. Who do they report to and seek final approval of policies from?

9. Does INTERPOL have any legal right or permission to initiate investigations or data exchanges with U.S. law enforcement entities or state or local levels? If so, please elaborate.

10. What kinds of data banks and/or dossiers are being maintained in Paris on Americans and what does the U.S. Government know about their contents or how they are utilized and the data disseminated?

11. Does the U.S. Government have full access to all such information in Paris at one time upon request?

12. Has our government ever made such a request?

13. Is the American Government helping to underwrite a growing international data bank it cannot monitor?

14. INTERPOL acknowledges in its internal publication that "exceptional contributions" have been made to it by unnamed persons in Switzerland, Venezuela and Brazil. Who are these individuals, and does the U.S. have access to information on them?

15. Have non-professionals lacking law enforcement experience ever been placed in INTERPOL’s Washington office because of a politically-oriented referral?

16. Is there any dissemination by INTERPOL of personal and political information about American citizens neither accused nor suspected of criminal activity?

17. Interpol maintains files not only on known criminals but also on individuals "under suspicion", as well as: data on complainants, victims and witnesses involved in criminal cases. Who has access to this data and to whom is it disseminated?

18. Are there any guidelines, either from Interpol's international headquarters or originating in Washington, governing exchange of unverified accusations, raw intelligence data and other information potentially damaging to innocent U.S. citizens?

19. Should INTERPOL be housed at the Treasury Department as if it were a Federal agency?

20. Does the U.S. receive any accounting from Interpol's Paris headquarters on how our financial contributions are being spent?

21. INTERPOL requested and received a $135,000 grant from the State Department in September, 1974. Sheldon Vance of the State Department approved that request, yet the funds in question were administered by the Agency for International Development (AID). Why was this request made?
Who made it? What similar requests have been made and what was the disposition of these requests? Why did AID administer it rather than the Treasury Department?

22. How deeply is INTERPOL involved in diplomatic functions, such as extradition requests? What is its relationship with our State Department regarding such requests?

23. Where is the scope of INTERPOL's authority to operate as described within the U.S. spelled-out by statute?

24. Is INTERPOL carrying out police, diplomatic, intelligence, law enforcement and other functions without effective American oversight?

25. Does INTERPOL have access to the State Department's passport files?

26. Does INTERPOL have a U.S. Federal advisory board?

**QUESTIONS BY WHOM?**

The preceding listing of questions came directly from Joseph M. Montoya, United States Senate and John E. Moss, Member of Congress.

The list was sent to Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller General, General Accounting Office (and now hold your hats) **IN FEBRUARY (5TH) 1976.**

Could you answer most of the questions yourself? Would they match what was sent back as reply? HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HAS CHANGED SINCE 1976 AS TO SECRECY, CONTROL (OF YOU) AND INTERRELATED INFORMATION EXCHANGE?

Yes, I do have the "answers" as provided almost a year later by the Comptroller General. Let us take a bit of a break and we shall share them as they were provided almost two decades ago. This tightening noose of One World Order, World Police Force, World Intelligence force and One World Government has BEEN SERIOUSLY UNDERWAY FOR DECADES, READERS--IT IS THAT NOW IT'S COMING INTO FINAL HARVEST OF YOU-THE-PEOPLE AND ALL ASSETS AND PROPERTY!
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QUID PRO QUO

At the risk of appearing to "assume" a bit more than I am given credit for knowing, I suggest that certain people pay very close attention to that which I am about to write.

I have no intention whatsoever of giving names, places and substance that will further endanger anyone of a group already in jeopardy--HOWEVER, I will further, along the path, the demands and information which are valid and STRONGLY SUGGEST that a few parties in recognition of the truth of that which we will write PAY ATTENTION.

It is noticed right here before beginning, that AGAIN, my secretary will copy to the best of her ability. She is not privy to all information nor shall she be. There are some "strikeovers" in the writing and some unidentifiable (to her) words and names. We are simply copying to the best of her ability and take no responsibility for either that which is written or knowledge about it. The information arrived by unlabeled FAX document. We request that to be honest to our journalistic integrity we will print it as best we can and, also, put it out on the FAX network along with placing on the phone hot-line. Public dispersion of this type of information is the ONLY means of offering ANY KIND OF PROTECTION to missing parties. Those names are not available to protect all other parties involved.

There are several persons MISSING from their slots in the Earth Game and it would behoove those who cause them to be missing--PRODUCE THEM AND THEY HAD, IN ADDITION, BETTER BE IN VERY GOOD WORKING CONDITION! I will not disclose their names but you who are responsible--KNOW! We expect their security maintained most carefully.

What I will cause to be written here will be detailed in that some readers seem to need full acknowledgement that this is not nonsense; I do not interfere or "but in" but I do protect my people and in so doing it often causes me to need to protect "their" relations as well to the ability, at least, of bringing PUBLIC ATTENTION to DIRTY DEEDS!

I am simply passing on the information as given--without comment:

QUID PRO QUO: (This is put forth to William Sessions and other high-ranking parties involved.)

1. Safety for entire D.G.F. team if they come forward Re: Waco.

2. Safety for missing parties mentioned above.

3. Information: The purpose of the Waco raid was to target and remove seven "sleepers" (MK-Ultra) who refused to adhere to ASA and DIA standards. Sleepers were programmed by Dr. Chong...
4. Waco compound members had almost completed assembly of a nerve gas toxin device massive/large enough in quantity content to target and destroy all organic life in a 400 square mile area. A city the size of Oklahoma City was intended. However, Houston, Texas was designated a principal target. Denver had been considered along with Salt Lake City, but the mountainous area precludes accurate dispersion measurements and cannot be calculated as to speed of cross dissipation. Method of dispersal was propeller craft with running air speeds of no more than 60 miles per hour. Max. cross seeding to be done at 2500 feet for East-West axis, with 2000 feet for North-South axis.

5. The device in Waco was within only a few hours of completion. Order to "go in" was NOT made by the Executive Branch!!! Orders assumed "Code Actual" when the infiltrator ASA agent residing within the complex stated "Code Blue". At that time one of the men was pulled out! ATF had men in place (inside) up until two days before the siege began.

6. Reno spoke to some high ranking parties about a D.G.F. insertion. Reno acted as if she knew nothing about the real problem--the device!

**THE DEVICE**

1. Material for the device was appropriated through A/F 1324B. The nitrate component was acquired from Ft. Devens, MA.; the volatility stabilizers were brought, via truck, from Ft. Mead, MD. All raw and processed material were provided from military stores. The gravity fuse detonators were acquired from Carswell USAFB, Ft. Worth, TX.

2. Transport personnel were from AAA services, a subsidiary of Snelling of St. Paul, MN. There were 2 ATF officers from Galveston in the compound as the shipments arrived.

3. Technical assistance in handling and construction were flown in to Dallas from Dover, Delaware. The techs were ASA and USA Chem. Corps personnel.

   A. Robert Becker
   B. Charles Whitehead
   C. Stanley Brownfeld
   D. Nge Den Phung (ARVN old timer)
   E. Pearl Lance
   F. Dorothy Palmer

**CHEMICAL RAW WEIGHT-PRIOR TO SEPARATION--UNKNOWN**

1. Molten metal fused to Kitchen appliances--65 KG, of sulfur/zinc volatile mass. 

   *It did not ignite past prima stage!!!* The cerebro neuro-toxins of the C-2 nerve gas propellant ignited under a stress measure of .25 pnd/PSI, causing neuro-toxins to incinerate at 0 level. Immediate reports were unavailable for 11 hours (according to media because it was too hot to enter) due to unresolved neuro-toxic density at 0 level (entire first In-squad wore toxic suits and double masks). Total recovered mass at incineration site - 125 pounds +/-; Numerous base mineral clusters were found fused to small ordnances. That means: the device was in 5 parts, kept in
separate munitions bunkers (level 2 & 3). The mineral/gaseous mass found at ground 0 were massed to various kitchen appliances and indicate that the compound of the mass was jellied! (color believed to have ranged from green to dark olive green--prior to incineration). Incineration occurred through the introduction of 80/90 MM 20 pound glycerine canisters which hold a flash point of 175 degree F to accelerate the focused flash point. A C-2/4 tear gas (canister form) was inserted via 90MM Bradley barrels into the ripped structure to facilitate ignition. A combination of Oxygen and dimethyl alcohol was injected into the structure at intervals. Ignition occurred electronically: ignition for secondaries was delivered via mercury acid fuses located at canister base.

DGF removed themselves from acute perimeter by donning ATF blue jackets and baseball caps. DGF blended with ingoing ATF as they meandered back to their command vehicle. The amount of lives saved at ground "0" = 7.

Inserted team terminated 12 by projectile to the base of skull or forehead, 10 minutes before incineration commenced.

End of Report

* * *

Please get this off the computer and put onto phone hot-line, etc.

These men in point who are missing have NEVER before failed to check in with contact numbers in about thirty years of service. It would seem to me that it would be most wise to get busy and "produce" these missing persons. I don't believe it will go as easily as abandoning all the POW's alive in Vietnam!!!


QUOTE:

Hon. Janet Reno
U.S. Attorney General
Washington DC 20530

Faxed to: 202:514-4371

July 8, 1993

SUBJECT: CIA ASSASSINATION

OF WASHINGTON ATTORNEY PAUL D. WILCHER

We are demanding an immediate investigation into the death under extremely peculiar
circumstances of Paul Wilcher, prominent anti-government attorney and POW/MIA Activist. These are the facts as we understand them at this time:

1. Wilcher had been investigating U.S. Govt. complicity into BCCI, October Surprise, the CIA ASSASSINATION of Reporter Ricky Cossalaro, (sic) [Casolaro], BATF Waco and Commerce Secretary Ron Brown.
2. He was found dead in his apartment sitting on his toilet seat. He had been dead 4 days and had no obvious wounds.
3. He was mid-40s and in good health. Cause of death is believed to be KGB "Doorknob" poison.
4. The body was cremated less than 24 hours after discovery and his few family members absolutely refuse to discuss the matter.
5. A government agent occupying the apartment next door moved suddenly with no forwarding address or phone.
6. Witnesses saw pathologists leaving with a bag containing what appeared to be lower human intestines. After threats from the FBI, they recanted their story.
   [H: We interpreted an earlier writing to have been bowel "movement" but it appears that the bowels were actually removed from the body.]
7. Wilcher was the attorney of record for Gunther Russbacher, the CIA pilot who flew George Bush back from LeBourget, France in 1980 after personally delivering a $40 million bribe to Rafsanjani to hold the 52 U.S. Hostages until after the election thereby sealing Carter's defeat. Mr. Russbacher called me collect from prison night before last and I quizzed him extensively on his knowledge of the U2, A12 and SR-71B. Being a Naval Aviator myself, I am convinced he was Bush's pilot. The real reason Russbacher is in prison is because he is a former POW in Laos and saw 17 Americans who never returned and Clinton doesn't want him talking.
8. I was a personal friend of Paul Wilcher and I demand that his death at the hands of the CIA be investigated. This has all the same dirty U.S. Govt. fingerprints as Marilyn Monroe, Bobby Kennedy and Martin Luther King. Anyone who receives this and does not take action today could very well end up on the CIA "Hit List of Undesirables" tomorrow. Mistrust of Government is at an all-time high today, and the repeated refusals of the FBI to launch a full investigation in this case only fuels our deepest suspicions.

Signed: Joe L. Jordan,
National Commander

END OF QUOTING

***

QUOTE:

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

The following is via APFN from FIJA: Fully Informed Jury Association:
For immediate release: 7/8/93:

FIJA today lauded the jury verdicts in the Weaver/Harris trial in Boise. Spokesperson Larry Dodge, from the national organization's home office in Helmhville, Montana, said that the jury's
acquittal of the pair on all major charges showed "courage, conscience and independence in the face of great pressure to convict".

Dodge also commended attorney Gerry Spence for urging the jurors to consult their consciences. "I think he put us miles ahead on the road to our goal, which is to educate all Americans in their right, as jurors, to consult their own sense of right and wrong when deciding whether the law should be applied in the case before them".

"We are especially proud of Boise FIJA activist Dwight Callaway," Dodge said. "During several weeks prior to the trial, he and other volunteers distributed nearly 50,000 'fully informed jury' fliers in the area from which the jury would be drawn. These fliers explain that 'conscience is king' in the jury room. We would be honored to learn that Dwight's efforts had something to do with this jury's loud and clear expression of conscience".

* * *

I would urge any of you interested parties to contact Dwight Callaway at 208-385-9127 if you would be willing and able to offer the same type of service to your community. But as to "Juries" in general--LET IT BE NOTED THAT IT HAS BEEN NATIONALLY ANNOUNCED THAT "ALL FUNDING FOR FEDERAL JURIES HAS BEEN USED AND THERE IS NOT ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR JURY SERVICE THROUGH THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR (1993)".

Anyone who still suffers from the delusion that you have a wondrous Judicial SYSTEM had better LOOK AGAIN! I believe that a JURY TRIAL BY PEERS is guaranteed as a "right" in your Constitution! So be it.
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REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL (U. S.)

RE: INTERPOL

We shall again take up the subject of INTERPOL as was given in response to Honorable (Senator) Joseph M. Montoya and Honorable (Representative) John E. Moss. It would appear to me that there is "finally" an accurate, but unintended, statement about to be made: "The international CRIMINAL police organization".

Dec. 27, 1976

UNITED STATES PARTICIOPATION IN INTERPOL THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

This report describes INTERPOL operations in the United States, analyzes the kinds of criminal information being disseminated, and makes recommendations aimed at improving United States participation.

U.S. NATIONAL CENTRAL BUREAU

As part of the Treasury Department, the U.S. Bureau receives policy guidance from and reports to the Assistant Secretary for Enforcement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs.

Treasury officials advised us that the U.S. Bureau received the same monitoring and congressional oversights as other law enforcement agencies within Treasury. They noted that no Federal advisory board currently monitors activities of INTERPOL or the majority of other Federal law enforcement agencies.

Treasury has made no formal management studies or audits of U.S. Bureau activities to assess the pros and cons of INTERPOL membership. However, officials believe the Bureau's annual reports, case files, and position in national and international law enforcement demonstrate its value.

The operating costs of the U.S. Bureau are fragmented among several Federal agencies. Treasury's Office of the Secretary pays the Bureau's travel and communications costs and salaries for two Bureau staff members; the Department of Justice pays the salaries for three staff members, the Secret Service for two, the Customs Service for three, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for two. [H: Oops! tells you the whole story right there! At least "Customs" and ATF...}
WORK DIRECTLY FOR THE UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND!

Collectively, those payments totaled about $314,000 in fiscal year 1976.

The 1976 Senate Appropriations Subcommittee hearings on INTERPOL noted that a former White House aide who did not have a professional law enforcement background was assigned to the Bureau from February 1973 until he resigned in January 1974. The former Chief of the Bureau said that in view of the aide's qualifications, he was assigned non-enforcement public service type work during his tenure. (The former Chief added that this was the only nonqualified person employed at the Bureau).

All current professional staff members are experienced law enforcement agents.

ACCESS TO U.S. DATA SYSTEMS

The U.S. Bureau has a computer terminal connected to Treasury's Enforcement Communications System (TECS).

Treasury officials advised us that the U.S. Bureau wants State Department data on U.S. citizens arrested abroad, so as to have the best possible information on which to base decisions concerning responses to requesters. They also said that the Bureau would be pleased to provide State with information concerning U.S. citizens arrested abroad. To that end, the Bureau is initiating a meeting with the State Department to further explore this exchange. ****[H: The U.S. Bureau is actually the U.S. National Central Bureau. There is an organizational flow chart on the next page. Read it and shudder!]

INTERPOL INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

Member countries agree to abide by the general tenets of the INTERPOL constitution, and combine as a General Assembly, and an Executive Committee to formulate policy and procedural guidelines. Most INTERPOL funds come from membership dues.

A General Secretariat maintains INTERPOL's permanent offices. It operates a comprehensive criminal information file and a worldwide communications network to assist member countries in coordinating their efforts on criminal matters.

Although the United States is not a party to any international agreements or treaties defining INTERPOL's international status, various terms have been used to describe INTERPOL's status. The United Nations, the General Secretariat, and U.S. Treasury officials refer to it as intergovernmental; others call it a private or nongovernmental organization, and many perceive it as an organization in the mold of a United Nations. INTERPOL's status is important to its ability to elicit cooperation among its members, compliance with its rules and regulations, and recognition.
At one time, INTERPOL was considered a nongovernmental organization and held consultative status with the U.N. Economic and Social Council. In June 1971, this Council entered into a special arrangement with INTERPOL providing for exchanges of information, consultations, technical cooperation, representation by observers at organization meetings, and written statements and exchange of agenda items for matters of mutual interest. This cooperative arrangement was based on the rights and privileges normally granted to nongovernmental organizations and took into account the special arrangements existing between the Council and intergovernmental organizations.
Treasury officials emphasized that INTERPOL is intergovernmental because each INTERPOL bureau is an official office within its country's government, which appropriates funds for it; the laws governing the operation of each bureau are the laws of its country; and the INTERPOL officers and Executive Committee members are elected by government officials from all the countries.

INTERPOL's international status, however, is not directly relevant to its operations in the United States. Operations supporting its international objectives are carried out by the Treasury Department, which is subject to the force of U.S. law.

**OBJECTIVES**

INTERPOL's objectives, as described in article 2 of its constitution, are to (1) ensure and promote the widest possible mutual assistance between all police authorities within the limits of the laws existing in the different countries and in the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and (2) establish and develop all institutions likely to contribute effectively to the prevention and suppression of crime.

Its activities are limited by article 3, which states that:

"It is strictly forbidden for the Organization to undertake any intervention or activities of a political, military, religious or racial character". [H: How many of you believe this B.S.?

Thus, some investigations are considered to be outside of INTERPOL's established mandate.

**GOVERNING BODIES**

The General Assembly, composed of delegates appointed by member nations, and the Executive Committee, composed of the president, three vice presidents, and nine delegates from different countries, determine overall INTERPOL policy. A General Secretariat is responsible for applying the decisions of these governing bodies.

The General Assembly meets once a year to discuss and act on matters of mutual concern. The October 1976 agenda, for example, included three countries' applications for membership; the annual budget; a progress report; elections; and discussion of problems, such as international fraud, currency counterfeiting, and drugs. Regional conferences and seminars on criminal matters are held throughout the year. [H: Please note the absolute lacking of any actual information.]

Matters requiring detailed study are handled by the Executive Committee. In 1976, the Committee consisted of four officers and of delegates from Niger, Indonesia, Lebanon, Italy, West Germany, the United States, Kenya, Sweden, and Argentina.

**THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT**

The General Secretariat, headed by a Secretary General elected by the General Assembly, maintains a central file of criminals and cases, operates a worldwide communications system,
publishes the "International Criminal Police Review", and conducts research studies of criminal activities. As of May 1975, it had 155 employees, including law officers assigned from 20 member countries, one from the United States.

**CENTRAL FILE**

The central file enables the Secretariat to monitor the activities of international criminals, respond to requests for information, initiate wanted notices, and provide basic data for such special research studies as trends in types of criminal activity.

Each national central bureau is asked, but not obligated, to send copies of all correspondence to the Secretariat and to the bureau concerned. For example, Germany might inform France that an American citizen residing in France has been arrested for drug trafficking and ask for any information available on the individual; a copy of the correspondence should be sent to the General Secretariat and to the U.S. Bureau. It is acknowledged, however, that relevant information is not always provided to the General Secretariat or to other bureaus. Nevertheless, the Secretariat receives daily information through letters, telegrams, investigation reports, fingerprints, photographs, conviction sheets, and wanted notices.

The central files consist mainly of index cards, reference folders, and individual and case files. They duplicate to a limited degree the individual files maintained by the various national central bureaus.

Index cards are established by name and by special information categories. Name cards list offenders, accomplices, victims, reporters of crimes or important witnesses, dates and places of birth, given names, aliases, and such other related information.

**END QUOTE**

* * *

And so it drones on and on so let us leave that for a minute and pick up the General Accounting Office input. Please understand, readers, that NAMES change, faces change but the overall resources do not change except to become more comprehensive and invading.

The following letter is from GAO to The Honorable Don Edwards, Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives.

**QUOTE:**

June 25, 1987

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As requested in your January 21, 1986, letter, and in subsequent discussions with
subcommittee representatives, we have gathered information on (1) the role of the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) and the United States National Central Bureau (USNCB) in combating terrorism and on (2) USNCB procedures for safeguarding the privacy of U.S. citizens during the exchange of counterterrorism-related information with U.S. and foreign law enforcement agencies.

To identify the role INTERPOL and the USNCB play in counter-terrorism efforts, we reviewed relevant laws, regulations, and policies. We also interviewed officials of INTERPOL, the USNCB, and federal agencies involved in counter-terrorism. In addition, we contacted 19 foreign INTERPOL National Central Bureaus (NCB) to determine their perceptions and experiences from using the USNCB’s services. To identify issues relating to the protection of individual privacy rights, we met with organizations involved in civil liberty issues. We studied USNCB’s terrorism-related case files opened during the period January 1, 1985, through June 11, 1986, and analyzed case processing procedures to determine what safeguards exist to protect the privacy rights of U.S. citizens. Additional details on our scope and methodology are included in Appendix I. The information we obtained is summarized below and provided in detail in Appendixes II and III.

**INTERPOL: AN INFORMATION NETWORK**

INTERPOL is a network of National Central Bureaus in 142 countries who provide each other with information to assist law enforcement agencies in the detection and deterrence of international crime and criminals. Each NCB is an agency of the member country’s government and serves as the liaison between that country’s law enforcement agencies and the INTERPOL network. The USNCB is part of the U.S. Department of Justice and had an appropriated budget of $2.9 million in 1986.

Information exchanges among INTERPOL members can result from two types of messages. First, any NCB may use the INTERPOL network to request information such as criminal records on a suspected criminal or identification of a suspect through a personal description or fingerprints. Second, NCBs may provide law enforcement information to other NCBs without requesting a response. For example, they may use the network to issue international wanted bulletins.

A case agent screens either type of message received by USNCB to determine if it meets USNCB’s criteria for opening a case. If the criteria are met, a case is opened to either obtain the requested information from U.S. sources or distribute the information provided to U.S. law enforcement agencies.

**COUNTERTERRORISM**

USNCB’s policy is to open a file immediately for any request for information that mentions terrorist activities, even if it does not involve a specific criminal incident or provide details of a crime. This is in contrast to requests for information on non-terrorist criminal matters which must supply details connecting the subject of the request with a specific criminal incident. Two criteria are applied to counter-terrorism cases. These are: (1) the message must come from a legitimate U.S. law enforcement agency or INTERPOL member country and (2) it must relate to an international investigation. Our case file review showed that all the counter-terrorist requests met these criteria.

Before 1985 when USNCB started accepting terrorism-related cases, until June 11, 1986, the cut-off date used for our review, the USNCB had opened 119 cases based on terrorism-related
messages from 20 foreign NCBs and 22 domestic law enforcement agencies. This was out of a total caseload of 42,000 cases. Overall, the median period between receipt of a request for information and dissemination of information was 32 days for terrorist cases in contrast to 37 days for non-terrorist criminal cases.

In addition, USNCB has established an analytical unit to assist law enforcement agencies in their investigations of terrorist incidents as well as drug and financial fraud cases. The unit analyzes USNCB counter-terrorism files, prepares and maintains master files on terrorists, performs research on terrorist groups and incidents, maintains electronic data bases of information and disseminates the information to law enforcement agencies.

Foreign INTERPOL members we contacted expressed varying degrees of satisfaction with the USNCB's contribution in combatting terrorism. Of the 16 countries that agreed to be interviewed out of the 19 contacted, 7 countries were satisfied with the quality, relevance, and timeliness of the assistance given them by the USNCB, 1 country was dis-satisfied, and 8 reported that they had not dealt with the USNCB on counter-terrorism cases, although the USNCB had categorized cases from these countries as related to terrorist activities. Several of the countries surveyed reported that they also use alternative channels rather than INTERPOL, such as FBI legal attaches located at various U.S. embassies, for U.S. information relating to terrorism because of concerns over timeliness and security.

SAFEGUARDS FOR PROTECTING THE PRIVACY OF U.S. CITIZENS

The Privacy Act of 1974 is the centerpiece of legislation affecting government recordkeeping in the United States and is aimed at protecting the privacy rights of U.S. citizens. The act requires each agency that disseminates a record about an individual to any person, other than a federal agency, to make a reasonable effort to assure that records are accurate, timely, complete, and relevant.

[H: Very key words: "other than a federal agency" and "reasonable" effort.]

The Privacy Act authorizes law enforcement agencies to exempt their systems of records from many of the act's provisions. The Attorney General exempted the USNCB's Records System from 12 of the act's provisions. As a result USNCB does not need to provide an individual with access to his own records or the opportunity to amend or correct his records. Nor does it have to supply information on the purposes for which the information can be used, nor adhere to the requirement that only relevant and necessary information may be maintained in its records. [H: Good grief, go BACK AND READ THAT AGAIN!]

The act also requires agencies, including USNCB, to (1) provide public notice of the existence of an information system and (2) insure the security of records in order to protect against anticipated threats or hazards. In addition, USNCB's policy concerning dissemination of information is that addresses and social security numbers of U.S. citizens are not to be released, except in defined instances. Our review of how the USNCB adheres to these provisions showed that it has adhered to the law's provision to publish notification of the existence of the system in the Federal Register. This notification also describes the steps taken to minimize the risk of unauthorized access to the records system. We could not determine how frequently addresses and social security numbers were released because available documentation did not always show this information.
USNCB officials said they do not usually independently verify the accuracy of the information they receive. USNCB officials also said that there is no practical way to control subsequent uses made of the information once it has been released to an agency or foreign NCB received the information and, so far, no examples of information being used for purposes other than stated have been found. [H: No, I would guess not.] They said each country has been made aware that unauthorized information disclosures may result in the USNCB not giving it further information.

Our work was performed during the period May through November 1986, in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. [H: Well, surely that makes it all totally credible and above-board!] We briefed USNCB officials on the results of our work, and they agreed with the accuracy of our findings. However, as requested by subcommittee representatives, we did not obtain official agency comments on a draft of this briefing report. As arranged with your office, unless you announce the report's contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of its issuance. At that time, we will send copies to the Chief of the USNCB, the Attorney General, and other interested parties and make copies available to others upon request. If you desire additional information about this report, please contact me on 2758389.

Sincerely yours,

Arnold P. Jones
Senior Associate Director

END QUOTE

* * *

Please note several things but not the least of which is that from 1976 to 1987 the membership countries went from 120 to 147.

I think this is probably enough on the INTERPOL situation--it has long since become part and parcel of the WHOLE New World Order/United Nations information agency.

This is part of the reason I chuckle at you who would think you can escape the physical mark of the Beast. You are in the damned equipment on about 35 systems of international level surveillance BEFORE THE BABE IS EVEN BIRTHED. Don't be foolish in your perceptions, readers--you have to be sharper than that if you intend to win this game.

I would now share a very wisely written letter from Sheldon Emry headed: A WARNING AGAINST ATTEMPTS TO "UNITE ALL PATRIOTS"

TO UNITE ALL PATRIOTS?

This letter was sent to Walter White by Pastor Emry after 3 invitations from Mr. White in 1983 to a score of patriot leaders requesting them to meet, organize, and present a "united front".

QUOTE:
January 10, 1984

Dear Mr. White:

You still persist in your invitations to Christian Israel Patriot leaders to "unite" to work as a group for "one goal". This is my third letter to you refusing to participate. This letter will go into additional detail as to why Patriots should refuse to "unite Patriots". This will then be sent to my mail list to instruct and warn them.

Walter, in communist countries, undercover government agents are used to trick dissident groups to "unite" under one head or to have them gather in one goal. This is done so the bravest and most active anti-communists can be more easily identified, neutralized, and then destroyed by those in power.

I do not claim infallibility, neither do I impugn the motives of those who disagree with me on this. However, men who have had experience in this and in worse situations than ours, warn of being tricked into "uniting" as it could lead to disaster. Let me recount just one famous incident where the technique of "unite them to destroy them" was used with almost total success.

Prior to the "Bay of Pigs" operation, anti-Castro Cubans in Cuba and in the U.S. were disrupting "Castroism" and inflicting grave damage to the Communist Castro regime in Cuba. Because of that, Communist agents speaking fluent Cuban Spanish were sent into the Cuban community in Florida by our traitorous U.S. State Department to "organize Cubans into one great blow against Castro." The "one great blow" was to be an actual invasion of Cuba accompanied by an Internal uprising of the anti-Castro Cubans.

Disruptions of Castro by small groups were stopped for months while Cuban Patriots in the U.S. joined in this "one great effort to overthrow Communism in the western hemisphere". Cubans and Americans who attempted to warn the Cubans they were being led into a trap by the U.S. Government were ignored or actually forced out of Florida by U.S. agents so they could not warn the Cubans they might be betrayed.

Eighteen months later, the U.S. Navy put hundreds ashore in Cuba at the now infamous "Bay of Pigs", then pulled out and left them without the promised Navy or air support. Immediately the invasion forces were hit by fire from high ground inland. As the Cuban Patriots fired back, they found their U.S. supplied ammo boxes marked .30 caliber had .50 caliber, those marked grenades had mortar rounds, others marked first aid supplies had food, and on and on. In the first fire fights machine gun crews died with open boxes of carbine ammo, men with carbines died trying to stuff 30.06 cartridges in a too small chamber, .50 caliber machine gun crews were slaughtered surrounded by broken boxes containing only C-rations, and mortar crews abandoned their mortars because their ammo boxes contained canned food, and on and on! Betrayed, wounded and dying men had to break open all boxes under fire on the beach to get the right ammo. The smashed and scattered boxes then prevented them from moving any large amount of supplies inland, ending any hope of sustained combat or victory.

Before this treachery was discovered, U.S. agents radioed the pre-planned signal for Cuban patriots inland to rise up and begin acts of sabotage to help the invaders. The invaders, now realizing they were betrayed by the U.S., tried to warn the Cuban underground not to expose themselves, but found their radios sabotaged with dead batteries, missing parts, or unable to operate
on the assigned frequencies. They could send no warning, and Castro who had been in on the whole plan with the U.S. from the beginning, killed or arrested most of the underground members within hours.

The next event was told by survivors years later when some were released or escaped from Cuban prisons. In spite of the deliberately mislabeled supplies, the invaders got some ammunition sorted out and soon began to kill large numbers of Castro's soldiers who were shooting from the high ground. Then, as they advanced inland past the bodies of Castro's men they had killed or wounded, they discovered they weren't men at all, but 11 and 12 and 13-year-old boys dressed in small Cuban soldier's uniforms with guns with short stocks so that a distance the invaders thought they were shooting at grown men.

The sight of the dead little boys and the screams of the wounded ones crying for their mothers so sickened the invaders that they ceased firing and, after some confusion, decided to attempt to go around the surviving little boys who were still shooting at them and try to make their way to the hills. They formed into small groups and tried it. Once they were broken up, Castro's regular troops, full-grown men who had been waiting a few miles inland, hit them hard with artillery and tanks. Most of the invading Cubans were killed or captured that day or the next. A few made it inland only to find that Castro's police and soldiers had already killed or rounded up almost all Cuban Patriots who had risen up at the treacherous call from Communist agents inside the U.S. Government. In one fell swoop, the whole Cuban anti-communist movement inside and outside Cuba was viciously betrayed and destroyed.

How was it done so easily? Well, fools and Communist agents convinced the Cuban Patriots that all groups should "get together", that all should "work for one goal", that they should "pool their resources", and on and on and on. After years of each group "doing its own thing", they had become discouraged and despondent, not realizing that they were accomplishing much. In truth, a few years of what they were doing in small groups, sabotage in Cuba, clandestine leaflets, slogans painted on walls, raids on Communist units, etc., would have had Castro broken and destroyed. They were effective. but in their eagerness to "get it done right now", they thought they could do more "together". When the siren song of "Let's all get together and do in one big blow"! was sung to them by enemy agents in America, they were easily deceived and betrayed.

Walter, "getting together" was their undoing and the betrayal and loss was so terrible and so effective that even anti-Castro Cubans who were not involved in the fiasco were made suspicious and afraid of all other Cubans. They would no longer trust each other, fearing betrayal, and no effective action against Castro was ever mounted again! The joint U.S.-Red Cuba (Kennedy-Castro) operation to smash and destroy the anti-communist Cubans in the U.S. and in Cuba was a total success! The U.S. rulers are doing the same thing now in Central America, collecting the bravest anti-communists in each country to "fight the communists". After "controlled resistance", they too will be betrayed, abandoned and destroyed just as were the brave Cubans and more recently the anti-communist Vietnamese and Laotians. This same type of false "resistance" to communism and betrayal has been used successfully by the Reds and their secret allies in the U.S. Government for over 40 years. (By the way, it is explained in Orwell's 1984.)

Do the antichrists want to stop the Identity Patriots? Will secret Reds try a "Bay of Pigs" type operation on the Right-Wing? They may try, but IT WILL WORK ONLY IF PATRIOT LEADERS FALL FOR THE IDEA THAT "WE NEED TO ORGANIZE IN ONE GROUP OR FOR ONE GOAL".
If hundreds of groups stay apart, the enemy will have to destroy each group separately. That will take a long time, and even as some are destroyed, the necessary prolonged and public attack on patriotic groups will slowly, then more swiftly, alert, awaken and educate our sleeping people to the internal Red danger. Our Red enemies know that and fear it. Will they try "togetherness"? Will patriot leaders fall for it? I pray they will not and that the Almighty God will give us wisdom and have mercy upon us.

In Jesus Christ,

/s/ Pastor Sheldon Emry

* * *

Dharma, enough child, we have been at this without interruption for the past 8 hours. We won't have good use of your hands tomorrow if we do not rest them now. Thank you.

You ones must think carefully about that which you do, how you "team" up and WHO you blindly "follow"--if there is any deviation from the laws of God--step back and look again for God is always! May the light always be given to be shown about you and within as you confront your days--and nights. Salu
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**BEYOND GAMES AND SCRIPTS**

Yes, this is the name of a book. It is by a very insightful author, Dr. Eric Berne. I don't know what is in the volume but from the title I can guess that what I might say may in no way be recognized by that author and yet, the goal would be somewhat the same.

You are presented with a "stage" and a pre-written script. Let us just say that the prior players all wanted to form a New World Order and each play was scripted in some manner or another to accomplish that end.

The goal, of course, is to form this New World Order and control the world. IF you continue to act out your play along the lines and script of the prior actors and playwrights you are going to end up HELPING them achieve their goal while you are left with nothing.

As with any play you are given a set of rules by which a play is produced from sets to action. "Characters" come and go but always the "play" itself is not changed except in very small detail. To come in and write a play, produce it and accomplish it takes a great deal of "BEYOND".

Your generations have been given the rule-book and the GOAL--only some of you didn't know about it--so you are the audience and the bit-players. If YOU deviate from the script lines you are going to be put off the stage at the least--and tossed out of the play and the playhouse if you persist. The rules for the New World Order and the achievement of the brainwashing and control of the masses are blatantly laid forth in the *PROTOCOLS of the Zionist Elders* to be shifted off into every "manifesto" for every regime to come along. The "rules" are those which are set forth and are "universal" in destroying society and ultimately, species. The GAME is always the same with subtle detail variations which lead to deceive the intent of the play itself.

It is interesting to note that evil intent NEVER HAS TO CHANGE THE PLAY TO CAPTURE MAN PHYSICAL. Further, given enough time sequence passage, the SOUL OF MAN can also be buried, hidden and finally it becomes shrivelled and withered and unable to be longer recognized as a viable entity.

**WILL YOU CHANGE THE PLAY?**

You were also given a rule book by which you could make positive passage through this physical experience and move on into higher expression--but, those rules became confused, hidden and misrepresented to you so that you no longer have truth by which to light your stage--you don't longer, in fact, have enough light to make it to the proper theater to begin a different play. You are caught up in the sequence of the ongoing play with little seeming ability to change either the plot or the characters--much less the producers.
Let us say that everyone in America came against the Sixteenth Amendment. Most of you don't even know what is the 16th Amendment. Now, you change it--will it change the PLAY? I thought not. So, what are you PATRIOTS doing? Mostly just changing fragments which change NOT the PLAY. Why? Because there are hidden agendas among the so-called self-styled "patriots" also and you must beware of their intent as well as the power-brokers on the throne.

IF the Constitution itself is actually invalid by law and only "witnessed" by ones totally unaccountable--what have you got if you change bits and pieces? Perhaps better--most often, however, meaningless. If, for instance, you vote-out the IRS--what have you? The IRS is not a Federal agency. It is a private agency of the International Monetary Fund of the United Nations One World Banker Government. So--you vote it out--what have you got? A meaner, more orchestrated and out in the open police-enforced extortion agency. The tactics may well change--the stealing of money from you-the-people will NOT. If you do not get the core of the cancer you have not cured the disease!

So, what you have (and prepare for a disappointment) is an ABSOLUTE. You will change soul intent toward a nation UNDER GOD'S LAWS OF JUSTICE and THAT NATION IS FIRST MADE UP OF YOU!

IF you cannot move above and beyond the games and scripts that ARE--you shall never more than band-aid a hurting world. Freedom ONLY comes in GOODNESS. Think about it. All the rest is control and power hungry ones who would control all the rest and it sifts right to the heart of the home--where the games are for control and power as well. It goes right to the child who would pull the wings off a fly--it is because he is bigger and the fly is helpless.

So, you badger me to tell you exactly what to do to "change things"; I do so and you deny the source and the action--because it MEANS YOU MUST HEAL (CURE) SELF BEFORE YOU CAN EVEN THINK ABOUT HEALING A NATION. And moreover, where do "I" get to star in this "play"? AT THE END!

THE NEW FOUNDATION FOR THE NEW PLAY

SO, WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? IT MEANS THAT PROBABLY THE "ENDING" ACT IS NOT GOING TO BE SO GREAT IN CHANGE--ONLY WORSE IN ACTION. I MUST BUILD WITH YOU THE NEW FOUNDATION OF THE NEW PLAY WITH ITS SCRIPT WRITTEN WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD--NOT A BUNCH OF RULES OF A HUMAN MALADJUSTED PLAYWRIGHT. DISADVANTAGE? NO--I'LL HAVE ALL I NEED TO DO THAT PLAY TO PERFECTION AND I KNOW THE WAY AND REALIZE THAT THE TRUTH OF EXISTENCE IS THAT I HAVE ALL INFINITY TO PERFECT THIS PLAY I CREATE. SINCE YOU ARE ALREADY CREATED --ALL WE NEED TO DO IS OUR WORK AND IT WILL BE SPLENDID. IF THE OLD CANNOT BE SALVAGED--WE LEAVE THE OLD STAGE AND SETS (NO LONGER NEEDED AT ANY RATE) TO THE BLIGHTED BLIND AND CREATE OUR NEW FACILITIES IN THE BRILLIANCE OF PERFECTION. SATAN CANNOT DO OTHER THAN FUNCTION IN THE "ILLUSION"--HE CANNOT CREATE THE PERFECTION. YOU CAN!

By the way, chelas, in every encounter you have choices. It may not seem so but you do and,
moreover, the way you handle yourself in every encounter holds direction of actions taken. If you act miserable, defensive and hostile when the enemy comes to call--he will smite you swiftly and solidly. It is a good lesson for you who would meet the ATF officers at the door with a sub-machine gun--or even a pellet-shooter. Why would you do such a foolish thing? Does that action make you a hero or a dead man? Oh, I see--a dead hero! What foolishness. Worse, in a court of law if you have met the man with a sub-machine gun and he shoots and wounds you--it WILL BE THAT THE VERDICT WILL BE "YOUR FAULT". Does your "sweet disposition" mean you will NEVER have negative actions against you? No, but it means you are going to be a whole lot better off to act in wisdom, grace, peace and cooperation. If they then set lies or tricks against you--it will be very hard to prove your guilt. If the ATF or SWAT teams enter this dwelling, for instance, what will they find? Work in progress for a paper, books, total insistence on ALL law and order, a couple of pellet-guns for scaring the chicken catchers by dusting the ground behind the stalker and NOTHING remotely illegal in any manner whatsoever. If such would be found it would be through ignorance and would be immediately handed over--to thief or law-keeper. Frankly there would be no objection to the visitors--they would be graciously asked to come in or at the least, to share a discussion to establish reason for the call--at the door. If you are gracious and not hostile--they will have less reason to desire to be so. You can maintain your legal rights most of the time by being pleasant--you certainly will never convince your enemy's forces by being aggressive, hateful, hurtful and hostile--you give them every reason to act against you with force.

If a warrant for your arrest is issued--would it not be better to go to the court and say, "Here I am," than to go hide with your weapons and shout--take me if you can? They don't care whether they get you dead or alive, citizens--but no one with a soul being really wants to be responsible for killing a person which will make them look BAD in the public eye.

"But," you might say, "it looks like all BATF team members will just shoot you like they did Vicki Weaver--and have no feelings at all". That is NOT so--many enter these programs because of as many reasons as there are individuals. The hardened trainers are programmed reactors and if they get the wrong "cause" they will lay forth a new "cause" that allows them their "reaction". They are trained robotic beings who "do a job" and, usually, to perfection. It is that their job is so horrendous. But no, ALL are not robots and ALL are not evil in intent. You can greatly impact the circumstances in EVERY instance by your own wisdom and response--not stupid reaction.

I think I have a bit of an example to share with you. Ones who write or publicly "cross" the intent of the opposing attitudes most prevalent--ARE under continual attack as the "big boys" seek information, etc., and even desire to "wipe-out" the speakers. However, the general run-of-the-mill person is not under attack. IF YOU HAVE NOTHING TO HIDE IT MAKES IT A WHOLE HECK OF A LOT EASIER AND PEACEFUL. YOU WILL NEVER WIN BY THE GUN!

AMERICAN PATRIOT FAX NETWORK

Our friend Ken Vardon of APFN shares an encounter which we would like to share with you.

QUOTE:

APFN GETS VISIT FROM, BUREAU OF ALCOHOL TOBACCO & FIREARMS

After giving this some thought, I figured that Special Agent "Richard E. Smith" and/or
Special Agent "Terry Clark" would be writing a report about our visit, so it's OK for me to write a report about our visit.

This morning, July 8, 1993 about 10.45 a.m., my buzzer rang three times with the ring I give my friends.... I asked on my intercom who was there. "U.S. Department of Treasury" came the reply; WOW!!

I went to my outer door and Mr. Smith showed me his "BADGE" and said he "wanted to talk with me about Gary Hunt". I said "What do you want to know"? He asked if they could come in and visit. I said we could talk there on the patio. Which we did. Mr. Smith (SURE) and Mr. Clark (SURE) were the agents' identifications. After asking, Mr. Smith did give me a business card. I said, "I don't have a gun". He said, "We didn't come breaking your door down". Mr. Smith did most of the talking. Mr. Clark asked a couple of questions here and there--like do I KNOW anyone with GUNS.

I know that Mr. Smith or Mr. Clark are writing a profile report on me, so I feel I need to write a profile report on them.

I explained to them that YES, I "faxed" reports that Gary Hunt sent to me from Waco during the 51 day "Siege". Also, that I had not met Gary, but he was referred to me by a friend and that Gary published the "Outpost of Freedom". I told them I had not heard from Gary in a few weeks. I know he was home for a while, but my understanding is that he is traveling because of a story he was doing for a friend. He had passed through Las Vegas, but that I had not met with him. I asked, "What specifically had Gary done"? Mr. Smith showed me one of my earlier FAXes that I had sent out for Gary about his power of attorney for David Koresh. Mr. Smith kind of smirked and shrugged it off. He asked me about the phone number on the FAX and I said, "Yes that was my number. I have been faxing friends about WACO and the Weaver/Harris trial (And oh, by the way, Weaver and Harris were found NOT GUILTY). I had just received the information as you were ringing my buzzer". They had not received this information. I could tell their reaction was of disappointment and I detected a small reaction of SHOCK. I explained, "Except that Randy is still charged on the gun charge and failing to show up for court". I told them that if they wanted to talk with Gary Hunt, I was sure he would return their call.

At this time they started asking me what I did--do I work? I told them that I had been in telecommunications for 30 years which included 14 years in the Navy as a Crypto technician, that I had dealt in many different communications and knew "networks". They said they had pulled a SHEET on me and they knew that I was not a criminal. So we chatted about different things, the Constitution, Federal Reserve and on the money system being upside down and that the system appears to be broken. They indicated agreement. They would sneak in questions about me or APFN, like do I get money for this? I said people send me a little money here and there for the phone bill. Mr. Smith did finally say that they just wanted to "eyeball to eyeball" to see what I was like. Mr. Smith said, "You're just what I expected". I didn't quite know what that meant.

I got my own licks in, like: "I am outraged that Paul Fatta is in jail". Mr. Smith tried to defend this by saying that Paul's charges were brought before the Siege. I told him flatly that that was false. Paul was in Waco with Kalani until the sixth of March trying to help with the situation, anyway the TRUTH will come out about that.

Mr. Smith said, "Kalani knows me, you can use my name". I told him that I had visited with Kalani here and that he is a very informed, bright young man. I told them that the friends on my network
would be happy to hear about their visiting me. Mr. Smith said immediately, "We are only interested in firearms". I said again, "I don't have a gun". I think his point is that he preferred I didn't communicate about their visit but I'm not sure.

Mr. Smith and Mr. Clark were very nice and respectful. Some place in this area of the visit I stated, "Randy Weaver was not a gun dealer. When you diminish the religion of one person you diminish the religion of everybody". I told them that I was born and raised Catholic and believe now that any man should have his own choice as to his GOD. Both Mr. Smith and Mr. Clark indicated an agreement. I am glad I had my visit with them; I came away with a better feeling and understanding of these fellow Americans. My better judgment tells me maybe I've been "HAD" a little, but naaw, not my government! I wonder, is there a way to get a copy of Mr. Smith's or Mr. Clark's government profile report on our visit this afternoon?

I said to them, "When I joined the Navy, I swore to uphold the Constitution and I still feel that way". I told them they don't swear to the Constitution, that they swear to a U.N. oath as agents of the A.T.F. Mr. Smith said, "I swore to the Constitution when I joined the Army". I said yes, but you compromised that when you became a B.A.T.F. agent. They both looked at me and said, "NO"! I said I have proof and to check it out. I told them they were paid by the I.M.F. We got off this quick and just let it go, but it was said and from C.F.A. reports and other inputs. I can hardly believe these two gentlemen had not been exposed to the large amounts of research in this area. In fact, I know they have to know because I have FAXed the B.A.T.F./F.B.I. communications compound in WACO, Texas during the siege. All of these government workers have friends and associates that must have discussed these subjects with these Americans. What am I missing?

By the time the visit was ending, I have to admit, I liked these guys and was happy not being 'cuffed. They are Americans just like I am, and we said so to each other. I was happy to FAX them the APFN welcome message that says, "Don't buy a Gun, buy a FAX". I hope Patriots across the country will visit with your local BATF officers and discuss each other's concerns.

I wish they would make an appointment next time they come calling. I enjoy living alone and private. I do not want to live in fear of communicating with friends. I have a great deal of respect for the men and women in this country in law enforcement. I disagree with law enforcement "management and leadership". I think law enforcement should be protecting ALL of us as citizens. We should not have to live in fear of those whose purpose it is to protect us. The day to day Law Enforcement Americans need to be fully informed just as the Harris/Weaver jury was fully informed. The message is NO MORE!

Having a wonderful lunch with a friend shortly after my visit with the BATF agents, his remarks were "sure they wanted to terrify and intimidate you". I don't feel that and I am glad we had a little "eyeball to eyeball"; that's when I do my best work.

By chance, Gary Hunt touched base later in the afternoon. I relayed the message that I thought Mr. Smith would like to speak with him. I gave Gary Mr. Smith's number (702) 3886584 and Fax: (702) 388-6460. Gary said, "I'll be in contact straight up". 

* * *

Return to Menu
Let us turn away from this for a minute and back to "but what can we do"? You can use and respond in wisdom to all events and circumstances. Everything in the Universe is "cause" and "effect". Just always hold uppermost in your mind and within your actions: In trained forces (or anyone, for that matter) the training is to act in given situations in given ways and to always remain IN CONTROL. When these trained people are threatened they CAN ONLY REACT AS TRAINED--DO NOT PUSH THE RIVER, CHELAS, OR YOU WILL GET VERY DROWNED IN THE BACK-EDDY. You must always respond in intelligent wisdom--not react in panic in a situation which you may very well have misinterpreted.

Most of you are not CIA or Special Forces direct workers. Most of you are not in direct line of fire to "getcha". So, why do you hide and act as "if" you are guilty of something or other? The point is intimidation--but, if you are a typical citizen you might well represent one of the officer's own mother or father and they don't know any more than the average citizen--about anything. They respond according to what they are told and trained to do and believe. Do you actually think the ATF officers in Waco who got killed by their own buddies--understood the New World Order? They thought they had a heinous criminal on their hands and they were SCARED TO DEATH!

Do you think that Judge Coyle of the Federal Court Bench REALLY wants to toss Dharma into jail? NO, of course not--it really wouldn't look too good in the press to haul off a grandmother to jail because she wrote what she believes to be truth--about spiritual material, no less. How bad a "criminal" can she be? However, the words themselves are intended to be intimidating and bring the seriousness of breaking his rules carelessly or deliberately. Would he put her in jail--YES INDEED--if he is crossed and is pushed. Part of that, however, readers, is necessary for discipline. How can "order" be maintained--good or bad--if there IS no order?

**HONOR TO WALTER RUSSELL**

So, can we just never mention the subject in point again? Yes, we could do that. But if restitution to their perceived complaint is offered--what have we left here with which to deal? In this instance, if they would withdraw from such attack--we can place more of Dr. Russell's books into the hands of the public than any other one resource. The facts of LIGHT are truth--and WHO tells it is not material. It is outsiders and misperceptions which cause such confrontations.

Further, I can cease and desist from ever speaking of the subjects on which Russell wrote so brilliantly--but how is it that I cannot speak of the honor I offer to this man's memory in grateful appreciation for the gifts shared with mankind? IS THIS "unfair competition" as stated--OR, is this total lack of communications and understanding of facts?

Can you readers see the point I effort to make here? If there is no looking within the facts and there is NO COMMUNICATION--there is only confrontation, threats and misery to be gleaned. If there is simply "looking" within it will be self-evident that there is no "competition" HERE IN THIS MATTER. There is only intended honor to the author of truth in the finest format we have to offer--public recognition. It comes now, full circle--the miserable misperceptions and lies and innuendos--were PLACED THERE BY OTHER ENEMIES--not particularly US&P. They REACTED EXACTLY AS THEY WERE TOLD TO DO AND EXPECTED TO DO. At the point of confrontation there was no way to know that Dr. Russell's material was not being used to foster total Satanism and light ritual for a cult religion.
The lessons to be learned here in this instance are many--and points up the unwillingness of man to look carefully beyond that which the liars pronounce. The remarkable thing is that the perpetrator of the error and damage--is NOT THE ONE attacked! How would ANYONE know better--how many of YOU have contacted Dr. Binder of US&P and said, "Look again--it isn't like it appears"? The attorneys will do only that which they need to do or are told to do--and that, as slowly as possible so as to receive payments as long as possible. ALWAYS YOU MUST LOOK TO THE "WHO STANDS TO GAIN" FROM THIS ENCOUNTER? If Dharma gets no pay, no recognition and nothing save hard work--is SHE the one who damages? Go forth and SEE WHO GAINS and WHAT THEY GAIN! But for him who does these things of wrong intent IN THE NAME OF GOD AND THE WORD (WHICH ARE THE SAME)--THEN ULTIMATELY, THAT ONE SHALL NOT LONG STAND.

If, further, that one continues to act in wrongful manner--who is responsible--do not these ones have opportunity to grow and know truth?

I shall have to make a correction in one statement that we have allowed fostering. We have to back up and say that the surveillance people did not tell one of the "investigated" that they worked for US&P. The police checked them out and said they could not give details or names but that the "car" in which they "worked" was not stolen and the persons were responsible to clients IN VIRGINIA. The "agents" were told to cease and desist or they would be arrested.

Unfortunately in the whole of the instance involved--Mr. Green had avoided process service and the interesting results of the "investigation" was FIRST, that Tehachapi Distributing was simply a working front for America West. At first there was no mention of Ekkers whatsoever. So, how do you think the misinformation got introduced into the scenario?

Further of interest--the only thing ANY OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED HAD TO DO WAS RING THE DOORBELL, COME IN AND FIND OUT EVERYTHING THEY COULD POSSIBLY WANT TO KNOW!

Do I discount one, Dr. Timothy Binder? Certainly not--you do not head such an organization if there are lacking talents and staunch loyalty (or should be present). The problem is that you live in a world of confrontation, lies and "let's sue" first and get even later.

Dharma was told by a most important friend yesterday: "The problem started with George Green and it will end with George Green". How sad, because how would you possibly KNOW? Well, NOW, you would know better--wouldn't you? The signs are always there if you watch but sometimes it is not evident until the "cover" is blown away. It is the removal of the veil which is painful.

Now, again, I am going to URGE YOU AS STRONGLY AS I CAN to write to the US&P and get ATOMIC SUICIDE. YOU NEED the information IN THAT BOOK --PLEASE GET IT! Then, when we return to the subject the argument will be moot and we can get on with the science lessons. Further, you can help our relationship with them by telling them who recommended them.

There is no "judgment" money to be had here--my scribe has NOTHING and shall have NOTHING, for she and E.J. have rightfully concluded that possessions are nothing but horrors by which to be
held hostage. That, in itself, is a very good lesson learned.

**DEFRAUDING AMERICA**

Now I am going to PUSH another book, readers. This one by Rodney Stich and I cannot say enough good about the volume. It may seem to start off a bit "non-fiction" in character of "history" books or things of that sort--but as it says in the frontispiece it "Makes the Godfather Saga Pale By Comparison". *It deals with Dirty Secrets of the CIA and Other Government Operations.*

Let me share from the inside cover--regarding the author:

This book is the culmination of thirty years of investigative work by the author, commencing while he was a federal investigator holding federal authority to make such determinations. The author initially discovered deep-seated corruption at a major airline and within the federal responsibilities for air safety at the airline experiencing an inordinate number of corruption-related air disasters.

In seeking to expose and correct the tragedy-related criminality, he encountered epidemic cover-up in every major government and non-government check and balance. His determination to circumvent complicity of cover-ups resulted in a thirty-year crusade against corrupt government, revealing a level of corruption that at first may appear beyond comprehension.

Commencing in the late 1980s the author's activities became a magnet for attracting former deep-cover people assigned to or working with U.S. intelligence agencies and the Drug Enforcement Administration. They were concerned about the harm caused by the activities they were ordered to perform by their superiors.

The average American has been kept illiterate in these areas by the establishment media, the babel of government officials, and the criminal cover-up by almost every member of Congress. The public's own refusal to read what has been written about many of these subjects has made this condition possible. The resulting state of naiveté may cause difficulty believing what is stated here.

The author, and those concerned whistleblowers who contributed information found in these pages, have nothing to gain, and much to lose, by coming forward; even their lives. Despite the unlawful acts that many of these whistleblowers committed, under orders and knowledge of high U.S. officials, they deserve credit for risking their lives and imprisonment by speaking out.

The charges within these pages are supported by hundreds of classified government documents; records of administrative proceedings; court filings; the author's discoveries while a federal and private investigator; over a thousand hours of deposition-like statements made to him by many former CIA and DEA personnel; congressional records; circumstantial and anecdotal evidence, and research by others.

Rodney Stich has been a government and private investigator for the past thirty years, holding federal authority to determine violations of federal law. His assignment with the Federal Aviation Administration covered the most corrupt and tragedy-riddled airline program in the United States (get and read *UNFRIENDLY SKYS*), where corruption and resulting airline crashes were rampant. This experience caused him to embark upon a lifelong crusade exposing hard-core
corruption in the three branches of the federal government.

During the past five years he became a confidant to many former deep-cover people in the U.S. intelligence community who were on the front-lines of serious misconduct ordered by their superiors.

Well over a thousand hours of deposition-like communications, hundreds of classified documents, and many letters, made the author privy to government corruption far beyond what he had already personally discovered.

Each of the many whistleblowers who contributed to the contents of this book have been targeted and persecuted, as well as their families, by Justice Department prosecutors and federal judges, seeking to silence them. Many other informants who could have provided additional information were killed or mysteriously died. The author and his confidants are risking their lives in bringing this information to the American public.

* * *

Free citizens, everywhere: even though "freedoms" are taken and kept from you, you are still free from incarceration and holding in enemy compounds until your life source runs out by the calendar and the clock.

YOU HAVE FREEDOM FIGHTERS LOCKED UP IN YOUR PRISONS FOR NOTHING MORE THAN POLITICAL REASONS--TO HIDE THE ACTIONS OF THE GUILTY PARTIES IN MORE POWER AND CONTROL.

YOU ALSO HAVE COUNTLESS PRISONERS FROM YOUR TRUMPED-UP WARS--ALIVE AND DYING AS HOSTAGES--NO LONGER EVEN IN CONSIDERATION FOR HELP OR PROMISE OF FREEDOM.

IF YOU FORGET THEM--THERE IS NO HOPE--FOR YOUR NATION AND FRANKLY, FOR YOU! IF YOU FORFEIT THESE LIVES IN TRUTH THEN YOU HAVE NO FOUNDATION OF GOODNESS UPON WHICH TO BUILD A BETTER WORLD. IF YOU TOSS YOUR OWN AWAY LIKE CHAFF AT THE WHIM OF THE WINDS OF POLITICIANS--YOU SHALL HAVE WHAT YOU DESERVE AND IT SHALL NOT BE PRETTY.

Salu